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2 1 INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM)

QEDQCD Electroweak
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• Neutrino mass and anti-particle

•Matter-Antimatter symmetry

•dark matter and dark energy

Physics observations not included in SM:

?
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+ …

Figure 1: The Standard Model describes the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. The
right side shows phenomena that are not described by the Standard Model.

1 Introduction

The Standard Model of particle physics and beyond. The Standard Model (SM) of
particle physics is a mathematical description of all known particles and their interactions. It
includes the effects of the strong, electromagnetic and weak forces as summarized in Fig. 1.
With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations using
the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, the final piece of the SM has been experimentally
verified. This represents a remarkable scientific achievement, as the SM not only describes
a wide variety of particle experiments but is also, in its prediction of certain quantities, the
most accurate description of nature ever constructed. One striking example is the magnetic
moment of the electron, which is theoretically predicted to 10 significant digits and shows
excellent agreement with the experimentally determined value.

At the same time, the SM is known to be incomplete and the particle physics community
is facing many unanswered questions that require further investigation and will ultimately
require an extension or complete modification of the currently accepted paradigm. In order
to guide advances in this direction, one of the goals of modern physics is to identify con-
crete observables that not only give clear evidence of new physics but also provide specific
predictions about the nature of the new particles and forces beyond the SM (BSM).

It should be emphasized that, although we do not understand the detailed nature of
BSM physics, the evidence that the SM is incomplete is overwhelming. In particular, the
following observed phenomena cannot be explained by the fundamental theory in its present
formulation:

• gravity: This force is not included in the SM and efforts to include it, by introducing
the graviton as the force-carrying particle, have so far failed. The problem is that,
in many implementations, the theory becomes mathematically ill-defined when the
graviton is included. An exception to this is string theory, which does provide a rigorous
definition of quantum gravity. But so far this framework has not allowed an inclusion
of the remaining particles and forces of the SM.

• dark matter: Observations of galaxy rotation and other astronomical processes pro-
vide clear evidence that ∼ 26% of the energy present in our universe is so-called “dark
matter”, which feels the gravitational force but otherwise interacts very weakly. The
SM does not contain any fundamental particles that have the properties of dark matter,
and the matter that it does describe makes up only 5% of the observed energy budget.

• dark energy: The remaining ∼ 69% of the total energy contained in our universe is the
so-called “dark energy”, which is a constant energy density of the vacuum. Attempts
to describe this within the SM disagree with the measured value by many orders of
magnitude.
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• matter-antimatter symmetry: The SM includes a description for anti-matter and
suggests that, in the early universe, it was created in equal amounts to normal matter.
However, we observe that our universe today is matter dominated. So far there is no
mechanism in the SM that can fully account for this imbalance.

• the strong CP-problem: This refers to the fact that no experiment involving the
strong-interaction has shown a violation of CP-symmetry, i.e. the combination of charge
conjugation and parity symmetry. However, the mathematical description of the strong
force (Quantum Chromodynamics) predicts that a violation of this symmetry should
occur. Particle theorists therefore expect that some mechanism must be forcing it to
take on the very small value observed in nature.

• neutrino masses: Within the description of the SM, neutrinos are massless particles.
However, neutrino oscillation experiments have shown that these particles do in fact
carry a non-zero mass. In fact, there are multiple known ways to modify the SM and
include neutrino masses, but so far it is not known which approach correctly describes
our universe. An issue closely related to this is that it is unknown whether the neutrino
is its own anti-particle.

All of these open questions make it an interesting and exciting time for particle physics
research. The discrepancy between an experimental measurement and a theoretical predic-
tion based on SM physics is what ultimately could lead to an indication of how to modify
the SM. For this reason, it is very important that we continue to refine our mathematical
tools, in order to properly extract SM predictions. More specifically, scientists quantify the
discrepancies between experiment and theory by some number of standard deviations (σ).
Currently, many examples of 2 to 3 σ disagreements exist and have motivated the community
to pursue improvements on both the theoretical and experimental side. If such tensions can
reach the level of 5 σ, then this is generally accepted as a discovery of BSM effects.

To gain further understanding, new experimental data are needed. Present and future
experiments can be roughly divided into two categories: high energy and high precision. The
main example of the first type is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LHC is
currently in its second long shutdown and is being upgraded for a high-luminosity phase,
with the first beam expected in the Spring of 2021. As the generation of new data continues,
together with the analysis of existing data sets, the coming years offer great potential for
new-physics discoveries.

On the other hand as the difficulty and cost of high-energy experiments increases, high
precision experiments become increasingly important. A current example in this category
is the g − 2 experiment at Fermilab. This experiment aims to obtain information about
BSM physics by measuring the muon’s magnetic moment to unprecedented precision and is
expected to release new data this year. The experiment is well motivated since muonic g− 2
is an example of the quantities mentioned above, that currently exhibit a few σ tension.
For this reason, the theory community is also working towards lowering the uncertainty on
the SM prediction, where non-perturbative effects from QCD currently dominate. Another
example of an observable that shows tension is the decay rate for π0 → e+e−, which is one
of the less frequent decay channels and has shown discrepancies between measurements at
KTeV and theoretical predictions.

In order to calculate these kinds of physical observables from the mathematical framework
of the SM, one must apply a non-perturbative method. Four types of methods are currently
being pursued: effective theories, Lattice QCD, data-driven dispersive methods and functio-
nal methods. All of these carry their own advantages and disadvantages, and the choice of
approach depends on the observable being considered. In addition, it is beneficial to pursue
several paths, in order to get independent theoretical confirmation. The work presented in
this thesis is based on the functional approach of the Bethe-Salpeter and Dyson-Schwinger
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equations. Working in this framework, results are presented for important inputs in the theo-
ry calculation of muonic g− 2. In addition the rare decay of the neutral pion, π0 → e+e−, is
determined and compared with experiment.

Structure. This thesis is structured as follows: We begin, in Sec. 2, by laying out the
mathematical description of the SM and discussing how to generally calculate the observables
relevant in this thesis. The next chapter, Sec. 3, contains a brief historical motivation and
general background for a particular observable, the pion transition form factor, relevant for
the muonic g−2. After this, we dive into the heart of this thesis in Sec. 4, by describing how
transition form factors are generally calculated within the DSE-BSE framework. This leads
to the main chapter, the numerical results in Sec. 5. This section is divided into the following
subsections: results for the pion transition form factor, other electromagnetic decays of the
pion as an application of the latter, the η and η′ transition form factors, an outlook for
the calculation of scalar transition form factors and, finally, the contribution of transition
form factors to the hadronic-light-by-light contribution of the muon’s anomalous magnetic
moment. We conclude with a summary and an outlook in Sec. 6.
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2 Formalism

2.1 Basic concepts in QCD

Lagrangian. Many quantum field theories are defined by first introducing the Lagrangi-
an.1 This contains all fundamental particles of the theory and establishes if and how the
particles interact. The Lagrangian of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics includes
interactions for the weak, electromagnetic and the strong forces. Historically, many different
models, with their corresponding Lagrangians, have been used to study various field theories
and their behavior compared to what we see in nature. For example, chiral-perturbation-
theory (χPT) is based on a Lagrangian using composite particles as effective degrees of
freedom rather than the known fundamental particles, quarks and gluons. By exploring dif-
ferent forms of theories we obtain a better understanding of how to describe the phenomena
we observe in nature.

Let us start by considering the strong force in isolation. Here the relevant theory is
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In QCD the fundamental degrees of freedom are quarks
and gluons, which are the only fields present in the Lagrangian density:

LQCD [A, ψ̄, ψ] = ψ̄
(
/D + m

)
ψ +

1

2
Tr[FµνFµν ] . (2.1)

Here ψ and ψ̄ are the quark and anti-quark fields, respectively, the gluons are represented
by the field-strength tensor Fµν and m = diag(mu,md,ms, . . . ) is the quark mass matrix for
Nf flavors. The covariant derivative is denoted by Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ where Aµ is the vector
gauge field of the gluon, related to Fµν by Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + ig [Aµ, Aν ]. The second
term in the covariant derivative, Dµ, represents the interaction between quarks and gluons
with the coupling constant g.

All of the objects appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1) carry implicit indices
associated with the color charge defining QCD. In particular, the vector fields are 3 × 3
matrices in this space and are related to eight individual fields by Aµ = Aaµ t

a where the
ta are the Gell-Mann matrices, the generators of the QCD gauge group, SU(3). Similarly,
the field strength tensor satisfies Fµν = F aµν t

a. This implies that both Aaµ and F aµν are in
the adjoint representation of the group. The Gell-Mann matrices satisfy the commutation
relation [ta, tb] = ifabc tc, where fabc are called structure constants. The dimension of the
representation used for SU(3) generators can vary and the fact that the Gell-Mann matrices
are three dimensional comes from the requirement that quarks transform in the fundamental
representation. This means, for example, that an infinitesimal transformation takes the form
ψi → ψi + iαataijψj .

The action is obtained by integrating the Lagrangian density over all of spacetime

SQCD =

∫
d4x LQCD [A, ψ̄, ψ] . (2.2)

QCD is an SU(3) gauge theory, meaning that action is invariant under the local transfor-
mation

ψ′(x) =U(x)ψ(x) , A′µ(x) = U(x)Aµ(x)U †(x)− i

g
U(x)(∂µU

†(x)) , (2.3)

Fµν ′(x) = U(x)Fµν(x)U †(x) ,

where U(x) ∈ SU(3). The physical interpretation of this is that the quark fields carry a color
charge in analogy to the electric charge of protons and electrons. Just as every positron or

1Strictly speaking theories exist without a Lagrangian but this is a highly mathematical topic not relevant
for this work.
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electron has a charge of plus or minus one, every quark has a color charge of red, green or
blue.1

Renormalization. In QFT, one encounters short-distance fluctuations that complicate the
calculations of observables by introducing infinities. However as physics at short and long
distances decouples, we can solve this problem by modifying the theory at short distances
to get a finite answer. This is called regularization. To be certain that this does not affect
the final results we need a way to vary the regularization without changing the observables.
This is called renormalization.

The Lagrangian and the action were defined above in terms of bare fields. Their renorma-
lized counterparts are related through renormalization constants for the fields, the masses,
and the coupling constant,

ψ = Z
1/2
2 ψr , A = Z

1/2
3 Ar , m = Zmmr , g = Zggr . (2.4)

The renormalized fields will be used in all calculations throughout this thesis, but the subs-
cript will be suppressed from Sec. 4 on.

To give some insight into these ideas, we consider the scenario of two theorists inde-
pendently calculating the proton mass in Nf = 2 QCD. Suppose each theorist has a non-
perturbative method but they make different choices in the regularization, e.g. different
values for the ultraviolet cutoff on divergent integrals. Each theorist renormalizes (chooses
the values of the Z factors) to get the correct results for the pion mass and decay constant.
This fixes all inputs so that a prediction for the proton mass can be made. Even though
different choices were made for regularization the differences are compensated by the renor-
malization so that the same value is predicted. The fact that such predictions must agree is
a highly non-trivial property of QCD and the Standard Model called renormalizability. The
general criteria for a renormalizable QFT is explained in [1–3].

Green functions and generating functionals. To calculate physical observables like
bound-state masses or decay-rates, we need to consider the most fundamental mathematical
tool that provides us access to these quantities: the Green functions of the theory. These
encode all possible interactions between n incoming and m outgoing particles. One naturally
forms the position-space Green functions (this follows more directly from the position space
Lagrangian density) and by applying a Fourier transform to momentum space and taking
the limit to put the particles on their mass-shell, one can calculate physical observables such
as scattering amplitudes.

Green functions can be defined in two different ways. One approach is to express the
functions in terms of time ordered products of the field operators. This is the canonical
formalism, in which the fields are treated as operators in the Fock space and obey canonical
(anti-)commutator relations. In the second approach, the Green function is defined through
a path-integral which runs over all possible field values at every point in spacetime. In this
approach, the fields are commuting functions of space-time coordinates, not operators. Let
ϕ(x) abbreviate the general fields. The Green function, G[ϕ(x)], is defined as

〈G[ϕ(x)]〉 := 〈0|TG[ϕ(x)]|0〉 =

∫
Dϕe−S[ϕ]G[ϕ(x)]∫
Dϕ e−S[ϕ]

, (2.5)

where the middle expression refers to the operator formalism and the right-most to the path
integral.

1The first indication that the number of possible colors is exactly three followed from observing the decay
rate of the neutral pion into two photons and its relation to the axial anomaly, as discussed in Sec. 4.
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A useful tool to calculate Green functions is the generating functional or partition
function. This corresponds to the definition of the path-integral with an additional source
term introduced into the Lagrangian. It can be understood as a trick to express Eq. (2.5) in
yet another way. Each field gets multiplied with a corresponding source and summing this
product over all fields in the theory defines a shift to the Lagrangian density. The generating
functional reads,

Z[J ] =

∫
Dϕ e−(S[ϕ]−

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x)) . (2.6)

The Green functions are then obtained by taking functional derivatives with respect to the
sources J and setting them to zero after differentiation,

〈G[ϕ(x)]〉 = G

[
δ

δJ

]
Z[J ]

Z[0]

∣∣∣∣
J=0

. (2.7)

In general, the functional derivative is defined through,

δϕ(x)

δϕ(y)
= δ4(x− y) ⇐ ϕ(y) =

∫
d4x δ(x− y)ϕ(x) . (2.8)

To understand the concept, consider for example the correlation function for two fields, one
at position x1 and one at x2, which is given by

G(x1, x2) = 〈0|Tϕ(x1)ϕ(x2)|0〉 =

∫
Dϕ e−S[ϕ] ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2)∫

Dϕ e−S[ϕ]
=

1

Z[0]

δ

δJ(x1)

δ

δJ(x2)
Z[J ]

∣∣∣∣
J=0

.

(2.9)
The generating functional introduced above, Eq. (2.6), generates full Green functions. These
contain all possible interactions. In a diagrammatic sense these are represented by all possible
diagrams that one can draw based on the interaction specified in the Lagrangian and the
involved incoming and outgoing particles, specified by the Green function. The diagrammatic
representation is an intuitive way to visualize and order the contributions for chosen physical
process. Each Feynman diagram stands for a particular number, or a function of external
parameters, and can be calculated using Feynman rules.

Besides the full Green functions, it can be useful to define alternative Green functions
built using only a subset of the Feynman diagrams. For example, if one keeps only the set
of fully connected diagrams, this defines the connected Green function which is directly
related to the scattering amplitude. Similarly, one can define a new function by including
all Feynman diagrams that stay connected even after a single line is cut. These are called
one-particle irreducible (1-PI) diagrams.

Studying the mathematical relations between these different types of functions can teach
us a great deal about the theory. Remarkably, it is possible to define a new generating
functional, called W [J ], that directly provides connected Green functions. This satisfies a
simple relation to the original functional, related through W [J ] := ln(Z[J ]). The so called
effective action Γ(ϕ̃), is the functional for the (1-PI) Green functions and is related to W [J ]
through a Legendre transformation,

Z[J ] = eW [J ] = e(Γ[ϕ̃]+
∫
x ϕ̃(x)J(x)) , Γ(ϕ̃) = − ln (Z[J ])− Jϕ̃ . (2.10)

The effective action depends on the averaged field ϕ̃, which is the expectation value of ϕ in
presence of an external source J ,

ϕ̃(x) := 〈ϕ(x)〉J = −δW [J ]

δJ(x)
=

∫
Dϕe−S[ϕ]+

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x) ϕ(x)∫

Dϕe−S[ϕ]+
∫
x ϕ(x)J(x)

. (2.11)

This idea generalizes to n-PI Green functions, which are composed of diagrams that stay
connected when any n lines are cut.
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The Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSE) are derived directly from the effective action
introduced above and are a key ingredient to calculating QCD observables in the functional
approach. They provide a relation between n- and n + 1-point Green functions, which can
be interpreted diagrammatically as regrouping the information into different sub-sets of
the original correlation functions/Feynman diagrams. They form an infinite coupled set of
iterative integral equations and, in order to numerically solve them, approximations at the
level of the n+1 Green functions are necessary. A thorough discussion will follow in Sec. 2.4.1.

Flavor symmetries. By understanding symmetry structures of the underlying theory, we
can learn a great deal about its phenomenology. In particular, by examining the approximate
global flavor symmetries of the QCD Lagrangian, we can understand various properties of
the hadrons seen in nature. In the case of QCD with massless quarks, the global symmetry
group is U(1)V ⊗U(1)A⊗ SU(Nf )V ⊗ SU(Nf )A and in the full quantum theory the various
subgroups have very different consequences. For example, the SU(Nf )V symmetry leads to
the multiplet structures of the hadrons. By analogy one would expect the SU(Nf )A symmetry
to lead to similar patterns, relating the positive and negative parity states. This, however,
is not observed. The reason is that the symmetry is spontaneously broken, meaning that
the vacuum is not invariant. The U(1)A symmetry is also violated, not due to spontaneous
breaking, but another effect referred to as the anomaly. This explains the large mass difference
between the π and the η, which would otherwise be nearly degenerate. In fact, in the presence
of electromagnetism, the SU(Nf )A is also anomalously broken. This is of particular interest
for the neutral pion decay (π0 → γγ), as we will explore in more detail in Sec. 3.1. As is
clear from this short summary, the consequences of symmetries and symmetry breaking are
complicated. The purpose of this subsection is to explore this in some detail.

Noethers theorem states the following: Any continuous (global or local) symmetry
transformation, which leaves the action invariant, implies the existence of a conserved
current when the equations of motion are satisfied.

Let us consider a continuous global transformation defined as U = eiθata where the ta
are matrices, referred to as generators of the symmetry group. Without loss of generality
we can take the θa to be infinitesimal, implying U = 1 + iθata. Then the fields transform as
ψ′ := Uψ = ψ+ iθataψ := ψ+ δψ. We consider a Lagrangian L which is invariant under the
transformation U . This implies δL = 0, where we have defined

δL := L(ψ′, ∂µψ
′)− L(ψ, ∂µψ) =

∂L
∂ψ

δψ +
∂L

∂(∂µψ)
(∂µδψ) . (2.12)

We now use the product rule to rewrite δL as

δL = ∂µ

(
∂L

∂(∂µψ)
itaψ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: jµa

θa +

(
∂L
∂ψ
− ∂µ

∂L
∂(∂µψ)

)
δψ . (2.13)

As we have indicated, the first term defines the current jµa and the second term is the Euler-
Lagrange term, which vanishes when the equations of motion are fulfilled. This result tells
us that when δL = 0 (due to the symmetry) and the Euler-Lagrange term also vanishes (due
to the equations of motion), then

∂µ j
µ
a = 0 . (2.14)

In this case, jµa is a conserved current. Note that a current can also be considered appro-
ximately conserved if the change in the Lagrangian is small. If we integrate Eq. (2.14) over
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∫
d3x and apply Gauss’ law we can write

∫
d3x [∂tj

0
a(x)− ∂iji(x)] =

∫
d3x [∂tj

0
a(x)]−

∫
d~σ ·~j(x) = 0 . (2.15)

If we then assume that ~j vanishes at the boundary, then we find

∂t

∫
d3xj0

a(x) = 0 =⇒ Qa(t) =

∫
d3x j0

a(x) = const . (2.16)

In words, we have found that the charge, Qa, is conserved. On the quantum level the charge
is an operator, due to the fields being operators too. The charge satisfies the same com-
mutator relation as the group generators, ta, which reads

[
Qa, Qb

]
= fabcQ

c. This forms
a representation of the Lie algebra on the Hilbert space, referred to as the charge algebra.
Historically it was one of the first tools to encode symmetry structures of the theory, followed
by the effective action, as will be discussed in sec. 2.4.3.

As already summarized at the beginning of this subsection, a symmetry can be broken
due to different reasons. We differentiate between explicit or classical, anomalous and
spontaneous breaking.

Explicit breaking of the symmetry happens when the action is not invariant. In this
case, we can still define a current and the corresponding charge, they just will not be con-
served. In general, the concept of non-conserved currents is a helpful tool for both classical
and quantum field theories. For example, isospin symmetry is explicitly broken by the diffe-
rence in the up and down mass. However, it still serves as a useful label both for describing
transitions where isospin is conserved and those where it is violated. The example of isospin
is also a case of interest because the breaking is small, and thus the charge is approximately
conserved. The small difference between the up and down quark masses, and the small value
of the electromagnetic coupling, leads to the approximate conservation of the isospin current.

Anomalous breaking happens on the quantum level. When the theory is quantized,
ultraviolet diverges arise and a scheme, referred to as regularization, must be used to remove
these and give finite answers. In certain circumstances, it is impossible to find a regularization
that preserves the symmetries of the classical theory. The interpretation here is that quantum
fluctuations actually break the symmetry. In other words, a symmetry leaving the action
invariant might still be broken at the level of the path-integral, through the non-invariant
integration measure. As with explicit breaking, when anomalous breaking occurs the current
is no longer conserved.

Anomalies of local symmetries are called gauge anomalies. These violate unitary, as they
introduce unphysical longitudinal polarizations. As a result, a theory with such an anomaly
is not well defined and cannot be a useful description of nature. On the other hand, anomalies
in global symmetries do not lead to inconsistencies. In fact, this kind of symmetry breaking
is realized in the Standard Model and understanding this was crucial to solving historical
puzzles about the properties of hadrons.

Two cases of anomalous breaking are the U(1)A and the SU(Nf )A anomalies. The latter
plays an important role for the decay of the neutral pion (π0 → γγ). The U(1)A anomaly is
the reason why the η′ meson is so heavy. This anomaly is a pure QCD phenomenon, whereas
the SU(Nf )A anomaly is introduced by the QED part of the Lagrangian.

If a symmetry is classically realized, the action is invariant. If a symmetry leaves the vacu-
um invariant, then all group generators ta must annihilate the vacuum, such that Qa|Ω〉 = 0.
Spontaneous breaking occurs when the vacuum carries the charge corresponding to a sym-
metry and is not invariant, Qa|Ω〉 6= 0. In this case, the ground-state and Green functions
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no longer share the global symmetry of the action. In contrast to anomalous breaking, with
spontaneous breaking, the current is still conserved.

Goldstone’s theorems states that spontaneous breaking of continuous global sym-
metries implies the existence of massless particles. Each generator that does not leave the
vacuum invariant corresponds to a massless Goldstone Boson.

The QCD example for spontaneous breaking is chiral symmetry. To understand this,
consider the quark-field dependent part of the Lagrangian in the chiral limit, meaning all
quark masses are set to zero (m = 0)

L ⊃ ψ̄i /Dδijψj , (2.17)

where we have shown the flavor indices. Because the matrix between ψ̄i and ψj is the identity
in flavor, the Lagrangian does not change if we replace ψ −→ Uψ and ψ̄i → ψ̄iU

†, where
U ∈ SU(Nf )V .

It is useful to reformulate the Lagrangian using left- and right-handed spinors, ψR/L =
1
2(1± γ5)ψ

L ⊃ ψ̄R,i /DδijψR,j + ψ̄L,i /DδijψL,j . (2.18)

We see that L has a larger symmetry, called chiral symmetry, and denoted SU(Nf )R ×
SU(Nf )L. The vector part is the diagonal subgroup of this product, which rotates left- and
right-handed fields in the same way. On the contrary the axial part corresponds to rotating
right and left in opposite directions. We thus have SU(Nf )R × SU(Nf )L = SU(Nf )V ×
SU(Nf )A. The axial part of the symmetry, SU(Nf )A, is spontaneously broken.

In the case of Nf = 3, SU(Nf )A, has eight generators. These correspond to eight Gold-
stone bosons, which are the eight lightest pseudoscalar mesons (the pions, kaons and the eta).
In the case of Nf = 2 this reduces to the three pions, corresponding to the three generators
of SU(2)A usually chosen to be the Pauli-matrices. Even though chiral symmetry is only an
approximate symmetry, it helps to explain the unnaturally light mass of the pion due to its
Goldstone-boson nature.

Tab. 2 shows an overview of the global flavor symmetries. For low-energy processes such
as those considered in this thesis, one typically takes Nf = 3 (for the up, down and strange
quarks). Furthermore, we work in the so-called isospin limit, where the up and down quark
masses are degenerate. For each symmetry, the table contains information about the corre-
sponding transformations U , if and when the transformation leaves the Lagrangian invariant
(∆L), as well as a statement of current conservation (∂µJµ) and the (conserved) charge Qa.
Here ψ is the quark field, Aaµ the gluon field, as introduced in the Lagrangian, M is the
quark mass matrix and F aαβ is the field strength tensor of the gluon. Similarly, we denote
by Fαβ the field strength tensor of the photon, which enters when we consider the com-
bined QED and QCD Lagrangian. We also define g as the strong coupling constant, e as
the electromagnetic coupling constant and γµ for the gamma (Dirac) matrices. These are a
set of conventional matrices defined with specific anti-commutation relations. The gamma
matrices (γµ, µ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 5}) allow us to combine quark fields into Lorentz vectors. This
is an important tool, as vector-like objects are observed in nature, but in the context of
constructing the Lagrangian we can combine γµ with ∂µ to form a Lorentz invariant.

Starting at the top of Tab. 2, we have:

• U(1)V

This is the only exact symmetry of the theory and we can define a conserved vector
current, Vµ = ψ̄γµψ, as well as a conserved charge, B, which reflects the baryon-number
conservation. This counts the difference between the number of quarks and anti-quarks,
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+  anomalous

+  anomalous

Flavor Symmetries of QCD 

sym. (conserved) current

= 0

≠ 0
explicit if

= 0

(conserved) charge
• Baryon number

• Isospin: a=3 and Hypercharge: a=8

 =   axial anomaliesQEDQCD

if a = 3,8 or

M ”= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="hQPbdaqYJyK+cmM1OcA7Sli+dPY=">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</latexit>
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QED+ QCD
+ spontaneous

• Axial charges in chiral limit

• No conserved charge!

Figure 2: Overview of QCD flavor symmetries: U(1)V ⊗ U(1)A ⊗ SU(Nf )V ⊗ SU(Nf )A, where Nf
is the number of flavors. The table shows their associated transformations, currents and
conversations.

divided by three, and is zero for mesons, one for baryons, and takes on higher values
for multi-baryon systems.1

• U(1)A

The mass matrix term in the Lagrangian breaks this symmetry explicitly. However, in
the chiral limit (M = 0) it is classically conserved. More interestingly, it is anomalously
broken due to the non-invariance of the integration measure. In Tab. 2, the anomaly
term is indicated in light orange. The U(1)A anomaly has consequences for the masses
of the η and η′ mesons.

• SU(Nf )V

In QCD with Nf = 3 flavors, the generators, ta, of SU(3)V are the eight Gell-Mann
matrices (a ∈ {1, · · · , 8}). The flavor vector symmetry is explicitly broken by unequal
quark masses in the mass matrix (M 6= m1), but conserved in the degenerate limit.
Furthermore, the transformation with the third and the eighth generators leave the
action invariant and define a true symmetry for two U(1) subgroups of SU(3)V . In
these cases, one can define conserved charges. For a = 3 this corresponds to the isospin
charge (QV3 =: I3), for a = 8 the hyper-charge (QV8 =: Y ). These are useful quantum
numbers for characterizing hadrons, eg. the meson multiplet is a hexagon in the (I3−Y )-
plane.

• SU(Nf )A

The axial vector symmetry is broken explicitly, spontaneously and anomalously. Expli-
cit breaking occurs once more due to the mass term in the Lagrangian (M 6= 0). Away
from the chiral limit the corresponding axial-vector current and the divergence, given

1In the complete Standard Model, including weak iterations, baryon number is anonymously by quantum
effects from the weak part of the path-integral measure.
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in the table, read

jµa 5(x) := ψ̄(x) γ5γ
µta ψ(x) , ∂µ jµ5 a = iψ̄ γ5{ta,M}ψ M=m1−−−−−−→ 2im ψ̄γ5taψ , (2.19)

where here we are suppressing the anomaly term in the divergence. For equal quark
masses and solely considering QCD effects, the divergence simplifies into the so-called
partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC) relation. Partially, as the current
would be conserved in the chiral limit when m = 0. The expression on the right can
be identified as a pseudo-scalar density (j5 a(x) := ψ̄(x)iγ5taψ(x)). Thus, the PCAC
relation tells us that the divergence of the axial-vector is related to a pseudo-scalar
density. The relation carries multiple consequences which will be explored in later
sections (4.1-4.2).

Anomalous breaking enters when considering QED + QCD and comes from an inva-
riance of the measure, similar to the U(1)A case, but from the QED part. In Tab. 2, the
QED axial anomaly is highlighted in light red. This anomaly plays an important role
in the calculation of the neutral pion decay rate (π0 → γγ), as the result is dominated
by anomaly effects. (A detailed discussion follows in section 3.1.) In comparison to the
U(1)A gluon anomaly, the QED anomaly effects are numerically much smaller due to
the difference in the coupling strength (e� g) but are not less important.

Finally, spontaneous breaking of SU(3)A is a dynamical and non-perturbative effect
based on the strong interactions between quarks and gluons. It is visible through Green
functions containing external quark and anti-quark legs, as these do not share the
symmetry of QCDs action, due to non-perturbatively generated tensor structures. The
topic will be further explored in the context of the quark propagator in Sec. 4.1.

2.2 Multi-hadron processes

Form factors are an essential set of quantities in the broad landscape of particle physics
observables. Describing the coupling of photons, and other electroweak currents, to all pos-
sible hadrons, they contain valuable information about the underlying structure of QCD
bound states. The coupling of a non-composite particle to a current is given by a simple
coupling constant (e.g. the electron-photon coupling e is related to the fine-structure con-
stant αe = e2/(4π) ∼ 1/137). In the case of a hadron, however, this constant becomes a
momentum-dependent function, carrying information about the charge distribution of the
probed hadron.

One of the main goals in theoretical particle physics today is to calculate physical ob-
servables that are measured in experiment and test whether the theory correctly describes
the measured results. Going beyond this, theoretical physicists aim to provide predictions
for ongoing and future experiments and to guide their interpretation. Interesting discrepan-
cies have been discovered over the years, such as in the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon, as discussed in detail in section 3.2. In the following, the aim is to give a brief overview
of physical observables, involving both single- and multi-particle states, possibly coupled to
external currents. In doing so I will also make some general comments about the current
theoretical situation and how the objectives of this thesis fit within the broader picture.

To gain an overview, it is useful to classify physical observables by the number of particles
involved, as well as the number (and the nature) of the external currents. This organization
is summarized in Fig 3. Here the horizontal axis represents the number of currents, whereas
the vertical axis classifies the types of external states. For the latter we distinguish between
three choices: (1) at least one of the states is the QCD vacuum, denoted |Ω〉, (2) initial and
final state are the same one-particle state and (3) the initial and final states may or may
not match, but at least one is a multi-particle state. We now go through the three columns
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in turns, to examine how the external currents couple to the states define the extracted
observable.

In case of no currents (first column), we are dealing with an observable that is solely
described by interactions through the strong force (QCD). This can only provide non-trivial
information if the states are different (otherwise we only accesses a normalization factor)
and have a nonzero overlap (e.g. 〈Ω|π〉 = 0). It turns out that this is only possible for multi-
particle states, so that only the bottom row of the first column offers a non-trivial entry. This
leads us to define the scattering amplitude, denotedMn→m, which describes interactions
between n incoming and m outgoing particles, in the presence of only QCD. The definition
reads

iMn→m(p1, · · · , pn|p′1, · · · , p′m)× (2π)4δ4
(∑

i

pi −
∑

j

p′j

)
= 〈m, out|n, in〉connected , (2.20)

where the label “connected” means that we only keep contributions with all particles involved
in the scattering event. In short, the scattering amplitude is a pure QCD quantity, describing
the interaction through the strong force in isolation.

Various tools are available to predict scattering amplitudes theoretically. For example,
effective field theories, such as chiral perturbation theory, provide a low-energy descripti-
on based on approximate symmetries of the underlying theory. This gives important basic
knowledge, e.g. about the low-energy scattering of pions, but the approach generally breaks
down as the scattering energy is increased. Numerical lattice QCD is also a powerful tool,
somewhat surprisingly given that calculations are restricted to a finite volume and to Eucli-
dean time. However, these challenges have been at least partially overcome leading to a
variety of amplitude predictions, see Ref. [4]. The DSE and BSE framework has been able
to provide results on various observables in this context, ranging from simple bound states,
such as mesons and baryons, see Refs. [5–7], to more complex structures, like tetra-quarks
(a four-quark bound-state) [8], Hybrids (bound-state with external gluon) [9], or glueballs
(pure gluon bound-sates) [10,11].

Returning again to Fig 3, we now focus on the second and third columns, describing
cases in which external currents are involved. This allows us to further take electromagnetic
(QED) and weak forces into account.1 The simplest example, appearing at the top of the
second column, is the decay constant. This describes the decay amplitude of a particle
going into a non-QCD final state. It is given by a one-particle initial state, coupling via a
single current to the vacuum. For example the pion decay constant, fπ, is given by

〈0|Γµ0 5|π, p〉 = ifπpµ , (2.21)

with the axial current defined as Γµ0 5 = q̄γµγ5q.

Moving down the second column brings us to form factors. As shown in the figure, a form
factor describes the coupling of a hadron to a single current. For electromagnetic currents
the initial and final states must be the same single-particle state, as the quark flavors cannot
be changed by the intermediate photon. Here the simplest example is the pion form factor,
denoted Fπ and defined via

〈π, p′|jµ|π, p〉 = (p+ p′)µ Fπ(−(p+ p′)2) . (2.22)

The form factor describes the underlying charge structure of the particle. As mentioned abo-
ve, if it were elementary and had no substructure, the corresponding form factor would be

1At high energy scales the electromagnetic and weak forces are unified into the electroweak. However,
in the case of QCD matrix elements, one is necessarily looking at low energy scales where the forces act
independently and are described by independent currents.
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W
e

determ
ine

the
hadronic

light-by-light scattering
contribution

to
the

anom
alous m

agnetic
m

om
ent of the

m
uon

using
the fram

ework
of D

yson-Schw
inger and

Bethe-Salpeter equations of Q
CD

. O
ur result for the pseu-

doscalar (π
0
, η

, η ′) m
eson

exchange
diagram

is com
m

ensurate
w

ith
previous calculations. In

our calculation
of

the
quark

loop
contribution

w
e

im
prove

upon
previous approaches by

explicitly
im

plem
enting

constraints due

to
gauge

invariance. The im
pact of transverse contributions, presum

ably
dom

inated
by

vector m
eson

poles, are

only
estim

ated
at this stage. A

s a
consequence, our value

a LBL;quarkloop

µ

=
(136 ±

59) ×
10 −

1
1

is significantly

larger. Taken
at face value, this then leads to a revised

estim
ate of the total a

µ
=

116
591

891.0(105.0)×
10 −

1
1.

PACS
num

bers: 12.38.Lg, 13.40.Em
, 13.40.G

p, 14.60.Ef

I.
INTRO

DUCTIO
N

O
ne of the m

ost im
pressive successes of the standard m

odel

of particle physics is the determ
ination of the anom

alousm
ag-

netic
m

om
ent of

the
electron.

This
quantity

is
determ

ined

both
experim

entally
and

theoretically
to

such
a degree of pre-

cision
that the

underlying
physical description

is
vindicated.

H
ow

ever, w
hen

it com
es to

the
question

of new
physics, the

anom
alous m

agnetic m
om

ent of the m
uon

is an
even

m
ore in-

teresting
quantity, see

e.g.
[1–3] for review

s.
This is due

to

the large m
ass of the m

uon as com
pared to

the electron, w
hich

leads to
an

enhanced
sensitivity

to
physics in

and
beyond

the

standard
m

odel. Experim
ental efforts at Brookhaven

and
the-

oretical efforts of the
past ten

years have
pinned

a
µ

dow
n

to

the
10 −

1
1

level, leading
to

significant deviations betw
een

the-

ory
[1] and

experim
ent [4]:

Experim
ent:

116
592

089.0(63.0)×
10 −

1
1

,
(1)

Theory:
116

591
790.0(64.6)×

10 −
1
1

.
(2)

W
hilst the theoretical and

experim
ental values are determ

ined

to
com

parable errors, the central values give rise to
a discrep-

ancy
at the

3.3
σ

confidence
level.

This difference
has

been

present for a num
ber of years and can be interpreted as a signal

for the existence of physics beyond the standard m
odel. H

ow
-

ever, to
clearly

distinguish
betw

een
N

ew
Physics and

possible

shortcom
ings in

the SM
calculations the uncertainties present

in
both

experim
ental and

theoretical values of
a

µ
need

to
be

further reduced.

The
greatest uncertainties in

the
theoretical determ

ination

of
a

µ
are encountered in

the hadronic contributions, i.e. those

term
s

w
hich

involve
Q

CD
beyond

perturbation
theory.

The

m
ost prom

inent of these
is given

by
the

vacuum
polarisation

tensor dressing
of the

Q
ED

vertex, see
Fig. 1(a). Fortunately

it can
be

related
to

experim
ental data

of
e +

e −
-annihilation

and
τ -decay

via dispersion
relations and

the
optical theorem

,

thus resulting
in

a
precise

determ
ination

w
ith

system
atically

im
provable

errors
[1].

Considered
individually, its

(leading

and subleading order) contribution to
the anom

alous m
agnetic

m
om

ent of the m
uon

is [2]

[6
903.0(52.6)−

100.3(1.1)]×
10 −

1
1

.
(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG
. 1:

The
two

classifications
of corrections

to
the

photon-m
uon

vertex function: (a) hadronic vacuum
polarisation contribution

to
a

µ .

The vertex
is dressed

by
the vacuum

polarisation
tensor

Π
µ

ν ; (b) the

hadronic light-by-light scattering
contribution

to
a

µ .

A
lthough

currently
these

uncertainties dom
inate

the
error of

the theoretical result in
Eq. (2) it is foreseeable that future ex-

perim
ents reduce this error below

that of another, m
ore prob-

lem
atic source. This is the hadronic light-by-light (LBL) scat-

tering
diagram

, show
n

in
Fig. 1(b). This contribution

cannot

be directly related to experim
ent and m

ust hence be calculated

entirely
through

theory.
The

central object in
such

a
calcu-

lation
is the photon

four-point function. It receives im
portant

contributions from
the sm

all m
om

entum
region

below
2

G
eV,

w
here

perturbative
Q

CD
breaks

dow
n

and
non-perturbative

m
ethods are

im
perative.

Recent determ
inations of

a
L
B
L

µ

are

provided in
Table I. A

lthough
the m

agnitude of the LBL
con-

tribution
is

m
uch

sm
aller

than
the

one
from

vacuum
polar-

ization
it is

significant because
its

error is
of a

com
parable

size. Taken
together, w

ith
the

errors added
in

quadrature, the

Ref.
a
L
B
L

µ

[5]
116(40) ×

10 −
1
1

[6]
105(26) ×

10 −
1
1

[7]
110(40) ×

10 −
1
1

[8–10]
89(15)

×
10 −

1
1

TA
BLE

I: Recent calculations of the
hadronic

light-by-light scatter-

ing
contribution

to
the anom

alous m
agnetic m

om
ent of the m

uon.
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agnetic
m

om
ent of the

m
uon

using
the fram

ework
of D

yson-Schw
inger and

Bethe-Salpeter equations of Q
CD

. O
ur result for the pseu-

doscalar (π
0
, η

, η ′) m
eson

exchange
diagram

is com
m

ensurate
w

ith
previous calculations. In

our calculation
of

the
quark

loop
contribution

w
e

im
prove

upon
previous approaches by

explicitly
im

plem
enting

constraints due

to
gauge

invariance. The im
pact of transverse contributions, presum

ably
dom

inated
by

vector m
eson

poles, are

only
estim

ated
at this stage. A

s a
consequence, our value

a LBL;quarkloop

µ

=
(136 ±

59) ×
10 −

1
1

is significantly

larger. Taken
at face value, this then leads to a revised

estim
ate of the total a

µ
=

116
591

891.0(105.0)×
10 −

1
1.

PACS
num

bers: 12.38.Lg, 13.40.Em
, 13.40.G

p, 14.60.Ef

I.
INTRO

DUCTIO
N

O
ne of the m

ost im
pressive successes of the standard m

odel

of particle physics is the determ
ination of the anom

alousm
ag-

netic
m

om
ent of

the
electron.

This
quantity

is
determ

ined

both
experim

entally
and

theoretically
to

such
a degree of pre-

cision
that the

underlying
physical description

is
vindicated.

H
ow

ever, w
hen

it com
es to

the
question

of new
physics, the

anom
alous m

agnetic m
om

ent of the m
uon

is an
even

m
ore in-

teresting
quantity, see

e.g.
[1–3] for review

s.
This is due

to

the large m
ass of the m

uon as com
pared to

the electron, w
hich

leads to
an

enhanced
sensitivity

to
physics in

and
beyond

the

standard
m

odel. Experim
ental efforts at Brookhaven

and
the-

oretical efforts of the
past ten

years have
pinned

a
µ

dow
n

to

the
10 −

1
1

level, leading
to

significant deviations betw
een

the-

ory
[1] and

experim
ent [4]:

Experim
ent:

116
592

089.0(63.0)×
10 −

1
1

,
(1)

Theory:
116

591
790.0(64.6)×

10 −
1
1

.
(2)

W
hilst the theoretical and

experim
ental values are determ

ined

to
com

parable errors, the central values give rise to
a discrep-

ancy
at the

3.3
σ

confidence
level.

This difference
has

been

present for a num
ber of years and can be interpreted as a signal

for the existence of physics beyond the standard m
odel. H

ow
-

ever, to
clearly

distinguish
betw

een
N

ew
Physics and

possible

shortcom
ings in

the SM
calculations the uncertainties present

in
both

experim
ental and

theoretical values of
a

µ
need

to
be

further reduced.

The
greatest uncertainties in

the
theoretical determ

ination

of
a

µ
are encountered in

the hadronic contributions, i.e. those

term
s

w
hich

involve
Q

CD
beyond

perturbation
theory.

The

m
ost prom

inent of these
is given

by
the

vacuum
polarisation

tensor dressing
of the

Q
ED

vertex, see
Fig. 1(a). Fortunately

it can
be

related
to

experim
ental data

of
e +

e −
-annihilation

and
τ -decay

via dispersion
relations and

the
optical theorem

,

thus resulting
in

a
precise

determ
ination

w
ith

system
atically

im
provable

errors
[1].

Considered
individually, its

(leading

and subleading order) contribution to
the anom

alous m
agnetic

m
om

ent of the m
uon

is [2]

[6
903.0(52.6)−

100.3(1.1)]×
10 −

1
1

.

(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG
. 1:

The
two

classifications
of corrections

to
the

photon-m
uon

vertex function: (a) hadronic vacuum
polarisation contribution

to
a

µ .

The vertex
is dressed

by
the vacuum

polarisation
tensor

Π
µ

ν ; (b) the

hadronic light-by-light scattering
contribution

to
a

µ .

A
lthough

currently
these

uncertainties dom
inate

the
error of

the theoretical result in
Eq. (2) it is foreseeable that future ex-

perim
ents reduce this error below

that of another, m
ore prob-

lem
atic source. This is the hadronic light-by-light (LBL) scat-

tering
diagram

, show
n

in
Fig. 1(b). This contribution

cannot

be directly related to experim
ent and m

ust hence be calculated

entirely
through

theory.
The

central object in
such

a
calcu-

lation
is the photon

four-point function. It receives im
portant

contributions from
the sm

all m
om

entum
region

below
2

G
eV,

w
here

perturbative
Q

CD
breaks

dow
n

and
non-perturbative

m
ethods are

im
perative.

Recent determ
inations of

a L
B
L

µ

are

provided in
Table I. A

lthough
the m

agnitude of the LBL
con-

tribution
is

m
uch

sm
aller

than
the

one
from

vacuum
polar-

ization
it is

significant because
its

error is
of a

com
parable

size. Taken
together, w

ith
the

errors added
in

quadrature, the

Ref.
a
L
B
L

µ

[5]

116(40) ×
10 −

1
1

[6]

105(26) ×
10 −

1
1

[7]

110(40) ×
10 −

1
1

[8–10]
89(15)

×
10 −

1
1

TA
BLE

I: Recent calculations of the
hadronic

light-by-light scatter-

ing
contribution

to
the anom

alous m
agnetic m

om
ent of the m

uon.
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w
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quark
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explicitly
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plem
enting

constraints
due
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gauge

invariance.The
im
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contributions,presum

ably
dom
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by

vectorm
eson

poles,are
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estim
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atthisstage.A

sa
consequence,ourvalue

a
LBL;quarkloop
µ
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1
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IN
TRO

D
U
C
TIO

N
O

neofthem
ostim

pressivesuccessesofthestandard
m

odel

ofparticlephysicsisthedeterm
inationoftheanom

alousm
ag-

netic
m

om
entof

the
electron.

This
quantity

is
determ

ined

both
experim

entally
and

theoretically
to

such
a

degreeofpre-

cision
thatthe

underlying
physicaldescription

is
vindicated.

H
ow

ever,w
hen

itcom
esto

the
question

ofnew
physics,the

anom
alousm

agneticm
om

entofthem
uon

isan
even

m
orein-

teresting
quantity,see

e.g.
[1–3]forreview

s.
This

is
due

to

thelargem
assofthem

uon
ascom

paredto
theelectron,w

hich

leadsto
an

enhanced
sensitivity

to
physicsin

and
beyond

the

standard
m

odel.Experim
entaleffortsatBrookhaven

and
the-

oreticaleffortsofthe
pastten

yearshave
pinned

a
µ

dow
n

to

the
10

−
1
1level,leading

to
significantdeviationsbetw

een
the-

ory
[1]and

experim
ent[4]:

Experim
ent:

116
592

089.0(63.0)×
10

−
1
1

,
(1)

Theory:
116

591
790.0(64.6)×

10
−

1
1

.
(2)

W
hilstthetheoreticaland

experim
entalvaluesaredeterm

ined

to
com

parableerrors,the
centralvaluesgiveriseto

a
discrep-

ancy
atthe

3.3
σ

confidence
level.

This
difference

has
been

presentforanum
berofyearsandcanbeinterpretedasasignal

fortheexistenceofphysicsbeyond
thestandard

m
odel.H

ow
-

ever,to
clearly

distinguish
betw

een
N

ew
Physicsand

possible

shortcom
ingsin

theSM
calculationstheuncertaintiespresent

in
both

experim
entaland

theoreticalvaluesof
a

µ
need

to
be

furtherreduced.
The

greatestuncertainties
in

the
theoreticaldeterm

ination

of
a

µ
areencountered

in
thehadroniccontributions,i.e.those

term
s

w
hich

involve
Q

CD
beyond

perturbation
theory.

The

m
ostprom

inentofthese
isgiven

by
the

vacuum
polarisation

tensordressing
ofthe

Q
ED

vertex,see
Fig.1(a).Fortunately

itcan
be

related
to

experim
entaldata

of
e

+
e −-annihilation

and
τ-decay

via
dispersion

relationsand
the

opticaltheorem
,

thus
resulting

in
a

precise
determ

ination
w

ith
system

atically

im
provable

errors
[1].

Considered
individually,its

(leading

and
subleadingorder)contributionto

theanom
alousm

agnetic

m
om

entofthem
uon

is[2]
[6

903.0(52.6)−
100.3(1.1)]×

10
−

1
1

.
(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG
.1:

The
tw

o
classifications

of
corrections

to
the

photon-m
uon

vertex
function:(a)hadronicvacuum

polarisation
contribution

to
a

µ.

Thevertex
isdressed

by
the

vacuum
polarisation

tensor
Π

µ
ν;(b)the

hadronic
light-by-lightscattering

contribution
to

a
µ.

A
lthough

currently
these

uncertaintiesdom
inate

the
errorof

thetheoreticalresultin
Eq.(2)itisforeseeablethatfutureex-

perim
entsreducethiserrorbelow

thatofanother,m
ore

prob-

lem
aticsource.Thisisthehadroniclight-by-light(LBL)scat-

tering
diagram

,show
n

in
Fig.1(b).

Thiscontribution
cannot

bedirectly
related

to
experim

entand
m

usthencebecalculated

entirely
through

theory.
The

centralobjectin
such

a
calcu-

lation
isthe

photon
four-pointfunction.Itreceivesim

portant

contributionsfrom
thesm

allm
om

entum
region

below
2

G
eV,

w
here

perturbative
Q

CD
breaks

dow
n

and
non-perturbative

m
ethods

are
im

perative.
Recentdeterm

inations
of

a
L
B
L

µ
are

provided
in

TableI.A
lthough

the
m

agnitudeoftheLBL
con-

tribution
is

m
uch

sm
aller

than
the

one
from

vacuum
polar-

ization
itis

significantbecause
its

error
is

of
a

com
parable

size.Taken
together,w

ith
the

errorsadded
in

quadrature,the
Ref.

a
L
B
L

µ
[5]

116(40)×
10

−
1
1

[6]
105(26)×

10
−

1
1

[7]
110(40)×

10
−

1
1

[8–10]
89(15)

×
10

−
1
1

TA
BLE

I:Recentcalculationsofthe
hadronic

light-by-lightscatter-

ing
contribution

to
the

anom
alousm

agnetic
m

om
entofthe

m
uon.
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We dete
rmine the hadronic light-by-lig

ht sca
tter

ing contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic
moment of the

muon using the fram
ework of Dyson-Schwinger and Beth

e-S
alp

eter
equatio

ns of QCD. Our resu
lt for the pseu

-

dosca
lar

(π 0
, η

, η ′)
meso

n exchange diag
ram

is commensurate
with

prev
ious calc

ulati
ons. In our cal

culati
on of

the quark
loop contrib

ution we improve upon prev
ious approach

es by explici
tly

implem
enting constra

ints due

to gauge inv
aria

nce.
The impact

of tran
svers

e contrib
utions, pres

umably dominated
by vect

or meso
n poles,

are

only esti
mate

d at this stag
e. As a conseq

uence,
our valu

e a LBL;quark
loop

µ

=
(1

36
± 59

) × 10 −11
is significan

tly

larg
er.

Taken
at fac

e valu
e, this then lea

ds to a rev
ised

esti
mate

of the total
aµ

=
11

6 59
1 89

1.0
(1

05
.0)

×10 −11
.

PACS numbers:
12.38.Lg, 13.40.Em, 13.40.Gp, 14.60.Ef

I.
INT
RO
DU
CT
ION

One of the most impres
sive succe

sse
s of the stan

dard
model

of parti
cle

physics
is the dete

rminatio
n of the anomalo

us mag-

netic
moment of the ele

ctro
n. This quantity

is dete
rmined

both experim
entall

y and theoreti
cal

ly to such
a degree

of pre-

cisi
on that the underly

ing physica
l desc

ription is vindica
ted

.

However,
when

it comes to the questi
on of new

physics
, the

anomalo
us magnetic

moment of the muon is an
even

more in-

tere
stin

g quantity
, see

e.g
. [1–3] for rev

iew
s. This is due to

the larg
e mass

of the muon as compare
d to the ele

ctro
n, w

hich

lea
ds to an

enhanced
sen

siti
vity

to physics
in and beyond the

stan
dard

model.
Experim

ental
effo

rts
at Brookhaven

and the-

oreti
cal

effo
rts

of the past
ten

year
s have pinned

aµ
down to

the 10 −11
lev

el,
lea

ding to sig
nifican

t deviati
ons betw

een
the-

ory [1] and experim
ent [4]:

Experim
ent:

11
6 59

2 08
9.0

(6
3.0

)×
10 −11

,

(1)

Theory: 11
6 59

1 79
0.0

(6
4.6

)×
10 −11

.

(2)

Whilst
the theoreti

cal
and experim

ental
valu

es are
dete

rmined

to compara
ble erro

rs,
the cen

tral
valu

es give rise
to a discr

ep-

ancy
at the 3.3

σ
confidence

lev
el.

This diffe
ren

ce
has

been

pres
ent for a number of year

s and can
be interp

rete
d as a sig

nal

for the existe
nce of physics

beyond the stan
dard

model.
How-

ever,
to cle

arly
disti

nguish
betw

een
New

Physics
and possib

le

shortco
mings in the SM cal

culati
ons the uncer

tain
ties

prese
nt

in both experim
ental

and theoreti
cal

valu
es of aµ

need
to be

further red
uced

.

The grea
test

uncer
tain

ties
in the theoreti

cal
dete

rminatio
n

of a
µ are

encountere
d in the hadronic contrib

utions, i.
e. those

term
s which

involve QCD beyond pertu
rbatio

n theory.
The

most prominent of these
is given

by the vacu
um polari

sati
on

ten
sor dres

sin
g of the QED verte

x, see
Fig. 1(a).

Fortunate
ly

it can
be rela

ted
to

experim
ental

data
of e +

e −
-an

nihilat
ion

and τ -deca
y via disp

ers
ion rela

tions and the optica
l theorem

,

thus res
ultin

g in a prec
ise

dete
rminatio

n with
system

atic
ally

improvable erro
rs [1].

Consid
ere

d individually
, its

(lea
ding

and sublea
ding order)

contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic

moment of the muon is [2]

[6
90

3.0
(5

2.6
)−

10
0.3

(1
.1)

] ×
10 −11

.

(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: The two clas
sifi

cati
ons of correc

tions to the photon-muon

verte
x functio

n: (a)
hadronic vacu

um polari
sati

on contrib
ution to aµ .

The verte
x is dress

ed
by the vacu

um polari
sati

on ten
sor Π

µν ; (b) the

hadronic light-by-lig
ht sca

tter
ing contrib

ution to aµ .

Although curren
tly

these
uncer

tain
ties

dominate
the erro

r of

the theoreti
cal

res
ult in Eq. (2) it is fores

eea
ble that future ex-

perim
ents red

uce this erro
r belo

w that of another,
more prob-

lem
atic

source
. This is the hadronic light-by-lig

ht (LBL) sca
t-

teri
ng diag

ram
, shown in Fig. 1(b). This contrib

ution can
not

be direc
tly

rela
ted

to experim
ent and must hence be cal

culate
d

entire
ly through theory.

The cen
tral

objec
t in such

a cal
cu-

lati
on is the photon four-point functio

n. It rec
eiv

es importan
t

contrib
utions fro

m the sm
all

momentum reg
ion belo

w 2 GeV,

where
pertu

rbativ
e QCD brea

ks down and non-pertu
rbativ

e

meth
ods are

impera
tive.

Rece
nt dete

rminatio
ns of a LBLµ

are

provided in Table I. Although the magnitude of the LBL con-

trib
ution is much

sm
alle

r than
the one fro

m vacu
um polar-

iza
tion it is sig

nifican
t beca

use
its

erro
r is of a compara

ble

size
. Taken

togeth
er,

with
the erro

rs added
in quadratu

re,
the

Ref.

a LBLµ

[5]

11
6(

40
) × 10 −11

[6]

10
5(

26
) × 10 −11

[7]

11
0(

40
) × 10 −11

[8–10]

89
(1

5)
× 10 −11

TABLE I: Rece
nt cal

culati
ons of the hadronic light-by-lig

ht sca
tter

-

ing contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic
moment of the muon.
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We dete
rmine the hadronic light-by-lig

ht sca
tter

ing contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic
moment of the

muon using the fram
ework of Dyson-Schwinger and Beth

e-S
alp

eter
equatio

ns of QCD. Our resu
lt for the pseu

-

dosca
lar

(π 0
, η

, η ′)
meso

n exchange diag
ram

is commensurate
with

prev
ious calc

ulati
ons. In our cal

culati
on of

the quark
loop contrib

ution we improve upon prev
ious approach

es by explici
tly

implem
enting constra

ints due

to gauge inv
aria

nce.
The impact

of tran
svers

e contrib
utions, pres

umably dominated
by vect

or meso
n poles,

are

only esti
mate

d at this stag
e. As a conseq

uence,
our valu

e a LBL;quark
loop

µ

=
(1

36
± 59

) × 10 −11
is significan

tly

larg
er.

Taken
at fac

e valu
e, this then lea

ds to a rev
ised

esti
mate

of the total
aµ

=
11

6 59
1 89

1.0
(1

05
.0)

×10 −11
.

PACS numbers:
12.38.Lg, 13.40.Em, 13.40.Gp, 14.60.Ef

I.
INT
RO
DU
CT
ION

One of the most impres
sive succe

sse
s of the stan

dard
model

of parti
cle

physics
is the dete

rminatio
n of the anomalo

us mag-

netic
moment of the ele

ctro
n. This quantity

is dete
rmined

both experim
entall

y and theoreti
cal

ly to such
a degree

of pre-

cisi
on that the underly

ing physica
l desc

ription is vindica
ted

.

However,
when

it comes to the questi
on of new

physics
, the

anomalo
us magnetic

moment of the muon is an
even

more in-

tere
stin

g quantity
, see

e.g
. [1–3] for rev

iew
s. This is due to

the larg
e mass

of the muon as compare
d to the ele

ctro
n, w

hich

lea
ds to an

enhanced
sen

siti
vity

to physics
in and beyond the

stan
dard

model.
Experim

ental
effo

rts
at Brookhaven

and the-

oreti
cal

effo
rts

of the past
ten

year
s have pinned

aµ
down to

the 10 −11
lev

el,
lea

ding to sig
nifican

t deviati
ons betw

een
the-

ory [1] and experim
ent [4]:

Experim
ent:

11
6 59

2 08
9.0

(6
3.0

)×
10 −11

,

(1)

Theory: 11
6 59

1 79
0.0

(6
4.6

)×
10 −11

.

(2)

Whilst
the theoreti

cal
and experim

ental
valu

es are
dete

rmined

to compara
ble erro

rs,
the cen

tral
valu

es give rise
to a discr

ep-

ancy
at the 3.3

σ
confidence

lev
el.

This diffe
ren

ce
has

been

pres
ent for a number of year

s and can
be interp

rete
d as a sig

nal

for the existe
nce of physics

beyond the stan
dard

model.
How-

ever,
to cle

arly
disti

nguish
betw

een
New

Physics
and possib

le

shortco
mings in the SM cal

culati
ons the uncer

tain
ties

prese
nt

in both experim
ental

and theoreti
cal

valu
es of aµ

need
to be

further red
uced

.

The grea
test

uncer
tain

ties
in the theoreti

cal
dete

rminatio
n

of a
µ are

encountere
d in the hadronic contrib

utions, i.
e. those

term
s which

involve QCD beyond pertu
rbatio

n theory.
The

most prominent of these
is given

by the vacu
um polari

sati
on

ten
sor dres

sin
g of the QED verte

x, see
Fig. 1(a).

Fortunate
ly

it can
be rela

ted
to

experim
ental

data
of e +

e −
-an

nihilat
ion

and τ -deca
y via disp

ers
ion rela

tions and the optica
l theorem

,

thus res
ultin

g in a prec
ise

dete
rminatio

n with
system

atic
ally

improvable erro
rs [1].

Consid
ere

d individually
, its

(lea
ding

and sublea
ding order)

contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic

moment of the muon is [2]

[6
90

3.0
(5

2.6
)−

10
0.3

(1
.1)

] ×
10 −11

.

(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: The two clas
sifi

cati
ons of correc

tions to the photon-muon

verte
x functio

n: (a)
hadronic vacu

um polari
sati

on contrib
ution to aµ .

The verte
x is dress

ed
by the vacu

um polari
sati

on ten
sor Π

µν ; (b) the

hadronic light-by-lig
ht sca

tter
ing contrib

ution to aµ .

Although curren
tly

these
uncer

tain
ties

dominate
the erro

r of

the theoreti
cal

res
ult in Eq. (2) it is fores

eea
ble that future ex-

perim
ents red

uce this erro
r belo

w that of another,
more prob-

lem
atic

source
. This is the hadronic light-by-lig

ht (LBL) sca
t-

teri
ng diag

ram
, shown in Fig. 1(b). This contrib

ution can
not

be direc
tly

rela
ted

to experim
ent and must hence be cal

culate
d

entire
ly through theory.

The cen
tral

objec
t in such

a cal
cu-

lati
on is the photon four-point functio

n. It rec
eiv

es importan
t

contrib
utions fro

m the sm
all

momentum reg
ion belo

w 2 GeV,

where
pertu

rbativ
e QCD brea

ks down and non-pertu
rbativ

e

meth
ods are

impera
tive.

Rece
nt dete

rminatio
ns of a LBLµ

are

provided in Table I. Although the magnitude of the LBL con-

trib
ution is much

sm
alle

r than
the one fro

m vacu
um polar-

iza
tion it is sig

nifican
t beca

use
its

erro
r is of a compara

ble

size
. Taken

togeth
er,

with
the erro

rs added
in quadratu

re,
the

Ref.

a LBLµ

[5]

11
6(

40
) × 10 −11

[6]

10
5(

26
) × 10 −11

[7]

11
0(

40
) × 10 −11

[8–10]

89
(1

5)
× 10 −11

TABLE I: Rece
nt cal

culati
ons of the hadronic light-by-lig

ht sca
tter

-

ing contrib
ution to the anomalo

us magnetic
moment of the muon.
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W
e

determ
ine

the
hadronic

light-by-light scattering
contribution

to
the

anom
alous m

agnetic
m

om
ent of the

m
uon

using
the fram

ework
of Dyson-Schwinger and

Bethe-Salpeter equations of QCD. Our result for the pseu-

doscalar (π
0
, η

, η ′) m
eson

exchange diagram
is com

m
ensurate with

previous calculations. In
our calculation

of

the
quark

loop
contribution

we
im

prove
upon

previous approaches by
explicitly

im
plem

enting
constraints due

to
gauge invariance. The im

pact of transverse contributions, presum
ably

dom
inated

by
vector m

eson
poles, are

only
estim

ated
at this stage. As a

consequence, our value
a LBL;quarkloop

µ

=
(136 ±

59) ×
10 −

1
1

is significantly

larger. Taken at face value, this then leads to a revised estim
ate of the total a

µ
=

116
591

891.0(105.0)×
10 −

1
1.

PACS
num

bers: 12.38.Lg, 13.40.Em
, 13.40.Gp, 14.60.Ef

I.
INTRO

DUCTIO
N

One of the m
ost im

pressive successes of the standard m
odel

of particle physics is the determ
ination of the anom

alousm
ag-

netic
m

om
ent of

the
electron.

This
quantity

is
determ

ined

both
experim

entally and
theoretically

to
such

a degree of pre-

cision
that the

underlying
physical description

is vindicated.

However, when
it com

es to
the

question
of new

physics, the

anom
alous m

agnetic m
om

ent of the m
uon is an

even m
ore in-

teresting
quantity, see

e.g.
[1–3] for reviews.

This is due
to

the large m
ass of the m

uon as com
pared to the electron, which

leads to
an

enhanced
sensitivity

to
physics in

and
beyond

the

standard
m

odel. Experim
ental efforts at Brookhaven

and
the-

oretical efforts of the
past ten

years have
pinned

a
µ

down
to

the
10 −

1
1

level, leading to
significant deviations between the-

ory
[1] and

experim
ent [4]:

Experim
ent:

116
592

089.0(63.0)×
10 −

1
1

,
(1)

Theory:
116

591
790.0(64.6)×

10 −
1
1

.
(2)

W
hilst the theoretical and experim

ental values are determ
ined

to
com

parable errors, the central values give rise to
a discrep-

ancy
at the

3.3
σ

confidence
level.

This difference
has been

present for a num
ber of years and can be interpreted as a signal

for the existence of physics beyond the standard m
odel. How-

ever, to
clearly distinguish between New

Physics and possible

shortcom
ings in

the SM
calculations the uncertainties present

in
both

experim
ental and

theoretical values of
a

µ
need

to
be

further reduced.

The
greatest uncertainties in

the
theoretical determ

ination

of
a

µ are encountered in
the hadronic contributions, i.e. those

term
s

which
involve

QCD
beyond

perturbation
theory.

The

m
ost prom

inent of these
is given

by
the

vacuum
polarisation

tensor dressing
of the QED

vertex, see
Fig. 1(a). Fortunately

it can
be

related
to

experim
ental data

of
e +

e −
-annihilation

and
τ -decay

via dispersion
relations and

the optical theorem
,

thus resulting
in

a
precise

determ
ination

with
system

atically

im
provable

errors
[1].

Considered
individually, its

(leading

and subleading order) contribution to the anom
alous m

agnetic

m
om

ent of the m
uon

is [2]

[6
903.0(52.6)−

100.3(1.1)]×
10 −

1
1

.

(3)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1:
The

two
classifications

of corrections
to

the
photon-m

uon

vertex function: (a) hadronic vacuum
polarisation contribution to

a
µ .

The vertex
is dressed

by
the vacuum

polarisation
tensor

Π
µ

ν ; (b) the

hadronic light-by-light scattering
contribution

to
a

µ .

Although
currently

these
uncertainties dom

inate
the

error of

the theoretical result in
Eq. (2) it is foreseeable that future ex-

perim
ents reduce this error below

that of another, m
ore prob-

lem
atic source. This is the hadronic light-by-light (LBL) scat-

tering
diagram

, shown
in

Fig. 1(b). This contribution
cannot

be directly related to experim
ent and m

ust hence be calculated

entirely
through

theory.
The

central object in
such

a
calcu-

lation
is the photon

four-point function. It receives im
portant

contributions from
the sm

all m
om

entum
region

below
2

GeV,

where
perturbative

QCD
breaks

down
and

non-perturbative

m
ethods are

im
perative.

Recent determ
inations of

a L
B
L

µ

are

provided in
Table I. Although the m

agnitude of the LBL
con-

tribution
is

m
uch

sm
aller than

the
one

from
vacuum

polar-

ization
it is

significant because
its

error is
of a

com
parable

size. Taken
together, with

the errors added
in

quadrature, the

Ref.
a
L
B
L

µ

[5]

116(40) ×
10 −

1
1

[6]

105(26) ×
10 −

1
1

[7]

110(40) ×
10 −

1
1

[8–10]
89(15)

×
10 −

1
1

TABLE
I: Recent calculations of the hadronic

light-by-light scatter-

ing
contribution

to
the anom

alous m
agnetic m

om
ent of the m

uon.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different multi-state observables. The x-axis represents the number of
involved currents and in case of none we consider pure QCD observables. The y-axis cor-
responds to different choices for initial and final state in the matrix element.

constant. The decomposition on the right-hand side in Eq. 2.22 follows from the fact that
the matrix element must fulfill the transversality criteria [(p − p′)µ〈 jµ〉 = 0] demanded by
vector current conservation (∂µjµ = 0).

We will discuss the transition and decay amplitudes, appearing in the bottom right of
Fig. 3, in the following paragraph. Before doing so, we now briefly move to the third and final
column to explore the role of multiple external currents in matrix elements. Following the
established pattern, we first consider the transition from hadron to vacuum, indicated in the
upper right corner. In the two-current case, this describes multi-photon decays of hadrons,
e.g. π0 → γγ, defined by

〈0|jµjν |π〉 = εµναβ QαQ′βFπ(Q2, Q′2) . (2.23)

This class of processes (transition matrix elements) is the main focus of this work and
will be discussed in great detail in the following sections (3, 4, 5.1). For completeness, we
also mention the case of incoming and outgoing hadrons coupled to two external currents.
This describes Compton scattering and is crucial for unlocking richer hadronic structural
information, generally referred to as distribution functions. This goes well beyond the scope
of this work and we point the reader to Refs. [12, 13] for more information.

We close our tour of Fig. 3 by considering decay and transition amplitudes, both
characterized by the coupling of an incoming hadron to a multi-particle final state and to at
least one external current. The distinction in the term “decay” and “transition” arises from
the intermediate current. In case of the decay amplitude, the current does not inject energy
or momentum into the system. An example is the weak decay of the kaon: K → ππ, descri-
bed by the matrix element 〈ππ, out|HW (0)|K〉. By contrast, in a transition amplitude, the
current does inject energy-momentum, corresponding to non-QCD particles adding energy
or removing it from the system. An example here is the process B → ππν̄l, encoded in the
matrix element 〈ππ, out|jµ(0)|B〉.
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2.3 Non-perturbative physics

So far we have established that the Green functions of our quantum field theory (QFT)
encode the physical observables. We have furthermore indicated that Feynman rules are a
useful tool to calculate a chosen Green function, by representing mathematical expressions
intuitively using diagrams. The allowed propagators and vertices are based on the interactions
specified in the Lagrangian.

In a theory with only one type of interaction vertex, such as QED, a natural way to
order these diagrams, based on an underlying hierarchy, is to count the number of vertices.
This corresponds to a series in powers of the coupling constant. Perturbation theory is based
on this expansion and is applicable when the coupling constant is small. Consider the QED
Lagrangian with the electromagnetic coupling constant e,

LQED = ψ̄
(
/∂ +m

)
ψ + ieψ̄ /Aψ +

1

4
FµνFµν , (2.24)

where Aµ is the U(1)-gauge field for the photon, Fµν is the field strength tensor of the photon
and e =

√
4πα is related to the fine-structure constant α−1 ≈ 137. Thus, e ≈ 0.3 has a value

smaller than one, making it the perfect expansion parameter.

To explore subtle details about this type of expansion, consider the simple function
f(x) = 1/(1 − x). We can expand it into a series for small values of x, which leads to
1/(1 − x) = (1 + x + x2 + x3 + · · · ). The series is convergent for x < 1 and divergent if
x > 1. In comparison, the series one obtains for the expansion of a QFT Green function is
not convergent but instead asymptotically divergent. Unlike the series of f(x) the expansion
carries growing coefficients (eg. G(e) ≈ 1 + 2!(e) + 3!(e)2 + 4!(e)3 + · · · ), corresponding to
the numbers of diagrams that one can draw for each powers in e. The amount of possible
diagrams grows with each extra power of the coupling constant and thus the coefficients
multiplying the powers grow factorially.

The consequence of this is that, if the coupling is small, one can calculate up to some
finite order to get an estimate for the Green function. But no matter what, at some higher
order the terms get bigger and the calculation must stop. As the QED coupling constant
is small (e < 1), the series can be calculated up to a very high order (∼ O(α137)). After
this point, higher order terms are bigger than previous terms. However since one is able to
calculate up to such high orders, the QED expansion could in principle give predictions that
are precise to the ∼ 300th digit.

What happens for Green functions in QCD? In the context of the QCD Lagrangian,
Eq. (2.1), we introduced the strong coupling constant g, which quantifies the interaction
between quarks and gluons. When considering QCD at all scales, this coupling “constant” is
in fact not constant but an energy-dependent function refereed to as QCD’s running coupling.
The coupling decreases as energy is increased, such that it is small for high-energy processes
but very large for low energies. This phenomenon is known as asymptotic freedom. At the
scale of hadrons the coupling constant is large, and thus principles of perturbation theory
do not work.

As the perturbative evaluation fails, one needs to calculate the correlation functions non-
perturbatively. This is a highly non-trivial task and a wide landscape of methods trying to
deal with the associated difficulties has been developed over the last few decades. Over time,
the most prominent methods have shown great success in reproducing experimental data
for a wide range of physical observables. In the context of this thesis, I will discuss three
of these methods. I will mainly focus on the Dyson-Schwinger equations, presenting results
of my own work using this functional method. I will compare the results to those from two
other techniques, lattice QCD and the data-driven dispersion relation.
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Dyson-Schwinger framework is considered a functional method to calculate QCD ob-
servables. The basic concept of the Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) and Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE) approach is to calculate n-point Green functions by solving coupled integral
equations. These equations connect different orders of Green functions in a hierarchical way
and are derived by taking functional derivatives of generating functionals, such as Z[J ] de-
fined in Eq. (2.10). The equations are exact, as they are non-perturbative by construction.
In practice, however, as they form an infinite tower of coupled integral equations, they need
to be truncated to enable numerical evaluations. The demand for truncation introduces a
modeling component to the approach. Nonetheless, it has been shown over the last twenty-
five years, that even with the uncertainties due to the truncation, the approach has been
able to confirm and explain experimental measurements (See e.g. Ref. [5] for detailed review)
and therefore provides a powerful tool for obtaining ab initio results for QCD observables
with relatively moderate computational effort. It will be introduced in detail in the following
section 2.4.

Functional renormalization group is another approach in the functional methods cate-
gory. The idea here is to introduce an infrared momentum cutoff (regulator) into the effective
action and study the changes when varying the cutoff scale. Ultimately the cutoff is sent to
infinity recovering the true physical situation. The regulator suppresses the IR modes and
makes the generating functional a scale-dependent function. Similar to the DSE approach,
one then derives a coupled set of equations by taking further derivatives of the effective
action with respect to fields. For the FRG approach, those turn out to be differential equa-
tions rather than integral equations used in the DSE framework. This also leads to a set
of coupled equations relating various Green functions to another. Facing similar difficulties
as in the DSE approach (such as the infinite tower of coupled equations), the FRG direct-
ly approximates the effective action with an ansatz motivated by the quark-meson model.
Despite many similarities, the methods are quite different in their detailed construction. A
full explanation of the functional renormalization group goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
An introduction and overview on the topic can be found in Refs. [14–18]. Ref. [17] is a short
introduction based on lecture notes in contrast Ref. [16] is a broad overview of all FRG
related topics and even offers a direct comparison to the DSE approach in Chap. IV. The
FRG is often applied to compute thermodynamic and spectral properties of QCD, such as
spectral functions, which ultimately lead to propagators and transport coefficients. Advances
on observables explored in this thesis, such as bound-states and form factors, have recently
started, see Ref. [19].

Lattice QCD is a numerical approach in which the QCD path-integral, see e.g. Eq. (2.5),
is solved by discretizing spacetime on a grid. The value of the integral can then be estimated
numerically using Monte Carlo importance sampling. The calculations require using not only
the discrete lattice but also a finite box size in all four dimensions. This is necessary to make
the path integral finite-dimensional

∫
Dϕ −→

N∏

i=1

∫
dϕi , (2.25)

where N is the total number of points. Modern-day lattices range from 48 to 96 points in
each direction for a total of up ∼ 90 million points. But even with these massive grids, it can
be challenging to fit all the scales into the system. For example a calculation using charm
quarks requires mc � 1/a but still 1/L � mπ, where a and L are the lattice spacing and
box size respectively, and thus L/a is the number of points in each direction.

Because very large grids are required, lattice QCD calculations become very expensive
and require state-of-the-art computing resources. The cost of the calculation scales as a power
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of (L/a) and, as a result, many calculations use values of a (L) that are large enough (small
enough) to still have significant effects on the observables. In addition, many calculations
work at heavier than physical pion masses, which speeds up the calculation and makes it
easier to achieve 1/L � mπ. To summarize, the calculation gives a modified version of the
observable depending on the lattice spacing, box size and pion mass, O(a, L,mπ), and one
must try to extrapolate to O(0,∞, 135 MeV). Of the three parameters, only the effects of
unphysical mπ can be completely circumvented, by working directly at the physical mass.
Indeed this is becoming increasingly common and by now multiple groups are working with
directly physical parameters. Whatever extrapolation is required, e.g. that in a and L is
unavoidable, will often introduce systematic errors that must be estimated, for example by
using different fit functions to the a, L and mπ dependence. A final potential issue is that
lattice calculations are only possible in Euclidean signature, similar to the Dyson-Schwinger
approach. This means that some observables cannot be accessed, or require creative techni-
ques. (See Refs. [4, 20–22])

For the discussion of lattice results below it will be useful to briefly describe the work-
flow of a typical modern lattice QCD calculation. To estimate the finite-dimensional path
integral stochastically, one typically requires a few hundred samples of representative gauge
field configurations. Here only the gluons must be sampled numerically as the quark part of
the integral can be evaluated analytically. The generation of gauge fields is often the most
expensive part of the calculation and is typically done in large collaborations that share com-
puting resources. For example, the CLS collaboration brings together groups from over five
institutions for this first step. (See, e.g., Refs. [23,24].) Once the fields have been calculated,
specific observables can be determined in a second step. This is often less expensive and can
be done in smaller groups. In this work, for example, I compare to CLS based calculations
in which the final observables were determined by the Mainz group [25].

For a general introduction to lattice QCD many text books are available including
Refs. [26–28].

Dispersion relations are universally applicable equations, that follow from fundamental
principles of analyticity and unitarity in our QFT. Historically these equations stem from
the more general mathematical relations, derived by Kramers and Kronig in the 1920s, which
connect the real and imaginary parts of a complex function that is analytic in the upper half-
plane. In QCD, this function is identified with the scattering amplitude and we can apply
the relation based on the unitary requirement of the S-matrix 1. This unitary requirement
leads to the optical theorem, which furthermore relates the imaginary part of a scattering
amplitude to experimentally measurable cross-sections. Thus, the dispersion relation can use
data from cross-sections and decay processes of intermediate states to combine into new
information about a physical observable of interest, such as form factors or other transition
matrix elements.

The dispersion relations are mathematically exact relations. Approximations enter this
approach only at the level of the data needed for new predictions. Given that this is a
data-driven approach, high-precision measurements of cross sections are required. This is
what ultimately limits the approach, as it is strongly dependent on available data-sets.
However, as experimental measurements continue delivering new and more precise data, the
dispersive approach has become more successful in providing results for different physical
observables. On the other hand, its data-driven nature is one of the biggest advantages, as
this enables a reliable error estimate through error propagation from the error associated with

1The scattering matrix is included in the full Green function and represents the overlap between two
particle states and contains the physical information (e.g poles masses and widths), that we want to extract.
The LSZ reduction formula is one way to extract the S-matrix from a Green function. In the DSE approach
will use a similar principle, by evaluating the residues at particle poles.
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the experimental analysis. This allows the approach to provide a systematic error estimate
and thus can have a high impact in areas of high-precision physics, such as the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon aµ, Sec. 3.2.

For multiple references on the topic, see Refs. [29–34], where the older ones are a more
general introduction and the more recent apply the dispersive technique to a particular
physical observable. A brief introduction about the background of the relation is given in
App. C and the application in the particular case of the pion transition form factor is
discussed in Sec. 5.1.

2.4 The Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter approach

In this section we introduce the underlying equations of the Dyson-Schwinger approach. We
show how these are used to calculate QCD propagators and vertices, explaining their origin
and setting up the framework for explicit application later on.

2.4.1 Equations and implications

Key ingredients to the functional approach used in this work are the Dyson-Schwinger and
Bethe-Salpeter equations (referred to as DSEs and BSEs respectively). These enable us to
calculate gauge-fixed correlation functions including the quark and gluon propagators, as
well as higher-order Green functions. They are used to calculate physical observables, such
as bound-state masses, form factors, and other scattering and transition amplitudes. All phy-
sical observables are, by definition, gauge independent. This means that gauge-fixed correla-
tion functions must always be combined into gauge-invariant objects to extract meaningful
observables.

Gauge fixing is done at the level of the path integral. The path integral as it stands has
gauge redundancies meaning that it is ill-defined. The problem is that the integration runs
over both physically distinct fields and also gauge-equivalent fields. The integration over
the latter leads to an infinity since the integrand (e−S) is gauge invariant.1 To resolve this
problem gauge fixing is required. This can be represented by an additional term in the action

SGF[A, c, c̄] = c̄ ∂2 c+ gfabc c̄a ∂µ(Acµc
b) , (2.26)

where c̄ and c are the Fadeev-Popov ghosts fields.
The most common choice in the context of the DSE approach is Landau gauge, which

is preferred because it leads to a simple form for most of the propagators. The gauge-fixed
generating functional of QCD is given by,

Z[J, η, η̄, σ, σ̄] =

∫
D
[
A,ψ, ψ̄, c, c̄

]
e−SQCD[A,ψ,ψ̄]−SGF[A,c,c̄]−SJ , (2.27)

where the source term is

SJ =

∫
d4 x

[
AaµJ

a
µ + η̄ψ + ηψ̄ + σ̄c+ σc̄

]
, (2.28)

represented as
∫
x ϕ(x)J(x) in Eq. (2.6) above.

1This is analogous to ∫ ∞
−∞

dx

∫ ∞
−∞

dyf(x) =∞ ,

where x represents the physically distinct fields and y represents the gauge redundancy.
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Dyson-Schwinger-equations (DSE). The DSEs follow from the translation invarian-
ce of the generating functional Z[J ], Eq. (2.6). To explain this we return to the compact
notation used above with quark (ψ), ghost (c) and gluon (Aµ) fields indicated through
ϕ = {ψ, ψ̄, c, c̄, A}. Shifting the fields by ϕ(x)→ ϕ(x) + ε(x) and assuming that the integral
measure stays invariant we deduce Z[J ] = Z ′[J ]. From this one arrives at the relation,

〈
δS[ϕ]

δϕ(x)

〉

J

= Z[J ]−1 δS

δϕ

[
δ

δJ(x)

]
Z[J ] = J(x) , (2.29)

where the derivative in square brackets is meant to be used as an argument of the function
surrounding it. To avoid double counting and to relate to observables, we are interested in
amputated and connected correlation functions. For this reason we start from the effective
action Γ[ϕ̃], Eq.(2.10), rather then from the basic generating function Z[J ]. We can use the
transformation between functionals, Eq.(2.10), to transform Eq. (2.29) into the generating
DSE for all (1-PI) Green functions,

Γ′[ϕ̃]x =
δS

δϕ

[
ϕ̃(x) +

∫

y
Γ′′ [ϕ̃]−1

xy

δ

δϕ̃(y)

]
1 = J(x). (2.30)

Here we define the short-hand, Γ′[ϕ̃]x := (δ Γ[ϕ̃]/δ ϕ(x))|ϕ̃=0, which is applied twice for the
second term in the bracket on the right-hand side. If we were to set the second term to
zero we would recover that the effective action Γ[ϕ̃] becomes identical to the classical action
S[ϕ̃]. Thus we interpret the second term as the quantum corrections to the classical theory.
Note that for the derivatives δ/δϕ we can choose ϕ to be any specific field (e.g. a fermion
or a gluon), depending on the relation we are interested in. However, even after making an
explicit choice for the outside derivative, for the ϕ inside the square brackets we will have to
consider all fields of theory.

By taking further derivatives with respect to the fields and setting the averaged field to
zero (ϕ̃ = 0), one arrives at the individual DSEs for the quarks, ghosts and gluons. Each
equation relates the propagators of the field (equivalently the two-point correlation function),
to higher-order Green functions (three- and higher-point functions). In a last step one usually
performs a Fourier transformation to momentum space, which results in the equations most
commonly referred to as DSE or Schwinger-Dyson equations ( [1], Ch. (14.7)).

As a specific example, we first consider the quark DSE (see also the left panel of Fig. 13
in Sec. 4 below). Begin by noting that Γ′′ [ϕ̃], appearing in the second term in brackets, is
equal to the propagators of the various fields represented by ϕ. For example, when ϕ is a
quark field one has

S(x− y) = 〈0|Tψ(x) ψ̄(y) |0〉 :=

(
δ2Γ[ϕ̃]

δψ̄(x)δψ(y)

)−1

= Γ′′ [ϕ̃]−1
xy . (2.31)

In the middle equality the inverse is understood as a matrix inverse on the x, y coordinates. To
see why this holds note that the derivatives with respect to the classical action given the bare
propagator (in momentum space S̃0(p) = [i/p+m]−1). Adding in the quantum fluctuations,
the second term in the brackets of Eq. (2.30), then adds in the self energy (sum of all 1PI
diagrams) to reach the full propagator (in momentum space S̃(p) = [i/p+m+ Σ(p)]−1).

We now aim to use this result together with Eq. (2.30) to derive an expression for S̃(p)
in terms of other n-point functions. To get the inverse quark propagator on the left-hand
side of Eq. (2.30) we need to take yet another derivative of the generating DSE with respect
to the conjugated quark field. This gives

Γ′′ [ϕ̃]zy = S(z − y)−1 =
δ

δψ̄(z)

(
ψ̄(y) +

∫

y′
S(y − y′) δ

δψ(y′)

)(
/∂ + ig /A(y) + m

)
, (2.32)
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Figure 4: The quark four-point function G contains all diagrams. The (2-PI) scattering kernel K[2]

is a subset of this and the two can be related by equation in the last line, Eq. (2.37).
This is the Bethe-Salpeter equation for n = 4 (quark-antiquark bound-state = me-
sons). It generally holds for all n.

where we have plugged in δS/δψ derived from the QCD action given in Eq. (2.1) and fur-
thermore replaced all fields by the expression in rectangular brackets in Eq. (2.30).1

Now the final step is to apply the ψ̄(z) derivative. This acts in two places, once on ψ̄(y)
and once on /A(y). Doing so and switching to momentum space we find

S̃(p)−1 = S̃
−1

0 (p) +

∫
d4 q

(2π)4
(igγµ) S̃(q)

[
δ

δψ(q)

δ

δψ̄(p)
Aµ(p− q)

]
. (2.33)

Evaluating the final derivatives leads to the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the quark
propagator

S̃
−1

(p) := S̃
−1

0 (p) + Σ(p) = S̃
−1

0 (p) +

∫
d4 q

(2π)4
(igγµ) S̃(q) Γν(q, p)Dµν(q − p) . (2.34)

The second term contains the fully dressed quark (S̃) and gluon (Dµν) propagators, and the
bare (γµ) and dressed (Γν) quark-gluon vertices. The vertex is a higher-order Green function,
which describes the interaction between quarks and gluons. It fulfills its own DSE, which
can be derived by taking the derivative of the effective action with respect to the vertex
Green function. The same can be said for the gluon propagator. Taking a derivative of the
generating DSE, Eq.(2.30), with respect to the gluon field Aµ leads to the gluon DSE, which
once more depends on higher-order Green functions. In short, the quark DSE in Eq. (2.35)
leads to an infinite tower of coupled equations relating Green functions that need to be
truncated to allow numerical evaluation. A more detailed derivation of the DSEs can be
found in [1, 35–37].

The quark self-energy term can be related to a new effective action, denoted Γ̃[2], by a
functional derivative

δ Γ̃[2][S]

δS
=

∫
d4 q

(2π)4
(iγµ) S̃(q) Γν(q, p)Dµν(q − p) . (2.35)

This generating functional is the interacting (2-PI) effective action with respect to the quark
propagators. It contains all diagrams that stay connected when any two quark lines are cut.
This relation will become relevant once we need to start to truncate our coupled system and
require consistency between quark DSE and meson BSE. The next section will introduce the
BSE.

1In principle we obtain the second term in the rectangular bracket of Eq. (2.30) for the gluon field as well,
however as this acts on a constant to the right, the derivative vanishes.
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Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE). The fundamental particles of QCD, quarks and glu-
ons, are not directly observed in nature due to confinement. Instead, experimentalists detect
a combination of these elementary building blocks, called hadrons. A hadron can be every
combination of quarks and gluons that is color neutral, meaning that the colors of the com-
posite quarks have to either combine to be neutral by including one of each color (rgb →
baryons), or through a combination of quarks and anti-quarks (r̄r, b̄b, ḡg → mesons). The
bound-state equation will ultimately help us to obtain physical observables, like bound-state
masses and decay widths. Bound states appear as poles in n-point (n > 4) correlation func-
tions and we will explain how this information is extracted from them in the next section.
To familiarize the reader with the BSE we will start with a diagrammatic representation.
The derivation relies upon the classification of diagrams according to basic properties such
as (ir)reducibility. Similar to the DSE, the BSE can be thought of as a rearrangement of dia-
grams into various subsets of all possible Feynman diagrams needed to describe bound states.

Consider the quark four-point Green function, G, which contains poles corresponding to
mesons

G(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 〈0|Tψ(x1)ψ̄(x2)ψ(x3)ψ̄(x4)|0〉 . (2.36)

For simplicity, all Dirac, color and flavor indices are suppressed for now. This function con-
tains all possible interactions between a quark anti-quark pair and is sketched in Fig. 4. The
graphs are obtained by following the Feynman rules based on the interactions and fields
specified in the Lagrangian, Eq. (2.1). The four-quark scattering kernel, K[2], forms a sub-
set of the diagrams in G, see second row in Fig. 4. The kernel is a two-particle irreducible
(2-PI) Green function with respect to the quark propagators. The scattering kernel includes
all diagrams of G that do not fall apart when cutting two quark lines (one quark and one
anti-quark in this case). With this definition one can rewrite the full Green function and
obtain the well-known Bethe-Salpeter, or hadronic bound-state equation,

G = G0 +G0 K G , (2.37)

where G0 denotes the disconnected product of two quarks propagators, i.e. G0 = SS. The
BSE thus separates interacting and non-interacting parts of the G matrix. Besides the full
Green function, one also frequently uses the amputated and connected part of G, denoted
by T and referred to as the T matrix. This is related by G = G0 +G0 T G0. For later usage
it will be convenient to also define the inverse version of the above equation

(G)−1 = (G0)−1 −K . (2.38)

Besides the more intuitive graphical derivation (Fig. 5), Eq. (2.37) can be solely derived
by considering the different functionals (n-PI effective actions) and relating them to one
another using functional derivatives. I do not present the derivation of this approach here,
but instead refer the reader to Ref. [5]. Nevertheless I would like to give one relation that
arises in the functional-based derivation. One can show that the interaction kernel satisfies

K[2] = − δ

δS

δ Γ̃[2][S]

δS
= − δ

δS
Σ . (2.39)

In particular, the second equality, which relates the interaction kernel to the quark self-energy,
is useful in defining self-consistent truncations, as discussed in Sec. 4.4.

2.4.2 Extracting hadronic spectra

So far we have established multiple ways to represent QCD’s Green functions and explored
useful relations between different quantities. However, ultimately we are interested in the
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Figure 5: Bethe-Salpeter equation close to bound-state pole (P 2 = −m2
λ). The Bethe-Salpeter

wavefunction Ψ is the residue at the pole. In the proximity of the pole Eq.(2.37) reduces
to Eq. (2.44).

hadron properties encoded in these field-theoretic functions, and this leads to an important
question: How exactly can we extract properties like bound-state masses from our Green
functions?

All hadrons are contained in the Hilbert space of QCD as eigenstates of the QCD Hamil-
tonian. A self-adjoint Hamiltonian has a complete set of orthogonal eigenstates denoted |λ〉.
Because the Hamiltonian commutes with the momentum operator, we can choose the |λ〉 to
be eigenstates of both and write |λ,p〉. Then, due to Lorentz invariance, if the eigenvalue of

|λ,0〉 is denoted Mλ, the corresponding eigenvalue of |λ,p〉 is ωλ,p =
√

p2 +M2
λ . This leads

to the following completeness relation

1 =
∑

λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

2ωλ,p
|λ,p〉〈λ,p| =

∑

λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d4p θ(p0) δ(p2 +M2

λ)|λ,p〉〈λ,p| , (2.40)

where the factor of 2ωλ,p arises from the normalization convention of the state. This is
convenient as it leads to a Lorentz invariant measure, as can be seen from the second form
of the integral. The eigenstate space is enormous and contains all possible QCD states. How
can we make sure to obtain the bound-state property of interest, in this infinite-dimensional
space?

It is well established that bound states and resonances appear as poles in higher-order
n-point functions. We can insert the completeness relation, Eq. (2.40), in any correlation
function. The overlap of the eigenstates and the fields then produce the poles. If the correlator
is evaluated at energies in the proximity of the bound-state pole, the pole contribution will
dominate and enable us to separate out the amplitude from the sub-leading contributions of
the other states in the Hilbert space.

Consider once more the four-point Green function, Eq. (2.36)

Gαβγδ(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 〈0|Tψα(x1)ψ̄β(x2)ψγ(x3)ψ̄δ(x4)|0〉 . (2.41)

The greek letters represent the combination of Dirac, color and flavor indices, and the choi-
ce determines the quantum number of the field combinations and ultimately the quantum
numbers of the bound state. Inserting Eq. (2.40) into (2.41) and Fourier transforming to
momentum space, the Green function can be expressed in terms of a sum of poles together
with regular terms,

Gαβγδ(p, q, P ) =
∑

λ

Ψλ
αβ(p, Pλ) Ψ̄λ

γδ(q,−Pλ)

P 2 − P 2
λ

+R(q, p, P ) , (2.42)

where Ψ is the Bethe-Salpeter wave-function, (q, p) are relative momenta and P the total
momentum. This is referred to as the spectral decomposition of the Green function in momen-
tum space. At the pole the bound-state is on-shell, meaning P 2

λ = −M2
λ . The wave-function

is defined as the residue at the pole and is given in coordinate space by

Ψ
λ (4)
αβ (x1, x2, Pλ) = 〈0|Tψα(x1)ψ̄β(x2)|λ(Pλ)〉 , (2.43)

which identifies it as the transition element between the vacuum and a bound-state |λ〉, in
this case a meson, with momentum Pλ.
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[ [
Figure 6: Left, normalization condition for a meson, Eq (2.50). Right, the lepton decay constant

fλ is proportional to correlation function between the Bethe-Salpeter meson amplitude

and a current-vertex j
[µ]
a , eg. for the vector current Eq. (2.62).

Evaluating the BSE, Eq. (2.37), in the proximity of the bound-state poles leads to the
homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation, as shown in Fig. 5:

G
P 2
λ→−M

2
λ−−−−−−−→ Ψ Ψ̄

P 2 +M2
λ

=⇒ Ψ = G0 KΨ . (2.44)

The pole part of the spectral representation, Eq. (2.42), dominates the regular terms as
well as the inhomogeneous term G0 in the full BSE, Eg. (2.37), and we obtain the reduced
homogeneous BSE, an iterative equation that can be used to determine the Bethe-Salpeter
wave-function. We define the amputated version of the Bethe-Salpeter wave-function Ψ as
the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude, Γ, which leads to the relation

Ψ = G0 Γ =⇒ Γ = KG0 Γ . (2.45)

Normalization. Evaluated at the bound-state pole, the BSE (Eq. (2.44)) is a homogeneous
equation, which constrains Ψ up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant. An additional nor-
malization is needed to fix this coefficient and ultimately ensure the correct determination
of physical observables. The canonical quantization condition demands that the residue at
the bound-state pole is one, such that the decomposition in Eq. (2.42) holds exactly.

To see how this works out, consider G evaulated arbitrarily close to the pole at P 2 = −M2
λ

and take a derivative with respect to P 2

dG

dP 2
= − Ψ Ψ̄

(P 2 +M2
λ)2

, (2.46)

where we drop sub-leading terms at the pole. Note that the derivative does not act on Ψ
and Ψ̄ as they are evaluated at fixed P 2, on the mass shell. Next we multiply by Ψ̄G−1 on
the left and G−1Ψ on the right to reach

Ψ̄G−1 dG

dP 2
G−1Ψ = −Ψ̄

[
Ψ Ψ̄

(P 2 +M2
λ)

]−1 Ψ Ψ̄

(P 2 +M2
λ)2

[
Ψ Ψ̄

(P 2 +M2
λ)

]−1

Ψ = −1 . (2.47)

The next step is to use the matrix identity dM/dx = −M [dM−1/dx] M to reach

Ψ̄
dG−1

dP 2
Ψ

∣∣∣∣
P 2=−M2

λ

= 1 . (2.48)

Combining this with Eqs. (2.38) and (2.45), we reach

Γ̄

(
dG0

dP 2
+G0

dK

dP 2
G0

)
Γ

∣∣∣∣
P 2=−M2

λ

= −1 . (2.49)

We stress that this is just the normalization condition, rewritten in a more convenient form.
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In the case of the four-point Green function we can furthermore identify G0 = S S and
obtain,

−1 =

[∫

q
Γ̄(q,−Pλ)

d

dP 2

(
S̃(q, P ) S̃(q, P )

)
Γ(q, Pλ)

∣∣∣∣
P 2
λ=−M2

λ

(2.50)

+

∫

q

∫

p
Ψ̄(q,−Pλ)

d

dP 2
K(q, p, P ) Ψ(q, Pλ)

] ∣∣∣∣
P 2
λ=−M2

λ

.

Note that all these objects are defined in Dirac, flavor and color space and that all indices
are contracted to give a simple number. The contraction pattern follows from the definitions
above, for example

Γ̄G0Γ = Γ̄αβ G0;αβγδ Γγδ = Γ̄αβ SαγSβδ Γγδ . (2.51)

Equation (2.50) is displayed in the left panel of Fig. 6. To enforce the demand that the
residue equals one, we introduce a normalization constant which relates normalized and
unnormalized Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes through Γ = N Γ[unnormalized].

2.4.3 Current-q̄q-vertices and their implications

In the previous section, we mainly worked with Green functions describing the correlati-
ons between fields. Current vertices, which are the Green functions between a quark and
an anti-quark field and a current (eq. vector, axial-vector or pseudo-scalar), lead to several
model-independent consequences ranging from relations between singularity structures to
physical observables to symmetry relations between Green functions obtained through the
PCAC. This makes them highly interesting quantities and preserving their known properties
guide our choice for the truncations of the DSEs and BSEs. Furthermore, current vertices
give access to observables such as decay constants. This section connects back with the fla-
vor symmetry overview in Tab. 2 as the relevant currents are associated with the underlying
flavor symmetries.

The vector, axial-vector and pseudo-scalar quark-antiquark vertices are obtained

by inserting a current, j
[µ]
a , into the quark propagator, S, Eq. (2.31). The vertices are defined

as

S[µ]
a ∈ {Sµa ,Sµa 5,Sa 5} , ⇒ S

[µ]
aαβ(x, y, z) = 〈0|T ψα(x) ψ̄β(y) j[µ]

a (z) |0 〉 . (2.52)

The current is abbreviated with j
[µ]
a and a is the flavor index, indicating that both S

[µ]
a and

j
[µ]
a are vectors in flavor space. The generic label [µ] runs through the different choices for

the currents, which are abbreviated by

j[µ]
a ∈ {jµa , jµ5 a, j5 a} ⇒ j[µ]

a (x) := ψ̄(x) Γ
[µ]
0 a ψ(x) , (2.53)

with yet another abbreviation for the renormalized Dirac-flavor structures, Γ
[µ]
0 a, which encode

the various current properties. For vector, axial-vector and pseudo-scalar currents these are
given by,

Γ
[µ]
0 a ∈ {Γµ0 a = Z2iγ

µta, Γµ0 5a = Z2γ5γ
µta, Γ0 5a = Z4iγ5ta} , (2.54)

respectively. Here we include the renormalization constants introduced in Eq. (2.4). We have
also introduced ta as the generator of the SU(Nf ) group, with normalization convention
Tr[t2a] = 1/2.

We next introduce Γ[µ], without the 0 subscript, as the amputated version of the current
vertex S[µ], Eq. (2.52). It is easily obtained by removing the external quark propagators and
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Figure 7: Left, inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation for a vector current vertex. Right, vector-
vector current correlation, which describes the hadronic vacuum polarization.

has a similar definition to the relation between Bethe-Salpeter wave-function and amplitude,

−S[µ](p, P ) = S̃(p+) Γ[µ](p, P ) S̃(p−) = G0(p, P ) Γ[µ](p, P ) = G(p, P ) Γ
[µ]
0 a(p, P ) , (2.55)

where once more G and G0 denote the full and disconnected four-point functions and S̃(p)
the quark propagator evaluated at the momentum p. Note that the the vertex with quark legs
attached, S[µ], as well as the amputated version, Γ[µ], are general matrix elements which still
contain singularities when evaluated at bound-state poles. By contrast, the Bethe-Salpeter
wave-function Ψλ and amplitude Γλ are the residues of the bound-state correlation functions
at the meson poles.

Vertex BSE. In analogy to the Bethe-Salpeter wave-function, the current vertices obey
Bethe-Salpeter equations. Using the fact that the Green functions satisfy, G = G0 +G0 K G
we can insert this into Eq. (2.55) above and obtain,

−S[µ] = G0 Γ
[µ]
0 −G0 K S[µ] ⇒ Γ[µ] = Γ

[µ]
0 + K Γ[µ] . (2.56)

The equation on the right-hand side follows from multiplying both sides of the preceding
equation with G−1

0 . This result represents an inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equations which
we can solve iteratively to determine the vertex Γ[µ], see Fig. 7 left. The inhomogeneous

terms are the Dirac-flavor matrices, Γ
[µ]
0 a, and depend on the choice of current. Calculating

electromagnetic transition matrix elements, such as form factors, requires knowledge of these
quark antiquark current vertices. In particular the vertex associated with the vector current
(jµa ) corresponds to the quark-photon vertex, which describes the non-perturbative effects
between quarks and photons. This vertex contains vector-meson poles, and the existence of
the poles will determine the scaling behavior of the form factor. For this reason, the vector-
meson dominance model (VMD) is a popular model to fit or describe transition form factor
data.

Singularities and decay constants. To understand the underlying singularity structu-
res, we take a closer look at the poles in the current vertices. While the four-point Green
function, G, contains all existing meson poles, Eq. (2.42), the current vertices only contain a
subset. These poles correspond to particles with the quantum numbers matching the struc-
ture of the current. In other words, poles appear if we have a non-zero overlap between the

current on the vacuum 〈0|j[µ]
a and the meson state of interest |λ〉. This is represented by the

vacuum-to-hadron matrix element of the current and is given by the following expression,

〈0| ψ̄(x) Γ
[µ]
0 a ψ(x) |λ〉 e−ix·p = 〈0| j[µ]

a (x) |λ〉e−ix·p =: J [µ]
Ωλ , (2.57)

J [µ]
λλ′(pf , pi) = 〈λ(pi) | j[µ](0) |λ′(pf )〉 .

In a second step we have introduced yet another definition, namely the matrix elements

J [µ]
λλ′ . This generally describes the transition between a incoming state, λ, and an outgoing
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meson, λ′, with an external current, j[µ]. The special case of one state being the vacuum
then corresponds to the previously defined correlation function. Current matrix elements
are interesting, as they encode the electromagnetic form factors of a bound-sate (such as
introduced in Fig. 3 in the second row, in the frame labeled Compton scattering).

To familiarize ourselves with this concept let us look at a specific example of a vacuum-
to-hadron transition element for the pseudo-scalar mesons. In this case we have a non-zero
overlap with the axial-vector and the pseudo-scalar currents, which leads to,

〈0| jµ5 a(x) |λb〉 = 〈0| ψ̄(x) Γµ0 5a ψ(x) |λb〉 = −iδab Pµfλe−ix·P , (2.58)

〈0| j5 a(x) |λb〉 = −iδab rλ e−ix·P .

The transition between an axial-current and a pseudo-scalar meson is proportional to the
decay constant fλ. Similarly, rλ is a momentum-independent constant referred to as the
pseudo-scalar transition matrix element.

The decay constant is an observable that can be measured in experiment, and the mass
and decay constant of the lightest meson (the pion) are important input parameters in many
non-perturbative QCD approaches, as they are often used to fix the scale and the quark
masses. By contrast, rπ is not directly measurable. However we can use its definition to
derive an important relation. Recall the PCAC relation, Eq. (2.19), which is the divergence
of the axial-vector current in the limit of equal quark masses (M = m1) and for on-shell
momenta (P 2 = −M2

λ). Combining the information of Eq. (2.58) and the PCAC relation we
can show,

Eq. (2.58) and ∂µ jµa 5(x) = 2im ψ̄(x) γ5 ta ψ(x) = 2im j5 a ⇒ fλM
2
λ = 2mrλ . (2.59)

This result is an important step towards the Gell-Mann-Oakes Renner (GMOR) relation,
but is incomplete because we do not yet know whether fλ or Mλ (or both) must vanish when
m→ 0.

Following the same principle as for the G function in Eq. (2.42), we can formally express1

the vertex as the sum of pole contributions plus remainder terms, denoted Γ̃[µ]. If we then
evaluate the vertex at the meson pole, this leads to,

Γ[µ](p, P ) =
∑

λ

R
[µ]
λ (p, P )

P 2 +M2
λ

+ Γ̃[µ]
P 2→−M2

λ′−−−−−−−−−−→ R
[µ]
λ′ (p, P )

P 2 +M2
λ′
. (2.60)

If a vertex has a non-zero overlap with a bound-state, λ′, the remainder Γ̃[µ] is regular and
the pole contribution dominates in the limit P 2 → −M2

λ′ . The residue at the pole is exactly
this overlap, which then corresponds to the previously defined transition element. For the
axial-vector and the pseudo-scalar vertex, the full structure can be written as

:= Γµ5 = Pµ
∑

λ

2ifλ
P 2 +M2

λ

Γλ + Γ̃µ5 , := Γ5 =
∑

λ

2irλ
P 2 +M2

λ

Γλ + Γ̃5 . (2.61)

Similarly, we can define a non-zero overlap between the vector meson (in particular λ = ρ)
and the vector-current vertex,

〈0| jµ3 (x) |ρ0〉 = Tr

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Γµ0 S̃(k+) Γνρ(k, P ) S̃(k−) e−ix·P = ifρmρ t

µν
P e−ix·P , (2.62)

with the usual definition for momenta of the quark propagator k± = k ± P/2. The rho-pole
is contained in the transverse part of the vertex. It is for this reason that the transverse

1The expression only holds formally because the definition of the meson amplitudes are only meaningful
objects on the mass shell, P 2 = −M2

λ.
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projector tµνP = (δµν − PµP ν/P 2) appears on the right-hand side. As the matrix element
describes the vector transition between the vacuum and the rho-state, it is also defined to
be proportional to the decay constant fρ. For a diagrammatic representation of the integral
see the right panel of Fig. 6.1

Ward-Takahashi identities. The Ward-Takahashi-identities (WTI) (or Slavnov-Taylor
identities (STI), which are a special case of the non-Abelian WTIs) are symmetry relations
between n and (n + 1)-point Green functions, which follow from both global and gauge
symmetries. They remain valid after renormalization, which implies the highly non-trivial
statement that charge quantization, e.g. the equal magnitudes of the proton and electron
charges, survives renormalization. Furthermore, they enforce current conservation on the
level of Green functions, which makes them the quantum version of Noether’s theorem. They
furthermore imply the QED Ward-identity, as a special case of the full WTIs, which tells us
that the longitudinal components of a vertex with an on-shell photon vanishes. Historically
the WTIs were first used in QED to relate the wave-function renormalization of an electron
to its vertex renormalization factor [38, 39]. This guaranteed the cancellation of ultraviolet
divergences to all orders in perturbation theory.

In the context of the Dyson-Schwinger framework, useful implications are obtained from
the vector WTI (VWTI) and axial-vector WTI (AXWTI). These can be derived either
directly from the invariance of the generating functional under QCD’s flavor symmetries, see
Tab. 2, or by considering the divergence of the vector and axial-vector current vertices, as
introduced in the previous section.2 A detailed derivation of the AXWTI from the generating
functional can be found in the Appendix B. In this case, one starts by using the invariance
of the generating functional under the global U(Nf )A = U(1)A × SU(Nf )A symmetry. The
VWTI and AXWTI in momentum space are given by

iPµ Γµ(p, P ) = −S̃
−1

(p+) + S̃
−1

(p−) , (2.63)

iPµ Γµ5 (p, P ) + 2mΓ5(p, P ) = S̃
−1

(p+) iγ5 + iγ5 S̃
−1

(p−) . (2.64)

These relate the amputated current-q̄q-vertices, Γ[µ] in Eq. (2.60), to inverse quark propa-
gators, defined in Eq. (2.31). The WTI’s are displayed in Fig. 16. P is the total momentum
of the current, p+ = p + P/2 the momentum of the out-going and p− = p − P/2 of the
in-coming quark.

The VWTI (Eq. (2.63)) relates the longitudinal3 part of the vector vertex, Γµ, with
the inverse quark propagator. In general we can decompose every Green function into its

individual tensor elements, τ
[µ]
i , multiplied by scalar dressing functions, fi. In the case of

the quark-photon vertex (which corresponds to a vector-current q̄q-vertex) there are twelve
tensor components, which can furthermore be separated into four longitudinal and eight
transverse parts,

Γµ(p, P ) =

12∑

i=1

fiτ
µ
i (p, P ) = iγµΣA(S) + 2pµ(i/p∆A(S) + ∆B(S)) +

8∑

j=1

f̃j τ̃
µ
j (p, P ) . (2.65)

1Note that these definitions only strictly make sense if the rho is treated as a stable particle, leading to a
pole on the real axis. Although this is not the case in general, working in the rainbow-ladder truncation does
lead to a stable vector meson.

2When deriving the WTIs in the second method, i.e. by taking divergences, then it is useful to define
a current algebra. This is based on the fact that the charges, Qa, satisfy the same commutator relation as
the generators of the underlying symmetry groups, and thus can be used to formulate a set of commutator
relation on the level of operators rather than matrices.

3Due to the contraction with Pµ only the longitudinal parts of the three point function on the right-hand
side remains.
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In the second step we have separated the longitudinal and transverse parts, and used the
fact that one of the four longitudinal components vanishes. The functions in the longitu-
dinal part (ΣA(S),∆A/B(S)), are averages and differences of the quark-propagator dressing
functions and will be specified in Sec. 4.3. For now note only that the longitudinal part is
then completely determined by the quark propagator. To ensure vector-current conservati-
on any choice of approximation for the quark-photon vertex needs to at least obey the VWTI.

The AXWTI (Eq.(2.64)) relates the longitudinal part of the axial-vector vertex and
the pseudoscalar vertex to inverse quark propagators. This will help to prove Goldstone’s
theorem, which implies the existence of massless particles, called Goldstone bosons, whene-
ver a symmetry is spontaneously broken. This will be discussed in Sec. 4.1. Note that the
relation only holds for flavor non-singlet vertices. This is because, in the singlet channel, the
divergence of the axial-vector current in Eq. (2.19) carries an additional term due to the
QED axial anomaly.

The AXWTI will furthermore help us to consistently truncate the Green functions used
in the quark self-energy, Σ, and the Bethe-Salpeter interaction kernel, K. See Sec. 4.4. Any
reasonable truncation on our system of coupled integral equations needs to obey the AXWTI
to ensure current conservation, and accordingly the implications of the GMOR relation. This
will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. Similarly, the relation between the kernel and self-energy as
introduced Eq. (2.39) must hold. However, in practice, the WTI is a more useful tool to
construct a reasonable truncation.

Hadronic vacuum polarization. Another current vertex element and furthermore the
simplest observable that tests the structure of the quark-photon vertex, is the hadronic-
vacuum polarization (HVP). So far we have looked at the current vertices and the hadron-
to-vacuum transition elements individually. The HVP, by contrast, is defined as the Fourier
transform of the vector-vector correlator,

Πµν(P ) =

∫
d4x eiP ·x 〈0|T jµ(x) jν(0) |0〉 . (2.66)

In this sense it describes the vacuum matrix transition element between a current injecting
P and a second current carrying P away. This is the loop diagram with one dressed and one
bare quark-photon vertex (vector-current vertex) [see the right panel of Fig. 7],

Πµν(P ) = Tr

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Z2iγ

µ S(k+) Γν(k, P )S(k−) = Π(P 2)P 2 tµνP + Π̃(Q2)δµν . (2.67)

As shown in the final step, we can divide the correlator into a transverse part (∼ tµνP )
and a longitudinal part Π̃µν , which should be zero when gauge-invariance is enforced. The
transverse part is thus the contribution that is physically relevant and is completely described
by the dressing function of the off-shell quark-photon vertex, Eq. (2.56). This then thus
probes the full vertex dynamics.

The HVP is also an interesting Green function, as it is the non-perturbative input in the
leading hadronic contribution to the muon’s g − 2, as will be discussed in Sec. 3.2 and has
been calculated in the DSE approach in this context in Ref. [40].
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3 Transition form factors: Motivation & Application

A transition form factor or transition amplitude (see comparison in Tab.3) describes the
interaction between a bound-state and two external currents and is subject to effects of the
electromagnetic and strong force. A general transition form factor Green function is given
by,

Λµνab (k,∆) =

∫
d4x

∫
d4y 〈0| j[µ]

a (x) j
[ν]
b (y) |λ(∆)〉 e−iQ·x e−iQ′·y , (3.1)

where the current j
[µ]
a indicates the choice for either vector, axial-vector or pseudo-scalar

current, Eq. (2.53). Transition elements of such kinds are diagrammatically described by a
triangle diagram in Fig. 8 (a.).

In this chapter we give background information about the key observable considered in
this thesis, the π0 → γγ transition form factor (TFF), and introduce an observable which is
a direct application for the TFF, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.

3.1 Axial anomaly and the pion transition form factors

In the low-energy region, the π0 → γγ decay is directly connected to the axial anomaly, also
sometimes called the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ) chiral anomaly [41,42]. As shown in Fig. 8, we
denote the incoming pion four-momentum by ∆ and the outgoing photon momenta by Q and
Q′. For the on-shell point (when the particles are on their mass-shell, Q2 = Q′2 = −m2

γ = 0)
and in the chiral limit (P 2 = −m2

π0 = 0), the pion decay amplitude is given entirely by the
anomaly. In this case, the calculation can be performed using only perturbation theory, and
the one-loop expression is exact to all orders. This not only provides a strong consistency
cross-check for the full non-perturbative calculation, furthermore it was one of the first con-
firmations for the number of colors in QCD [41].

The way anomalies were first understood was with Feynman diagrams. For the axial
anomaly, consider the two one-loop triangle diagrams in Fig. (8 a). The decay rate was
originally calculated starting with a QED Lagrangian plus a Yukawa coupling, λ, which
encodes the interaction between a pseudo-scalar, π, and a fermion, ψ. The strict calculation
using the chiral Lagrangian is somewhat ambiguous as can be seen by comparing different
textbooks [1, 2]. Following Chapter 30 of Ref. [1] we start with the Lagrangian density,

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

2
π(�+m2

π)π + ψ̄(i/∂ − e /A−m)ψ + iλπψ̄γ5ψ , (3.2)

where ψ is a fermion, later to be identified with the proton, and π a pseudo-scalar particle, the
pion. The one-loop triangle diagram is the first non-zero order in perturbative expansion. The
slashed notation denotes the sum over a Lorenz index, with /A := Aµγ

µ. As with QED, the
coupling parameter e is much smaller than one and higher-order contributions are suppressed.
Furthermore, it turns out that higher-order contributions are proportional to the pion mass,
mπ. When considering this calculation in the chiral limit (mπ=0) it is thus first-order exact.

By applying Feynman rules we can translate the pictorial diagrams in Fig. (8 a) into
mathematical expressions. In this example, we use Feynman rules following the Minkowski
conventions (M), working with the mostly minus metric. The sum of the diagrams is given
by

iM = −1(−λ)(−ie)2εQµ ε
Q′
ν Mµν(Q2, Q′2) , M (3.3)

with the amplitude (in Minkowski metric - M)

Mµν =

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Tr

[
γµ

i(/k +m)

(k2 −m2)
γν

i(/k + /Q+m)

((k +Q)2 −m2)
γ5 i(/k + /Q′ +m)

((k +Q′)2 −m2)
+

(
µ↔ ν
Q↔ Q′

)]
,

(3.4)
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Figure 8: a.) Triangle diagrams for the π0 → γγ decay. The diagrams are one-loop diagrams in
perturbative QED. b.) Complex k0-plane: Minkowski integration path C1 in light tur-
quoise, Euclidean C2 in dotted orange, poles of the integrand as red circles.

with the triangle’s loop momentum k and the total momentum defined as ∆ = Q′ − Q.
Note that we choose Q′ to be outgoing and Q to be incoming so that Q′ − Q defines the
total outgoing momentum of the two photons. In Eq. (3.3) we have also introduced the

helicity vectors εQµ and εQ
′

ν . These project the scattering amplitude to outgoing photons with
a definite helicity, either + or − depending on the form of the εµ chosen.

The trace expression in the numerator evaluates to

Tr
[
γµ(/k +m)γν(/k + /Q+m)γ5(/k + /Q′ +m)

]
= 4im εµναβ QαQ

′
β . M (3.5)

Since this is invariant under the simultaneous exchange of µ ↔ ν and Q ↔ Q′, the second
term in Eq. (3.4) equals the first and the total gives

Mµν = 8mεµναβQαQ
′
β

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

[k2 −m2] [(k +Q)2 −m2] [(k +Q′)2 −m2]
. M (3.6)

In the functional approach, we work in Euclidean conventions (see Appendix A). If pro-
perly treated the result is independent of whether the integral is evaluated in Minkowski
or Euclidean space. The difference between the Minkowski and Euclidean metrics is in the
relative sign between the time and space components of the squared four-vectors

k2
M = (k0)2 − ~k2 , k2

E = k2
4 + ~k2 . (3.7)

In order to switch from Minkowski to Euclidean metric we need to perform two changes:
First we deform the integration path in the complex k0 plane to run along the imaginary axis,
see Fig. 8(b). This is the less trivial step and it is crucial to understand the pole structure
of the integrand in order to perform a valid deformation. In the case of our integrand, poles
occur in the second and fourth quadrant of the complex k0 plane, which allows us to rotate
the integration contour counter-clockwise (as indicated in the figure). The second step is to
do a change of variables, by replacing k0 → ik4. In summary the changes for the integration
contour in time direction read

∫

C1

dk0 =

∞∫

−∞

dk0
1©
=

i∞∫

−i∞

dk0 =

∫

C2

dk0
2©
= i

∞∫

−∞

dk4 , (3.8)

where the integration contours C1 and C2 are defined in Fig. (8b). A somewhat related dis-
cussion about the implications of poles structure in the complex plane comparing Minkowski
and Euclidean with regards to scattering amplitudes can be found in Refs. [43, 44] and will
recur in the calculation of the π0 → e+e− decay rate in Sec. 5.3.
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Returning to our integral in Eq. (3.4) and switching to the Euclidean metric gives

Mµν = −8im εµναβQαQ′β
∫

d4k

(2π)4

1

[k2 +m2] [(k +Q)2 +m2] [(k +Q′)2 +m2]
. (3.9)

This can be further evaluated using Feynman (Eq. (A.15)) and Schwinger parameters
(Eq. (A.16)):

Mµν = 8im εµναβQαQ′β
(

1

16π2

)
(3.10)

×
∫ 1

0
dx

∫ 1−x

0
dy

1

m2 +Q2x(1− x) +Q′2y(1− y) + xy(∆−Q2 −Q′2)
.

Finally setting the momenta to their on-shell values (Q2 = Q′2 = 0 and ∆2 = −m2
π),

Eq. (3.10) simplifies to

Mµν =

(
im

2π2

)
εµναβQαQ′β

∫ 1

0
dx

∫ 1−x

0
dy

1

(m2 − xym2
π)

= 8mεµναβQαQ′β
( −i

16π2

)
1

m2

[
1

2
+

(mπ/m)2

24
+

(mπ/m)4

180
+O

(
(mπ/m)6

)]
,

(3.11)

where in the second step we have expanded about mπ/m = 0. The integral evaluates to
a real number, only if m > mπ/2. In this case, the loop particles cannot go on-shell and
no singularities arise in the integral. The general integral evaluates to a poly-logarithmic
function. Using the expansion we can easily see that the series converges quickly and we
consider the leading order term in Eq. (3.11) as the final result.

Inserting the result for Mµν back into Eq. (3.3) gives the result for the decay amplitude,
M. Taking the magnitude squared, summing over photon polarizations and multiplying by
the phase-space, gives the total rate,

Γ(π0 → γγ) =
α2
e

64π3
λ2m

3
π

m2
. (3.12)

In a last step we need to assign values for the Yukawa coupling λ and the mass m of the
fermion running in the loop, which can be done by matching to the chiral Lagrangian. We
find λ = m

fπ
, so that the parameter m cancels and the final result becomes

Γ(π0 → γγ) =
α2
e

64π3

m3
π

f2
π

= 7.77eV , (3.13)

with the pion decay constant fπ = 0.092 GeV. The experimental value is (7.8 ± 0.9) eV.
This shows that, to the current experimental precision, the decay rate for the neutral pion
is completely governed by the anomaly.

Although we mentioned at the beginning that this decay comes from the anomaly, so far
we have not directly used this in the calculation. But we have used it indirectly, because if
the axial symmetry would not be anomalously broken, the triangle diagrams would evaluate
to zero. To see this, recall the equation for the anomaly as introduced in Sec. 2.1 in Tab. 2,

∂µJ
a5
µ =

e2

16π2
εαβµνFαβFµν TrF

[
taQ

2
]

TrC [1] , Q =
1

3




2 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1


 , (3.14)
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aµ : Theory contribution Value ×10−11 Uncertainties ×10−11

QED 116 584 718.931 0.09
Weak 153.6 1
HVP 6931 40

HLbL 91 18
(HVP+HLbL) NLO 2 1

Total 116 591 896.531 60
Experiment BNL E821 [45] 116 592 080 63

Table 1: Comparison between uncertainties on aµ for the individual theory contributions and
the current most precise measurement from Brookhaven, where the number is based on
Ref. [46]. Theoretical numbers are updated based latest results present at the g − 2 inita-
tive meeting (Sep. 2019) [47].

where Q is the quark charge matrix, ta the generators of the SU(Nf )A symmetry group and
Fαβ the dual photon tensor. In principle, a similar term would appear from QCD with gluon
instead of photon tensors. However this vanishes because all quarks have the same color
charge, so that Q is replaced with the identity matrix.

As mentioned previously, anomalous breaking occurs when the classical theory does not
share the symmetry of the quantum theory. The classical SU(Nf )A symmetry would tell
us that the triangle integral should evaluate to zero. When performing the quantum field
version, we need to regularize our integral due to divergences, and there are different choices
for the regulator 1. In fact the author in Ref. [2]-Ch.(75) shows that one can find a regulator
such that the integral would evaluate to zero. However, in this case, gauge symmetry would
be broken and this is not allowed for a consistent quantum theory.2 One would rather choose
a regulator that preserves the gauge and evaluates a non-zero value for the triangle diagram.
Doing so, the regulator chosen changes the measure, this creates the invariant term quoted
in Eq (3.14), which breaks SU(Nf )A and makes the triangle diagram Fig. (8 a) evaluate to
a non-zero value, the so-called anomaly value.

The anomaly prediction is a powerful cross-check that any meaningful non-perturbative
calculation needs to reproduce. To calculate the pion TFF in the full kinematic range, with
virtual photon ({Q2, Q′2} 6= 0), one needs to perform a non-pertubative calculation using
approaches such as lattice QCD or functional methods like DSEs (Sec. 2.3). Following the
same pattern as the calculation of the anomaly prediction, the DSE calculation starts by
evaluating the Feynman triangle diagram. Only in this case, the loop particles are quarks
and not protons. The quarks are represented by their fully dressed propagator, including all
loop corrections of the strong interaction. The quark propagator is obtained by iteratively
solving the quark DSE Eq. (2.35). Additionally, the vertices appearing in the corners of the
diagrams are dressed (previously bare), describing the interaction between meson and quarks
(meson amplitudes) or quarks and photons (quark-photon vertices). The details of the DSE
calculation for the (π → γγ) TFF will be shown in detail Sec. 4.

1In Ref. [2]-Ch.(75), the author begins the calculation using Weyl-Fermions, in which case the integral
is indeed divergent and directly needs a regularization. The integral presented here is in fact finite, but a
consistent regulator needs to be applied to the entire theory and, as is argued in Ref. [2], this leads to the
anomalous contribution

2Gauge symmetries in QCD are the two vector symmetries (U(1)V , SU(Nf )V ). If they were broken we
would lose properties like charge conservation and due to the broken gauge invariance the theory wouldn’t be
renormalizable anymore.
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3.2 The muon’s g-2

Like all charged particles with non-zero spin, leptons (electrons, muons, taus) carry a ma-
gnetic moment, which is aligned with the spin axis and is given by

~µ` =g`
Qe

2m`
~s , g` =2(1 + a`) , a` =

g` − 2

2
, (3.15)

where the charge of the lepton can either be Q = ±1, m` is the mass, e the electronic charge,
~s the spin and g` the gyromagentic ratio. Dirac theory predicts that for a particle with spin
1
2 , the gyromagentic ratio is g = 2. However, the modern theoretical understanding, as well
as experimental measurement, confirm that the value for g` is in fact greater then two. This
deviation from the reference value is referred to as the anomaly and denoted by a`.

The deviation from 2 quantify the effects that arise due to quantum fluctuations. This
makes it an excellent observable to probe all three interactions of the Standard Model(SM)
and a possible indicator for new physics. In the SM, a` gets measurable contributions from
QED, the strong interaction (QCD) and electroweak interactions:

aSM
` = aQED

` + aHad
` + aWeak

` . (3.16)

The electron’s anomalous magnetic moment, ae, provides one of the most precise deter-
minations for the fine-structure constant, α, and can be seen as an incredible achievement
confirming experimental findings using QED and the SM. It is almost entirely explained by
QED interactions between electron and photons. The best measurement of the electron’s
magnetic moment is currently achieved by the Harvard group [48]. On the theory side, as
it is dominated by the QED contributions, the calculation is performed using perturbation
theory. The current most precise value has evaluated Feynman diagrams up to the 8th order
in α [49]. This leads to the current tension between the experimental and theoretic value of
2.5 standard deviations.

The muon’s anomalous magnetic moment aµ (or likewise called the muon’s (g − 2),
Eq. (3.15)) poses a somewhat more interesting case as there is a persistent tension between
theory and experimental values of between 3 − 4σ. (For a comparison of these values see
last line of Tab.1.) Thus, the tension is higher than in the case of the electron. In addition,
due to the muon’s larger mass, it is expected to be more sensitive to new physics effects,
which scale as m2

`/Λ
2
BSM. Similar to the electron, aµ, is dominated by the QED contribution,

which has been calculated up to fifth-order O(α5). This is considered sufficiently accurate in
comparison to the uncertainties achieved in experiments. The same can be said for the weak
contribution, which is at the level of two- to three-loop effects.

The main uncertainties of the theoretical prediction are due to strong-interaction effects,
see comparison in Tab. 1. These come from the hadronic contribution, representing the
strong-interaction dominated by the low-energy, non-perturbative regime of QCD. This has
lead to great interest from both the experimental and the theoretical side to improve the
QCD calculations to either confirm or resolve the discrepancy. The current precision on
the experimental side lies around 0.54 part per million level from the E821 experiment at
Brookhaven [45,50]. Two new experiments at Fermilab [51] and J-PARC [52] are underway,
aiming to reduce the experimental error by a factor of four. The final data analysis has been
performed, and with this, new results from the Fermilab collaboration are expected this year.
A combined effort from the theoretical side aims to publish a white paper around the same
time as release of the updated experimental number. This paper summarizes the status of
the leading theoretical calculation and concludes with the current theoretical prediction for
aµ, from analytic approaches (such as the dispersive calculation) and lattice calculations.
With improved precision from both sides, it remains to be seen if the current tension will
be resolved/reduced or increased, i.e. if aµ will be a strong indicator for physics beyond the
Standard Model [53,54].
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Figure 9: Shows the muon-photon-vertex, which includes the anomalous momentum of of the
muon aµ. The leading hadronic contributions for this vertex are the hadronic-vacuum-
polarization (HVP)(middle diagram) and the hadronic Light-by-Light (HLbL) contributi-
on (rightmost diagram).

Muon-photon-vertex. The magnetic moment of the muon is part of the photon-muon-
vertex, Γα, which at the mass-shell of the muon can be decomposed as

= ū(p′) Γα u(p) = ū(p′)

[
F1(Q2)γα − F2(Q2)

σαβQβ

2mµ

]
u(p) . (3.17)

Here p and p′ define the lepton momenta, with corresponding spinors for incoming and
outgoing muons. We have also introduced mµ as the muon mass, Q as the photon momentum
and σαβ = −i

2

[
γα, γβ

]
. The anomalous magnetic moment, aµ, is proportional to the second

tensor component, F2(Q2), also called the Pauli form factor.
To calculate the hadronic contribution we thus need to write down the corresponding

Feynman diagrams, project onto the second scalar amplitude and take the limit for Q2 → 0.
The corresponding projector is given by the expression in the rectangular brackets in the
following equation and aµ is given by the product of projector and the muon-photon-vertex
Γρσ, such that

aµ = F2(0) =
imµ

12
lim
Q→0

Tr
[

[γρ, γσ] Γρσ(qq, q2, q2, q3, Q)
]
. (3.18)

The diagrams at leading order of the hadronic contributions can be seen in Fig. 9. His-
torically, the largest error arose from the leading contribution, the hadronic-vacuum-
polarization (HVP), which corresponds to first diagram in the series representing the
muon-photon vertex in Fig. 9. However, due to the forthcoming data from e+e− experi-
ments, data-driven dispersive calculations have been able to reduce the error, such that a
proper error estimate on the sub-leading contribution (second diagram) is getting more and
more relevant. The dispersive approach currently poses as the best result from the theoreti-
cal side, as it provides an error estimate that is systematic and smaller than current lattice
calculations, compare Refs. [55–62]. The HVP is an interesting quantity as it probes the
behavior of the quark-photon vertex, as introduced in Sec. 2.4.3, Eq. (2.67), and has been
calculated in the context of the DSE approach in Refs. [63, 64].

The sub-leading diagram is the Hadronic-Light-by-Light (HLbL) contribution, shown
in the rightmost diagram in Fig. 9. Different than in the HVP case, a systematic error esti-
mate for this contribution is much harder, as it is not as easily related to experimental data,
and all present calculations carry some level of model dependence. On the other hand, Lat-
tice QCD is making remarkable progress towards calculating the photon four-point function,
Πµναβ , in the HLbL tensor, from first principles. In addition, the dispersive approach has
been able to provide estimates with a systematic error for the leading contribution of this
tensor.

However, until such calculations are ready, it is highly encouraged that other non-
perturbative approaches take on this challenge, as even an approach with a less systematic
error estimate can guide future calculations. In this sense, the functional methods can be
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Q
<latexit sha1_base64="MF8xz6Z60rdFaiidY3t/eDiKtM0=">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</latexit>

‘Qµ
<latexit sha1_base64="ygwDpNtYbJYwqF+LqWEZmW38sEw=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="b4dLAMlxo8oYgr8lLkV01rQHixQ=">AAAHKXicpVXNbtNAEJ62YJry18KRS0SExAFFSakEl0qV+BEXpFaQtlKpkO1sHMu/WjsJIcoTcIWn4Gm4AVdegwPfTDYppdgOwpEz62++mZ2Znd110tDP8lbr28rq2qXL1pX12sbVa9dv3NzcunWYJQPtqo6bhIk+duxMhX6sOrmfh+o41cqOnFAdOcET1h8Nlc78JH6dj1N1Gtle7Pd8184BHQRvNxutZkue+sVB2wwaZJ79ZGutRm+oSwm5NKCIFMWUYxySTRl+J9SmFqXATmkCTGPki17RlDZgOwBLgWEDDfDv4evEoDG+2Wcm1i5mCfFqWNbpHt7n4tEBm2dVGGeQP/G+F8wrnGEinjnCMaQDjzXx+BJ4Tn0wqiwjw5zHUm3JWeXUo8eSjY/4UkE4T3fh5yk0Glggmjo9E6YHH458D1GBGLKDCLjKcw91ybgLaYtU4iU2Hm3405BcfY6nOLt3iFALxutTzAsxf2Lmic9VYQzZhxxKvDlYdYmF+XOsjziyf6jx8utYzPQkr1TmdpFnGbcLtCeVzit4s67k3o9Lmbw6XP+soq4j2Tljk1GZxwh4KCuqEcOolJuZHcn92f2vnVdsecYKpWcDsHYRnwZf0YMFesbbxYqFRutKdVSBdiBe/6bj+PqoVSqdyH3Wq6iwDUsPKOsG5uyadXJ5n7FVYnZRv3JtumYfRRUVX666y68g7+DlPDpgJHLO8Nky70vmx9CPxEske5DPkwnw4LcopoK8WnxPoJ3OfOAWaf95Z1wcHG432w+b2wc7jb0dc5+s0x26S/dxZzyiPXpB+zjlXMTygT7SJ+uz9cX6an2fUVdXjM1tOvdYP34BMqhsPw==</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="MF8xz6Z60rdFaiidY3t/eDiKtM0=">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</latexit>

‘Qµ
<latexit sha1_base64="ygwDpNtYbJYwqF+LqWEZmW38sEw=">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</latexit>

fi0
<latexit sha1_base64="6xSPcmEYupGPjfIkuBmhnekO7nc=">AAAHLXicpVXNbtNAEJ62YJry18KRS0SExAFFTlsJLpUqFRAXpCJIW6ktyHY2jpX1j2wnaYjyDFzhKXgaDkiIKy/BgW8mm5RSHAfhyJn1N9/MzszO7rqJDrLctr8uLa9cuWpdW62sXb9x89bt9Y07B1ncSz3V9GIdp0eukykdRKqZB7lWR0mqnNDV6tDt7rH+sK/SLIijN/kwUaeh40dBO/CcHFDzJAne2u/Wa3bdlqd6edAwgxqZZz/eWKnQCbUoJo96FJKiiHKMNTmU4XdMDbIpAXZKI2ApRoHoFY1pDbY9sBQYDtAu/n18HRs0wjf7zMTawywabwrLKj3A+1w8umDzrArjDPIn3veC+YUzjMQzRziEdOGxIh5fAs+pA0aZZWiY01jKLTmrnNr0RLIJEF8iCOfpzfw8hSYF1hVNlZ4J04cPV777qEAE2UQEXOWph6pk3IJ0RCrxEhmPDvylkFx9jqc4uzNEmArG61PM05g/NvNEF6owhOxA9iXeHKyqxML8KdZBHNk/1HjxdSxm+pJXInN7yHMetwW0LZXOS3iTruTej+YyeXW4/llJXQeyc4Ymo3keQ+BaVjRFDIO53MzsSO7P1n/tvGLLc5aWnu2CtYP4UvAVPZqh57wdrJg2Wk+qowq0PfH6Nx3H10GtEulE7rN2SYUdWPpAWdczZ9ekk+f3GVvFZhd1StemZfZRWFLxxaq7+AryDl7MowtGLOcMny3TvmR+BP1AvISyB/k8GQHv/hbFWJDXs+8RtOOJD9wijT/vjMuDg816Y6u++Wq7trtt7pNVukf36SHujMe0Sy9oH6cc98UH+kifrM/WF+ub9X1CXV4yNnfpwmP9+AX4d22/</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="ylqwcqG2wpQTFh4KkGm/dZqFgMQ=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="b4dLAMlxo8oYgr8lLkV01rQHixQ=">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</latexit>

k +QÕ
<latexit sha1_base64="y65zlW2kEU2JCqUsbqjF8sBrZB0=">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</latexit>

k +Q
<latexit sha1_base64="wmjnm0/GSdSuqHWvUsxax/rbxbM=">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</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="kvmDJ4YnkYZ1Qt097ofkj+Qh4Wo=">AAAHKXicpVVLb9NAEJ62YJryauHIJSJC4oCqhIfgEqkSzwtSK0hbqVTIdjaOlfVDaychRPkFXOFX8Gu4AVf+Bge+mWxSSnEchCNn1t98MzszO7vrpTrM8nr928rq2rnzzoX1ysbFS5evXN3curafJX3jq5af6MQcem6mdBirVh7mWh2mRrmRp9WB13vM+oOBMlmYxK/zUaqOIzeIw07ouzmgvebbzVp9uy5P9eygYQc1ss9usrVWoTfUpoR86lNEimLKMdbkUobfETWoTimwYxoDMxiFolc0oQ3Y9sFSYLhAe/gP8HVk0Rjf7DMTax+zaLwGllW6hfeZePTA5lkVxhnkT7zvBQsKZxiLZ45wBOnBY0U8vgSeUxeMMsvIMmexlFtyVjl16JFkEyK+VBDO05/7eQKNAdYTTZWeCjOAD0++B6hADNlCBFzlmYeqZNyGdEUq8RJbjy78GUiuPsdTnN07RGgE4/Up5mnMn9h54lNVGEF2IQcSbw5WVWJh/gzrIo7sH2q8/DoWMwPJK5W5feS5iNsG2pFK5yW8aVdy78cLmbw6XP+spK5D2Tkjm9EijxFwLStqEMNwITezO5L7s/1fO6/Y8oSlpWd7YDURnwFf0Z05esJrYsW01fpSHVWg7YvXv+k4vi5qlUoncp91SirswjIAyrq+Pbumnby4z9gqsbuoW7o2bbuPopKKL1fd5VeQd/ByHj0wEjln+GyZ9SXzY+iH4iWSPcjnyRh477coJoK8mn+PoZ1MfeAWafx5Z5wd7N/dbtzbfrB3v7bz3N4n63SDbtJt3BkPaYde0C5OOR+xfKCP9Mn57Hxxvjrfp9TVFWtznU49zo9fAeBsJw==</latexit> +
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Figure 10: Hadronic-Light-by-Light contribution part to aµ. The first diagram is the meson-
exchange contribution. Second, the quark-loop contribution.

seen as a complementary tool to lattice QCD and the dispersive calculations. In contrast
to the lattice calculation, where one directly evaluates the full four-point function, the di-
spersive approach decomposes the HLbL tensor into further individual contributions. Our
DSE calculations follow along the lines of the dispersive approach, and thus it is natural to
compare the intermediate results between the two approaches. This allows for a comparison
between a first principles, but model-dependent DSE calculation, and the purely data-driven
dispersion relation.

The muon’s g − 2 is, in fact, an application for the meson transition form factors, as
they appear in the hadronic light-by-light contribution. In the next section, we will see how
this part can be furthermore decomposed following the dispersive description, revealing the
connection to the form factor.

3.2.1 The hadronic light-by-light contribution

The Hadronic-Light-by-Light (HLbL) part of the photon-muon vertex involved the photon-
four-point functions, Πµναβ , second diagram on the left of Fig. 9. The full photon four-point
function is a Green function of four external electromagnetic vector currents (as defined in
Eq. (2.53)) and reads,

Πµνλσ(q1, q2, q3, Q) = −i
∫
d4x d4y d4z d4w ei(q1·x+q2·y+q3·z+Q·w) 〈0|T jµ(x)jν(y)jλ(z)jσ(Q) |0〉 .

(3.19)
Based on Lorenz covariance, the matrix can be generally decomposed into 138 tensor struc-
tures times respective scalar amplitude functions, fi. In Ref. [65], the authors show that only
136 of the elements are truly linear independent and the basis can thus be reduced such that,

Πµνλρ(p, q, k) =
136∑

i=1

fi(p, q, k) τµνλρi (p, q, k) , (3.20)

with the momenta in the s-, t- and u-channels given by p = q2 + q3 = −q1− q4, q = q3 + q1 =
−q2−q4 and k = q1 +q2 = −q3−q4. The reductions from 138 to 136 elements is a non-trivial
task as one has to make sure to avoid the introduction of any singularities in the remaining
dressing functions.

Gauge invariance requires the four-point function to satisfy the vector-Ward-Takahashi
identity (VWTI), Eq. (2.63),

{qµ1 , qν2 , qλ3 , Qσ}Πµνλσ(q1, q2, q3, Q) = 0 , (3.21)

where the momentum of the on-shell photon is a linear combination of the others, Q =
q1 + q2 + q3. Imposing this constraint will furthermore reduce the number of basis elements.
In this step one should again keep in mind that we want to construct a basis where the
scalar functions are free of kinematic singularities and zeros and are truly independent. This
is especially important as we want to apply a dispersion relation to decompose the photon
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Figure 11: Contribution to aHLbL
µ : Dispersive pion-pole (left) and pion-loop (right) contributions

to the photon four-point function Πµναβ(q1, q2, q3, Q). The red line indicated that the
intermediate propagators are on-shell. The diagrams should be seen as a diagrammatic
representation of a unitary relation rather than a usual Feynman diagram. With bare
vertices these correspond to the exact set of diagrams in scalar QED.

four-point function into individual contributions later on, and this requires the function to be
analytic in the upper-half plane (the general concept of the dispersion relation is summarized
in App. C). A scheme to construct an appropriate basis for such a Green function was
introduced in the context of Compton scattering in Ref. [66] and Ref. [67]. This leads to a
further reduction to 54 tensor structures. The construction in the case of the HLbL tensor
is summarized in multiple references, see Refs [65,68] for more details.

Now let us return to the full Feynman diagram of the Hadronic-Light-by-Light (HLbL)
contribution, which is given on the right hand-side of Fig. 10 and can be expressed mathe-
matically by

Γρσ =

∫

q1

∫

q3

Λ+(p′) γµ S(k1) γν S(k2) γλ Λ+(p)Dµµ′(q1)Dνν′(q2)Dλλ′(q3) (3.22)

× ∂

∂Qρ
Πµ′ν′λ′σ(q1, q2, q3, Q) ,

and which includes a derivative with respect to the total momentum of the external muon
Q. Furthermore, mµ denotes the muon’s mass, S its propagator, Λ+ its positive-energy
projector and Dλλ′ the photon propagator. We abbreviated the momentum integration in
four dimensions by

∫
qi

:=
∫
d4qi/(2π)4. To extract aHLbL

µ from the full photon-muon vertex

Γρσ, we can apply a set of operator projector techniques [55, 69, 70] and expand the vertex
around the momentum of the external photon at Q = 0, as already indicated in Eq. (3.18),
and leads to the following expression,

aHLbL
µ =

∫

q1

∫

q3

[
∂

∂Qρ
Πµ′ν′λ′σ(q1, q2, q3, Q)

]

Q=0

× Tr

{
[γσ, γρ] Λ+(p′) γµ S(k1) γν S(k2) γλ Λ+(p)Dµµ′(q1)Dνν′(q2)Dλλ′(q3)

}
,

(3.23)

where the most complicated object is the photon four-point function.

To calculate the photon four-point function we follow along the lines of the dispersive
approach, which offers a unique expansion in terms of diagrams involving one or more in-
termediate particle states [68, 71–74]. This comes from the unitary relation, which makes it
possible to define the contribution to full four-point function from one-hadron, two-hadron,
and multi-hadron intermediate states, in direct and crossed channels. Fig. 11 is to be un-
derstood as the diagrammatic version of this unitary relation, displaying the diagrams for
the one- and two-particle cuts. These individual contributions are then obtained by applying
a dispersion relation to relate them to experimentally measurable quantities such as form
factors and cross-sections. The complexity of Πµνρσ makes it hard to sum over all underlying
states in the unitarity relation, as done in the case of the HVP. Thus, the aim for the HLbL
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Collaboration aHLbL
µ [10−11] GeV

Lattice 72(39.8)(16.5)
Analytic approaches 91± 18

Glasgow consensus [76] (105± 26)

Table 2: Comparison of the full hadronic-Light-by-Light contribution to aµ. The most recent num-
bers are for the lattice and analytic result are taken from the newly released white pa-
per [47] and compared to the previous value at a meeting in Glasgow in 2009 [76].

contribution is to include all possible states to reach up to a desired accuracy, starting with
the leading ones.

When we look at the general decomposition of the tensor in terms of basis elements, it can
be shown that the mass dimensions of these elements are of dimensions 4, 6 and 8, such that
we expect the corresponding scalar dressing functions, fi, to be strongly suppressed for higher
energies. Using this knowledge, one can write down a once-subtracted dispersion relation,
see Ref. [75]. To obtain to scalar dressing function through the dispersion relation, one then
requires the knowledge of the residues at all poles (in case of single-particle intermediate
state) or the discontinuities along the branch cuts (for multi-particle).

This amounts to constraining form factor amplitudes and decay vertices, which can be
obtained either directly from experimental data or by dispersively reconstructing the quan-
tities from related experimental data sets. This corresponds to a pure data-driven dispersive
evaluation for aHLbL

µ . However, the residues and discontinuities can also be calculated in any
other non-perturbative framework, such as Lattice QCD or the functional methods pursu-
ed in this thesis, the DSE approach. This opens the possibility for comparison to a data-
independent set-up and can furthermore be applied in cases where there is no experimental
data available.

The contributions for one- and two-particle exchanges, Fig. 11, are divided into the meson-
pole part (right diagram) and the meson-loop diagrams (on the left). The dispersion relation
evaluates the intermediate propagator in the diagrams as on-shell quantities, where the
single-particle exchange channel (meson-pole contribution) can be identified as the leading
part, and the residue at its pole corresponds to the meson transition form factor (indicated as
the orange triangle). The full diagram is given by two on-shell meson transition form factor
and an intermediate on-shell free meson propagator. As this propagator is proportional to
the inverse bound-state mass, the contribution of the lightest meson is considered the leading
one, this is the pion-pole contribution. This contribution is a direct application of the
pion transition form factor and details how to calculate this quantity in the DSE approach
will be discussed in the next chapter, Sec. 4.5.

A similar conclusion can be taken for the meson-loop diagrams, as they are partly build
of the same Green functions (meson form factors and propagators), making the pion-loop
contributions the most relevant (after the pion-pole). One of the contributions of the pion-
loop diagrams is the pion-box structure (second diagram of the right panel in Fig. 11). This
contains a different form factor which describes the coupling between a pion and one external
current, the pion electromagnetic form factor. In Ref. [77] we follow the dispersive set-up
for the contribution in HLbL as sketch here, but apply the form factors calculated in the
DSE framework. Details on the pseudo-scalar contribution will follow in Sec. 5.6.1, the box
topology will not be review in this thesis and the reader is revised to Ref. [77] for details.

We conclude this section by quoting the recently published theory results for aHLbL
µ from

the g − 2 theory-initiative white paper, compared to the previously agreed result from the
theory community in 2009, see Tab. 2. The white paper differentiates between the two leading
non-perturbative calculations for the hadronic contribution: Lattice QCD and the analytic
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Experiment Uncertain. ×10−11

Brookhaven E821 63
Goal Fermilab E89 16
Goal J-PARC E34 47

Measured quantities Uncertain. ×10−11

Total ωa statistics 53
Final ωa systematic 24
Final ω̃p systematic 20
CODATA mµ/me 2.6
CODATA µp/µe 0.35

Electrons g − 2 factor, ge 0.000035

Table 3: Comparison between uncertainties of g−2 experiments. Numbers are taken from Ref. [46]
and experimental numbers therein from Ref. [45]. Left, experiments. Right, quantities
measured in the BNL (and JLab) set-up and their associated error.

approach, which refers to a combined effort by data-driven approaches based on the dispersive
expansion of the amplitude. Both numbers try to provide an average for multiple comparable
results within the same framework, and aim to give a unified number as a benchmark for
comparison with the experimental community.

At the current status, the dispersive number provides the most precise result from the
theory side and compared to the Glasgow consensus this updated HLbL values reduces the
discrepancy to the experimental number. Lattice calculations provide a pure first-principle
approach but have not yet achieved a competitive precision. However, as the level of precision
is comparable to the current experimental estimate, it serves as an important consistency
cross-check and future calculation will continue to reduce the error from this side. Contribu-
tions from other non-perturbative methods, such as the DSE approach are contained in the
dispersive analysis. As sub-leading channels are hard to obtain from a data-driven approach
(due to the lack of data) results in this domain are dominated approaches containing model
components.

3.2.2 Experimental status on the muon’s g-2.

At the moment, the Brookhaven measurement, performed in 2006, is the most precise expe-
rimental analysis for the muonic g-2. The data was taken at the E821 experiment at Brook-
haven National Lab [45]. In this measurement, they were able to achieve an uncertainty of
0.54 ppm, which represents a 14-fold improvement to a previous measurement performed at
CERN.

The experimental set-up for this measurement is a somewhat unusual particle experiment,
as the muons neither collide with another beam nor strike a target. Furthermore, they are
“observed from a distance”, to infer their spin orientation and their path around the magnet.
The muon beam is created as the secondary product of a proton beam hitting a target,
which consists of twenty-four 150-mm diameter nickel plates. When the beam hits the target
it recoils and produces pions and muons as primary and secondary particles. After a few
iterations, the beam line now contains a mix of protons, pions, and muons. This mixture
beam is then lead into a delivery ring, where the protons get kicked out and the pions decay
away into more muons (π → µν), such that in this phase only muons enter the storage ring.
The storage ring is a cyclotron, which accelerates the muons in a magnetic field outwards
along a spiral path. The cyclotron keeps the muons in the spiral trajectory with a static
magnetic field and accelerates by rapidly varying the electric field of the magnet.

Trapped in the cyclotron, one now measures magnetic properties of the muon. The muon’s
anomalous moment, aµ, is related to the anomalous precision frequency of the muon, which
can be determined by the difference between spin and cyclotron frequency of a muon moving
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in the storage ring. To summarize, the relations are given by,

~ωa = ~ωSpin− ~ωcyclotron = −aµ
qB

mµ
, ⇒ aµ =

~ωa

ω̃p

(
µp
µe

mµ

me

ge
2

)
, ω̃p = ωp ⊗ ρ(r) , (3.24)

with the masses of muon and electron mµ,e, the average of the magnetic field seen by the
muons, ω̃p, the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, ge, and the muon to proton ratio (µp/µe),
which is determined from muonium hyperfine structure measurements. The quantities in the
round bracket are all constants that are determined by other experiments and are taken as
external inputs. This leaves the experiment to three quantities that needs to be measured,
the averaged magnetic field seen by the muon, which consists of the free proton precision
frequency, ωp, and the distribution of the muons, ρ(r), and finally, the anomalous precession
frequency ~ωa. The latter is derived from a time-histogram of the high-energy e+-decay events
that appear in the cyclotron.

Results from a new and independent measurement following up on the Brookhaven results
are expected in early 2020 [46, 78–80]. The E989 experiment at FermiLab follows the same
general set-up as the Brookhaven E821 (it even uses the same magnet, transported from
Brookhaven) and has already taken all the required data over the past years. The analysis has
been performed independently by several groups within the collaboration and the unblinding
(removing a blinding factor that was randomly chosen and is kept secret by a few individuals
in the collaboration) will be the last step before the final release of the data this year. The new
results will show improvements compared to the previous error estimates by a factor of four,
delivering a precision up to ∼ 16× 10−11 (recall aHad

µ ∼ 700× 10−10). There are four major
improvements compared to BNL E821 experiment, which are expected to lead to a better
precision in the analysis: (1) Improvements in statistics by storing more muons in the ring, (2)
preparation of a more uniform magnetic field, (3) improvements on the instrumentation for
measuring the precession frequency, ωp, and last (4) a better reconstruction of the e+-decay
products, applying a more sophisticated model, which will help to improve ωa.

There have been proposals for other future experiments to investigate aµ as well, including
J-PARC E34 (see references in Ref. [46]) or a new experiment in Japan. The latter would, for
the first time, use a completely different measurement method, determining aµ by trapping
the muon in a cold atom. The results with improved precision from FermiLab E989 will
already give some indication of whether the discrepancy between theory and experiment
remains, in which case it would be a strong indicator for physics beyond the Standard
Model, guiding the way into a new era of particle physics.
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Figure 12: Overview of all transition form factor diagram when considered in the DSE approach
and all its ingredients.

4 Transition form factors in the Dyson-Schwinger approach

Greens functions are the key ingredients in the functional Dyson-Schwinger approach. Ele-
mentary gauge-dependent correlation functions, such as propagators and vertices, serve as
building blocks for more advanced gauge-independent Greens functions, such as bound-states,
form factors and other production processes. In this section, we will combine our building
blocks to calculate transition form factors in the DSE approach. The corresponding current
matrix element is described by the triangle diagram seen in Fig. 12 upper left. It follows that
the corresponding ingredients are, the quark propagator, the quark-photon-vertex and
the meson Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. Each of those follows a Dyson-Schwinger equa-
tion or Bethe-Salpeter equation that is solved numerically and finally combined into the
calculation for the transition form factor amplitude.

Transition form factors, in particular, the lightest meson form factor - the pion transition
form factor, have been calculated in multiple non-perturbative approaches over the past
years. Each of the methods coming its own set of advantages and difficulties, such that a
combined effort and comparison between the approaches is strongly encouraged [25,81–88].

The DSE approach is situated between phenomenological modeling and ab-initio non-
perturbative calculations, such as lattice QCD. On the one hand, it is derived directly from
the QCD Lagrangian and thus provides a first principle calculation, on the other hand, it
includes a modeling component due to approximations that need to be taken in order to
allow for numerical evaluation.

Advantages of the approach are

• its Standard model nature. As it is derived directly from the QCD Lagrangian, it does
not depend on experimental data (besides fixing the scale). Thus it can make inde-
pendent predictions that are not contaminated by new physics (beyond the Standard
Model physics). Hence, a discrepancy between experiment and DSE results can make
a strong case for the existence of BSM physics.

• that it deals with the fundamental degree of freedom, quarks and gluons, delivering a
unified description of physical phenomena at all scales.

• that (contrary to a NJL model), it takes the full momentum and tensor dependence of
the intermediate gauge-fixes objects into account.

• and that the computational effort for solving these iterative integral equations is at a
reasonable time-scale. Such that one can guide other approaches by giving insights on
phenomenological behavior and possible constraints.
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On the other hand, one of the main challenges for the functional approach is to provide a
reliable error estimate. The generally derived set of Dyson-Schwinger equations poses an in-
finite tower of the coupled integral equation, which needs to be truncated to allow numerical
evaluations. It is extremely hard to quantify the error for the neglected higher-order Green
functions. Thus, in particular, for physics requiring high precision, the DSE framework with
the current truncation methods is not suited well.

This chapter contains details on how to calculate the individual ingredients, Tab. 12,
and concludes with the combination of all parts into our main objective, the transition form
factor in the DSE approach.

4.1 Quark

Figure 13: Left, Dyson-Schwinger equation for the quark propagator. Right, sketched approximati-

on for the self-energy term (or likewise interaction kernel K
(4)
[2] ) in the so-called “rainbow-

ladder truncation” (RL).

The dressed quark propagator is given by,

S(p) =
−i/pA(p2) +B(p2)

p2A2(p2) +B2(p2)
= Zf (p2)

−i/p+M(p2)

p2 +M2(p2)
= −i/p σv(p2) + σs(p

2) , (4.1)

where the momentum dependent dressing functionsA(p2) , B(p2) (respectively Zf (p2) ,M(p2))
reflect the scale dependence of the quantum corrections. The general form for the quark pro-
pagator follows from Poincaré covariance and includes a vector (σv(p

2)) and a scalar (σs(p
2))

tensor part, which are the only two possible terms. M(p2) is the quark mass function, which
connects current quark mass, as seen in deep inelastic scattering processes at large momenta,
to the constituent quark mass for small momenta. In the perturbative limit it reduces to the
tree-level mass in the Lagrangian.

The quark propagator is calculated by solving the iterative Dyson-Schwinger equation
(DSE), here given as the renormalized version of the previously quoted Eq. (2.35) and gra-
phically represented in the left panel of Fig. 13,

S−1(p) = Z2 S−1
0 (p)+Σ(p) = Z2

(
i/p+ Zmm

)
−Z1 fg

2CF

∫
d4q

(2π)4
iγµS(q)Γνqg(q, p)Dµν(q−p).

(4.2)
The inverse quark propagator S−1(p) equals its tree-level S−1

0 (p) part, where m is the renor-
malized quark mass from the Lagrangian, plus the self-energy quantum corrections, Σ(p2).
The latter is further specified through the dressed gluon propagator Dµν(q−p) and a higher
order Green function, the quark-gluon vertex Γνqg(q, p). Both can be obtained by solving
their own DSE, however will be replaced in a later section by an effective model for nu-
merical calculations. The renormalization constants for the quark-gluon vertex is related to
the coupling, quark and gluon renormalization constants (as introduced in Eq. 2.4) through

(Z1 f = Zg Z2 Z
1/2
3 ) and CF = (4/3) is a constant yielding from the flavor trace in case of

Nf = 3.

The right panel in Fig. 14 shows a representative result for the quark dressing function
calculated by iteratively solving the DSE for light quark masses (mu,d) in a realistic trunca-
tion (rainbow-ladder, see Sec. 4.4). The effects of dynamical mass generation can be spotted
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Figure 14: Left, sketch of the accessible parabola (shaded blue)) in the complex momentum plane
of q±. The first set of complex conjugated poles is located at the edged of the defined
maxima-parabola with apex at m2

P . Right, results for the quark dressing functions. This
is a representative result in a realistic truncation, the rainbow-ladder approximation. The
band correspond to a variation in the parameter in the effective interaction, Eq. (4.34),
between η ∈ {1.85± 0.2}.

in the infrared part of the propagators, as the quark mass function M(p2) ∼ B(p2) carries a
non-zero value.

Quark condensate. In the chiral limit (when quark masses are zero, m = 0), the QCD
action exhibits a chiral symmetry, but the Green functions at the quantum level do not.
Precisely, Green functions with external quark anti-quark legs, such as the quark propagator
〈0|ψ̄ψ|0〉 do not share the symmetries of the action. The trace over this propagator evaluated
in the chiral limit leads to the renormalization point dependent chiral condensate and is given
by,

−〈q̄q〉 = Z2ZmNC

∫
d4p

(2π4)
Tr S(p) =

NC

(2π)2

∫
dp2 Zf (p2) p2 M(p2)

p2 +M2(p2)
, (4.3)

where NC is number of colors and Z[i] are the renormalization constants as introduced in
Eq. (2.4). A non-zero value of the condensate signals spontaneous chiral symmetry brea-
king(SχSB) and comes from a non-zero value of the quark mass dressing function, M(p2)
in Eq. (4.1). Both quantities can therefore be regarded as order parameters for identifying
SχSB, and consequently the mass of the quark propagator is dynamically generated by the
refractive effect. The effects of SχSB on the quark mass function can already be explored in a
simple model. For a pedagogical introduction, starting with the simplest DSE and proceeding
towards the full quark DSE, the reader is referred to references [5, 89].

In principle, we can define any other quantity that depends on the scalar quark condensate
(〈q̄q〉) or the quark mass function (M(p2)), and vanishes if these functions do, as an indicator
for chiral symmetry breaking. The right place to look for such a connection is the axial WTI,
Eq. (2.64). The right-hand side of this equation contains two quark propagators and can
be easily transformed into the quark condensate. The consequences of spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking will be discussed in context with the pion amplitude in the next section,
Sec. 4.2.

Singularities in the quark propagator In the functional DSE approach, all equations
are defined in Euclidean space-time. In principle this means we can only access spacelike
momenta, as p2

E = p2
0 + ~p 2 ⇒ p2 > 0. However, a great deal of interesting physical informa-

tion (multi-particle observables, such as bound-state masses and form factor amplitudes) are
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contained in the timelike region (p2 < 0). These quantities require an analytical continuation
from spacelike to timelike momenta. We choose to perform this continuation implicitly, by
demanding that our Green functions are evaluated for timelike momenta, directly at their
physical on-shell point (p2

E = −m2
λ). In the Euclidean signature this is only possible by

forcing the corresponding four-vector to contain complex values (p2
E < 0 ⇒ Im p0

E 6= 0).
However, this choice does not come without a price, as correlation functions contain poles in
the timelike region and thus prevent a direct calculation when these singularities arise in the
region of integration. One such correlation function is the quark propagator and its singula-
rity structure leads to kinematic restrictions that ultimately limit the accessible momentum
domain for most DSE calculations as lots of Green functions involving this fundamental
quantity (such as the transition form factor).

The key point is that, when evaluating the quark propagator in the complex plane, one
has to be careful to avoid the pole structures or treat them with a strategy, such as path
deformation, to properly deal with these infinities. A similar situation will be discussed in
Sec. 5.3.1 in context of the (π0 → e+e−) decay rate. Carefully analyzing the region where
the quark-propagator is analytic will allow us to determine the regions which we are able to
access. This ultimately translates into the types of observables and the kinematic regions that
are available in the DSE framework with a chosen truncation. In particular, as the composite
particle in a bound-state calculation, the quark propagator is evaluated in a parabola centered
along the real axis opening into the complex momentum plane. The dressing functions of
the quark propagator in Eq. (4.1) develop a certain singularity structure which, depending
on the particular truncation, could be in the region of the probed kinematics in the BSE
integral.

In a rainbow-ladder truncation the nearest singularities are complex conjugate poles in
the timelike momentum region close to the real axis. It is convenient to define a parabola that
covers the region where the quark propagator is analytic and in which it can be evaluated.
The size and shape of this region depend on the constituent quark mass (see [90, 91] for a
detailed investigation). For physical values of the quark mass, a sketch of the parabola is
depicted in the left panel of Fig. 14. The figure shows the lowest-lying set of conjugated quark
poles in the complex momentum plane and indicates the existence of further pole structures
for larger negative momenta. The apex of the parabola is located on the negative real axis
and reflects the location of the complex conjugated poles. It is standard to define this as
a contour mass (or “pole mass”), which corresponds to the maximum accessible parabola
before a calculation would hit the poles. A typical contour mass for the largest accessible
parabola in case of light quark is mLight

P ∼ 0.5 GeV. A throughout analysis of the analytic
structure of quark and gluon propagators can be found in Refs. [90, 92,93].

Due to the iterative nature of the DSE, solving the equation in the proximity of these poles
is a highly non-trivial matter. It would require proper treatment (such as path-deformation)
for the self-energy integral, in each step of the iteration. We circumvent this procedure by
determining a kinematic “safe region” in which the Euclidean integral can be calculated
directly without contour deformation, as we are simply avoiding the pole domains.

To identify a general criteria for such region, we consider a generic Lorentz-invariant
integral,

I(p1, . . . pn) =

∫
d4k1

∫
d4k2 . . . f(q2) . . . (4.4)

This integral depends on a collection of external momenta denoted pµi and integrated loop
momenta kµj . The integrand is built from products of Lorentz-invariant functions, such as

f(q2), where qµ stands for a linear combination of external and loop momenta. The loop
momenta kµj are always real; however, in case of the on-shell demand for physical observables,

the external momentum is time-like (p2
i < 0) and it will inject imaginary components into
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qµ ⇒ q ∈ C. Splitting qµ into its real and imaginary parts, where A, B ∈ R and eµ, e′µ are
Euclidean unit vectors, yields:

qµ = Aeµ + iB e′µ ⇒ q2 = A2 −B2 + 2iAB (e · e′) .

Because e · e′ ∈ [−1, 1], the Lorentz invariant q2 is tested inside a parabola (A ± iB)2 with
apex −B2 on the real axis; for B = 0 the parabola becomes the positive real axis. In other
words, if qµ has imaginary components then q2 is sampled inside a complex parabola.

Now, if f(q2) has singularities in the complex plane, the corresponding parabola passing
through the first singularity (e.g., a real pole, complex conjugate poles, or the onset of a cut)
defines the “contour mass” q2 = −m2

P . The kinematically safe region is then defined by the
restriction,

−B2 > −m2
P ⇔ [Im qµ]2 = B2 < m2

P . (4.5)

Because the imaginary part of qµ can only come from the external momenta pµi , this imposes
restrictions on the domain of the external Lorentz invariants. The kinematic limitation in the
quark propagator have consequences throughout different observables in the DSE approach,
and we will explore the kinematic restrictions in the complete calculation of the transition
form factor in in Sec. 4.5.

Quark in the complex plane. In the kinetically accessible domain, we can evaluate the
quark propagator for complex momenta. Thereby we have the choice of how to distribute the
momenta in the quark-self-energy term, which is flexible as long as momentum conservation
is maintained. In our expression for the quark DSE, Eq. (4.2), the momentum distribution is
chosen such that the complex momentum on the left-hand side of the equation p, is carried
completely by the momentum of the gluon propagator Dµν(q − p) on the right side. In this
case the quark-propagator in the self-energy term only depends on the real loop momentum
S(q). Such that the full complex momentum is passed into the gluon propagator. As the gluon
propagator and the quark-gluon vertex will be approximated by an effective interaction (see
the section below in particular Eq. (4.33)), the complexity is ultimately running through
the modeling component of the approach. This is the somewhat easier choice, as using a
complex momentum in the model is trivial. However, it has a slight drawback as the model
lacks accuracy for high complex momenta. In the case of heavier mesons, it is thus important
to apply another choice, which is routing the complex momenta into the quark-propagator
in the self-energy term. This requires a somewhat more advanced solving technique for the
complex quark, as now we have to iterate the DSE in the complex plane. In this case one
can apply an interpolation using Cauchy’s integral theorem. A detailed discussion about
different quark propagator calculations can be found in [91]. As this thesis work at the light
meson spectra the “naive method” (passing the complexity through the gluon effective
interaction) is applied throughout.

4.2 Mesons

The meson amplitude is jet another essential quantity in the form factor calculation and
describes the transition between the decaying meson into its underlying structures of quark
and gluons. To calculate the meson amplitude in the DSE approach we need to iteratively
solve a homogeneous Bethe-Sapeter equation (BSE), as introduced in Eq. (2.45),

Γ = KG0 Γ , (4.6)

where Γ is the bound-state amplitude, K the 2-PI interaction kernel and G0 the disconnected
product of the full dressed n-point Greens function. When considering a meson (4-point
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Greens function), G
(4)
0 = S S are two non-interacting quark propagators. In a next step let us

specify the momentum dependence of these Green function and indicate the Lorentz, Dirac,
color and flavor indices. As quarks are fermions, the according Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
(BSA) needs to carry Dirac indices. The explicit choice for the underlying structure in these
spaces depends on the quantum numbers (JPC) of the considered meson. Dropping the flavor
and color indices for now, the meson Bethe-Salpeter amplitude reads,

[Γ]µ1...µJαβ (p, P ) =

∫
d4q

(2π)4
[K(P, p, q)]αγ;δβ [S(q+) Γµ1...µn S(q−)]γδ , (4.7)

where P denotes the total and p the relative momentum of the meson and the quark anti-
quark kernel furthermore depends on the loop momentum q. The graphical depiction is shown
in the right panel of Fig. 15 . S(q±) represent the dressed quark propagator, as introduced
in Eq. (4.2) and is evaluated at

q+ = q + σP , q− = q − (1− σ)P , (4.8)

with the momentum partitioning parameter σ ∈ [0, 1]. In Dirac space, a Bethe-Salpeter
amplitude corresponds to 4×4 matrices, and states with a non-zero integer spin J > 0 carry
the corresponding number of Lorentz indices (µ1 . . . µJ). The BSA can be expanded in terms
of its underlying tensor basis and scalar function fi and is in this case given by

[Γ(p, P )]µ1...µJαβABab =
∑

i

fi(p
2, p · P, P 2) [τi(p, P )]µ1...µJαβ ⊗ CAB ⊗Fab , (4.9)

where we now indicated the matrix in flavor Fab and color space CAB for completion. Once
the tensor basis is fixed, the information about the momentum behavior of the bound-state
ultimately lies in the Lorentz-invariant-scalar functions fi, Eq. (4.9), and we can rewrite the
BSE into a coupled set of integral equations for each function, by contracting with Dirac
structures that individually project out each function. These projectors Pµ1...µJαβ (p, P ) are
normalized, such that the following holds,

Pµ1...µJαβ (p, P ) [τi(p, P )]µ1...µJαβ = 1 , ⇒ Pµ1...µJαβ (p, P ) [Γ(p, P )]µ1...µJαβ = fi(p, P ) . (4.10)

Recall that Eq. (4.6) comes from an evaluation of the general n-point BSE in the proxi-
mity of a bound-state pole. Strictly speaking, it thus only holds for the choice of “on-shell”
total momenta, P 2 = −M2

λ . The product of complex conjugated time normal BSA was iden-
tified as the residue at the pole and it is thus, by definition a singularity free function. On
the other hand, this also means that any choice of total momentum P 2 ∈ C where Eq. (4.6)
holds, corresponds to a bound-state and originally to a pole in the n-point Green function
G. As already mentioned, we can distinguish different bound-states by choosing an expli-
cit form of the expansion in Eq. (4.9) motivated by the quantum numbers JPC of interest.
However, for a chosen quantum number there is still multiple states that fulfill Eq. (4.6),
which correspond to ground-states and radially excited states. Here we identify, that P 2 ∈ C,
where the P 2 = −M2

λ ∈ R corresponds to the ground-state and all complex-valued masses
are excited states.

To look for multiple solution of Eq. (4.6) we can reinterpret the equation introducing an
artificial momentum dependent eigenvalue λ(P 2),

Γλ(P 2) = KG0 Γ . (4.11)

which turns the BSE into an eigenvalue equation corresponding to the original BSE whe-
never the eigenvalue equals one, λ(P 2

λ ) = 1. Any value for P 2
λ which fulfill this requirement

then corresponds to an eigenvector of the equation, which corresponds to a bound-state. We
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Figure 15: Bethe-Salpeter equation for a meson (K = K
(4)
[2] ). In the rainbow-ladder truncation the

kernel is approximated by an effective model, Eq. (4.34)

can thus determine the eigenvalue spectrum λ(P 2) for the matrix KG0 and whenever it
crosses one, read of the bound-state masses as P 2

λ = −M2
λ and calculate the corresponding

BSA Γλ(p, P ) = Γλ(p2, p · P, P 2 = −M2
λ). Numerically the kernel on the right-hand side

of the BSE is in fact a square matrix, where the total size corresponds to the number of
grid-point chosen for the discretization of the momentum and Dirac dependence.

To summarize, the meson Bethe-Salpeter equation is a homogeneous eigenvalue equati-
on for bound-state amplitudes. The amplitude can be expanded into individual tensor com-
ponents times scalar functions and the equation can then be rewritten into coupled integral
equation for these Lorentz-invariant dressing functions. The eigenvalue spectrum determines
the masses for ground and excited states of a bound-state with chosen quantum numbers
JPC .

Normalization. As already mentioned in Sec. 2.4.3, by solving Eq. 4.11 for λ(P 2) = 1,
the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is only determined up to a multiplicative constant, due to
the iterative nature of the equation. We need to fix the normalization using the condition
introduced in Eq. (2.50). The normalization is performed after solving the eigenvalue equation
and completes the determination of a normed BSA. Once the BSA is normalized we can use
it to calculate physical observables, such as decay constants. In case of the rainbow-ladder
truncation the expression reduces to the first term only, as the interaction kernel does not
depend on the total momentum and the derivative in the second term of Eq. (2.50) vanishes.
In this case the normalization condition reduces to,

−1 =
d

dP 2
TrDCF

[∫

q
Γ̄(q,−Pλ)S(q−) Γ(q, Pλ)S(q+)

] ∣∣∣∣
P 2=−M2

λ

. (4.12)

We additionally used the cycling properties of the trace to slightly rewrite the equation com-
pared to Eq. (2.50) and pulled the derivative with respect to P 2 up front. Remember that the
objects on the left are matrices in Dirac, color and flavor space. Note, once more, the import-
ant distinction between the total momentum P 2, which is the variable we drive with respect
to, and the fixed bound-state momentum P 2

λ = −M2
λ . Thus the derivative in Eq. (4.12)

only acts on the quark propagators S(q±) = S(q, P ). The conjugated amplitude is given by
applying the charge conjugation matrix C = γ0γ2, such that Γ̄(p, P ) = C ΓT(−p,−P ) CT. In
the case of a meson with a Lorenz index (vector or axial-vector), one needs to additionally
average over polarization, by projecting with the transverse tensor and dividing by three.
This leads to an additional factor of (tµν(P )/3) in the integrand of Eq. (4.12). Contracting
the indices in color and flavor space leads to factors NC and Nf , The overall factor from
the flavor and color part can vary depending in the particular choice of the normalization in
these spaces. However this ultimately channels when the BSA is used in further calculation
if one stays consist within a chosen definition.

Decay constant. The normalization of the amplitude is crucial when calculating physical
observables. After we have normalized the amplitude we can for example calculate the decay
constant of a meson with the relation from the current-matrix element, given by Eq. (2.58) or
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Eq. (2.62). Evaluated at the mass-shell, the residues of the vertices correspond to these decay
constants. To give a concrete examples, in case of the pion, we start with the pseudo-scalar
current-vertex Γ0 5a and evaluate it at on the pion mass-shell, leading to the definition of the
pion decay constant as

fπ P
µ = TrDCF

∫
d4q

(2π)4
[ Γµ0 5a S(q+)Γ(q, P )S(q−)] , (4.13)

with the Dirac-flavor matrix element Γµ0 5a = Z2 γ
5γµ as defined in Eq. (2.54) and where the

color and flavor trace, once more, leads to a factors of NC and Nf up front (in our set-up
this corresponds to NfNC = 6). The parameters in our truncation applied to the kernel in
the BSE, are chosen such that we obtain a physical value for the evaluation of Eq. (4.13)
corresponding to a pion decay constant of fπ ≈ 0.092GeV.

Momentum choice. As long as the on-shell condition is fulfilled Eq. (4.7) holds and is
fully Lorentz invariant. If not needed in a particular frame, we usually evaluated the equation
in the bound-states rest-frame, due to the simplicity of the involved momenta. In the rest-
frame the four-vectors are specified by,

P =




0
0
0

iMλ


 , p =

√
p2




0
0√

1− z2

z


 , p =

√
q2




0√
1− z′2

√
1− y2√

1− z′2y
z′


 , (4.14)

where the total momentum is chosen to be on-shell P 2 = −M2
λ and thus timelike. This is

motivated by the fact that one uses spherical coordinates to evaluate the integral on the
right hand side of Eq. (4.7), such that the loop integral can be written as

∫
d4q =

∞∫

0

dq q2

π∫

0

dθ sin2 θ

π∫

0

dφ sinφ

2π∫

0

dψ =
1

2

∞∫

0

dq2σ

1∫

−1

dz′
√

1− z′2
1∫

−1

dy

2π∫

0

dψ ,

(4.15)
which contains a set of angles corresponding to the normlaized four-vector products, where
the angle between the normalized relative and total momentum is defined as z := P̂ · p̂. In
general the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude depends on three Lorentz invariants, {p2, p · P, P 2},
however as the squared total momentum is fixed by the on-shell condition (P 2 = −M2

λ), it
reduces to two: Γ(p, P ) = Γ(p2, p · P ) = Γ(p2, z).

It turns out that the angular dependence of the BSA scalar functions fi(p, P ) = fi(p
2, z)

is extremely weak (in the case of light mesons). For this reason it is a common procedure to
expand the angular dependence in Chebyshev polynomials1, where considering up to a
finite order is sufficient to describe the full angular behavior, see Ref. [95]. In principle, any
kinda of polynomials that form an orthogonal basis can be used as an expansion, however
the particular structure of the Chebyshev is well suited for the expansion in the θ = cos−1(z)
angle. For z ∈ [−1, 1] the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Ui(z) are given by the
following recursive definition,

Un(z) =
sin
[
(n+ 1) cos−1(z)

]
√

1− z2
, Un(z) = 2 z Un−1(z)− Un−2(z) ; n = 2, 3, . . . , (4.16)

with U0(z) = 1 and U1(z) = 2z. As they form an orthogonal basis, they fulfill an orthogonality
relation,

N∑

k=1

(1− z2)Ui(zk)Ui(zk) = aij , aij =

{
(N + 1)/2 i = j and i ≤ N − 1

0 i 6= j and 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1 .
(4.17)

1The common use of Chebyshev polynomials is motivated by an approximate O(4) symmetry in bound-
state calculation applying the rainbow-ladder truncation for the interaction kernel, see Ref. [94].
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An angular dependent function is then expanded through the series by

f(z) =

n∑

i=0

ci Ui(z) , ci =
2

N + 2

N+1∑

i=1

(1− z2
k)f(zk)Ui(zk) =

2

π

∫ 1

−1

√
1− z2Un(z)∗f(z) ,

(4.18)
and with the zeros of the polynomials Ui(zk) at zk = cos (kπ/(N + 1)) and both the discrete
and the continuum definition for the Chebyshev coefficients ci. When the bound-state am-
plitude needs to be evaluated in a boosted frame, z can be complex. However the rest-frame
solution is only given for real angles (z ∈ [−1, 1]). As the Chebyshev expansion allows for
an analytic continuation within the convergence radius of |z| < 0, it is a useful tool when
needing to change kinematic frames. It can furthermore provide a tremendous efficient gain
in numerical evaluations.

Kinematic restrictions. As solving the BSE involves an evaluation of the quark propa-
gator in the complex plane, it also suffers from kinematic restriction, due to the quark poles.
In the case of a BSE, this limits the choice for the total momentum P , which corresponds
to the accessible bound-states as this is directly connected to the mass. Evaluated at the
on-shell point P 2 = −M2

λ , and the complex part of the quark momenta is connected to the
bound-state mass by,

q2
± =

(
q + ηP

q − (1− η)P

)2

= q2 − M2
λ

4
± iMλ

√
q2z

∣∣∣∣
η=1/2

. (4.19)

As the poles of the quark propagator appear at around q2
± ≈ −m2

P , where mP is the “pa-
rabola” mass, defining as the apex of the parabola indicating the accessible region in the
complex q2

±-plane. If we consider the complex four-vector of the two quark-propagators pµ±,
we can separate it along the lines of Eq. (4.5) and with a choice of σ = 1/2, we find the
following restrictions for the meson mass

[
Im qµ±

]2
< m2

P , ⇒ m2
P < −

M2
λ

4
, ⇒ Mλ < 2mP . (4.20)

The left panel in Fig. 14 sketches the parabola in q±-plane probed in case of a BSE calculation
(light-grey). In the figure the bound-state mass was chosen to fulfill the condition Mλ < mP

(as in case of the pion), positioning the parabola corresponding to the BSE momenta q± inside
the accessible domain, indicated by the quark-pole parabola (light blue). In this sense, we can
easily access ground-states with small masses and run into restriction for excited states with
potentially large masses. The calculation for a heavy-light meson is particularly challenging,
as the mass of the light quark dictates the poles mass (mLight

P ≈ 0.5GeV), but the mass of a
heavy-light bound-states is larger than a bound-state with only light quark content. In case
of light-quark content we are limited to bound-state masses of around MLight

λ < 1GeV.

Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and Goldstone’s theorem. As explained
previously, QCD flavor symmetries can be broken in different manners. Spontaneous breaking
occurs if the symmetry of the action is not shared by the Green functions of the theory. An
indicator for the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is, e.g. the quark chiral condensate,
Eq. (4.3). In the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking, Goldstone’s theorem states the
existence of massless particles. As an immediate consequence of the PCAC relation, Eq.(2.19)
and by identifying the residue structure of the current-quark-antiquark transition matrices,
we have obtained a relation between the residues of different matrix elements, Eq (2.59),
which is restated here for convenience,

fλM
2
λ = 2mrλ. (4.21)
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Figure 16: Axial-vector Ward Takahashi identity, Eq. (4.25), relating the interaction kernel K
with the quark self-energy term Σ.

This relation told us that in the chiral limit (m = 0), either the decay constant fλ or the
mass of the bound-state must be zero. Hence if we can show that the decay constant is
non-zero in the chiral limit, due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, we proved the existence
of a massless particle and consequently Goldstones theorem. A combination of the relation
above Eq. (4.21), the definition of the axial-vector and pseudo-scalar q̄q-vertex, Eq. (2.60),
and the AXWTI, Eq. (2.64) leads to the following relation for the pion decay constant,

fπ Γπ(p, P = 0) = B(p2) γ5 , (4.22)

with the decay constant fπ, the pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude Γπ and the quark dressing
functionB(p2), Eq. (2.31). The relation has two important implications. On one hand it states
that the pion amplitude in the chiral limit is entirely determined by the dressing function of
the quark propagator. More importantly it implies that the decay constant is non-vanishing
in the chiral limit, as B(q2) 6= 0 due to spontaneous symmetry breaking (recall the value
of the function on the right side of Fig. 14) and thus fπ 6= 0, which ultimately means that
due to the connection in Eq. (4.21), Mλ = mπ = 0 in the chiral limit and the pion can be
identified as a massless Goldstone Boson. Additionally it serves as a consistency check when
solving the pion’s Bethe-Salpeter equations, as the normed BSA Γπ has to fulfill the equality.
As the pion mass is rather small an approximate version holds even away from the chiral
limit. More Details on the derivation can be found in Ref. [5], Eq. (4.33-4.36).

In a last step one can transform Eq. (4.22) to incorporate the quark chiral condensate
〈ψ̄ψ〉, Eq. (4.3). This is the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation (GMOR) and it is given
by

f2
πm

2
π = −2m

〈ψ̄ψ〉
Nf

. (4.23)

To summarize, the theory exhibits a chiral symmetry when considering QCD in the chiral
limit (m = 0). Due to the occurrence of the spontaneous breaking the mass of the quark
propagator is dynamically generated M(p2) = (B(p2)/A/(p2)) 6= 0 and respectively the
quark condensate 〈ψ̄ψ〉, and the decay constant carry nonzero values. Therefore the GMOR
implies that the bound-state mass needs to be zero (Mλ → 0). This corresponds to the
massless Goldstone bosons as demanded by Goldstone’s theorem. As chiral symmetry is only
an approximate symmetry of nature, the Goldstone bosons do carry a non-zero mass, but it
is, as expected from the theorem, rather small. Strictly speaking, the GMOR, Eq. (4.2), is
only valid in the chiral limit because the condensate is only well-defined in this case. However,
Eq. (4.21) can be seen as a generalized GMOR, since all quantities involved are well defined
for all quark masses.

Quark anti-quark kernel. The 2-PI interaction kernel K
(4)
[2] (P, p, q) contains higher-order

Greens functions and similar to the self-energy term Σ(q, P ) in the quark, it needs to be
approximated to enable a numerical evaluation. In fact as shown in Eq.(2.39) and through
the AXWTI, Eq. (2.64), the quark self-energy term and the interaction kernel are closely
related. The constraints demanded by the AXWTI help us to construct a truncation for these
Green functions, ensuring that important symmetries of our theory will be preserved (such as
the GMOR). However, as a first guidance and before considering an explicit approximation
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on the system of couple equation we can explore the connection given through Eq. (2.39).
This relates the self-energy term to the kernel, by a derivative with respect to the quark
propagator,

K
(4)
[2] (P, p, q) = − δ

δ S
Σ(S) ' Γµqg(q, P )Dµν(q − p) (iγν) , (4.24)

where we inserted the definition of the self-energy part in terms of gluon propagator and
quark-gluon vertex. Graphically we can interpret the derivative as “cutting the quark lines” in
the self-energy diagram. Thus, deducing from the self-energy term, we expect the interaction
kernel to be a combination of one bare and one dressed quark-gluon vertex Γqg and an
intermediate gluon propagator Dµν , as indicated on the left side of Fig. 15.

However, since the derivative-relation is only valid under multiple assumptions and also
does not imply that current conservation is incorporated, the AXWTI should be considered
as guidance when constructing a truncation for the kernel. We can transform the general
AXWTI, Eq. (2.64) by inserting the quark DSE, Eq. (4.2) and current vertex BSE, Eq. (2.56)
into the AXWTI, then use the AXWTI jet another time to obtain the following relation,

{γ5 Σ(p+) + Σ(p−) γ5}αβ = −
∫

K
(4)
[2]αγ,δβ(P, p, q) {γ5S(q−) + S(q+)γ5}γδ , (4.25)

where once more q± = q ± P/2 and equally p± = p ± P/2 and where the Greek letters
indicate a combination of Dirac, color and flavor indices and can be seen diagrammatically
in Fig. 16.

Inserting the assumption,Eq. (4.24), into the relation obtained from the AXWTI, Eq. (4.25),
we can see that in fact, the combination of quark-gluon-vertex and gluon propagator fulfills
this requirement and can thus be used to describe the interaction kernel in a symmetry
preserving manner. In the next step, we need to choose the explicit approximation for the
higher-order Green functions in self-energy and kernel. This is done by modeling the quark-
gluon interaction through an effective coupling. The simplest model of such a symmetry
preserving truncation it the so-called rainbow-ladder truncation with the Maris-Tandy mo-
del. This is used throughout this thesis and will be explained in detail in Sec.4.4.

Results for the pion and scalar meson amplitudes will be presented in the corresponding
section of the pion and scalar transition form factor Sec. 5.1 and 5.5.

4.3 Quark-photon vertex

We end the ingredients section with the last but most complex component of our triangle
diagrams, the quark-photon-vertex (as found in both corner of the diagram Fig. 12). This
object connects the non-perturbative QCD effects to QED physics by describing the inter-
action between quarks and photons. Electromagnetic current matrix elements, such as the
transition form factor, strongly depend on the interaction effects contained in such vector
vertices, as was already indicated in Sec. 2.4.3.

A numerical solution for the quark-photon vertex is obtained by solving the inhomoge-
neous Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vector q̄q-vertex, see Refs. [63,96–100]. The BSE
is displayed in Fig. 17 (a.) and is given by,

Γµa = Γµ0 a + K Γµa = Z2iγ
µta + K Γµa , (4.26)

with the inhomogeneous Dirac-flavor term Γµ0 a. The kernel K on the right-hand side of the
equation is the same 2-PI interaction kernel appearing in the meson BSE and we chose to
truncate it with the same model for the effective quark-gluon interaction (as will be explai-
ned in the next section), since only a consistent treatment ensures the current conserving
symmetry relations, such as the AXWTI Eq. (4.25).

The vertex carries one open Lorentz index and depends on two independent four vectors,
or equally three Lorentz invariant scalar products Γµ(q, P ) = Γµ(q2, q ·P, P 2). The argument
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Figure 17: (a.) Inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation for quark-photon vertex. (b.) vector WTI,
as introduced in Eq. (2.63), relating the longitudinal part of the vertex (∼ PµΓµ) to the
dressing function of the quark propagator S.

p denotes the average momentum of the two quark legs and P is the incoming photon
momentum. Different than in case of the meson BSE, the vertex is mostly evaluated for
off-shell total momenta (P 2 6= −M2

γ 6= 0), making the photon virtual. In this case, the
inhomogeneous part of the equation remains. As it is a vector-current-vertex, it carries the
quantum numbers JPC = 1−−. The full vertex is described by twelves basis elements, where
eight are purely transverse and the remaining four are the so-called “gauge”-part, as these
are constrained by gauge invariance. We can break down the vertex amplitude Γµ, in the
usual manner, expressing it as a product of basis components τµi and Lorentz-invariant scalar
dressing functions fi,

Γµ(p, P ) =

12∑

i=1

fi(p
2, p · P, P 2) τµi (p, P ) . (4.27)

For a specification of the basis elements see App. B or App. B of Ref. [5]. Due to electroma-
gnetic gauge invariance, the transverse- and gauge-part of the vertex decouple and we can
rewrite the vertex as

Γµ(p, P ) = ΓµBC(p, P )+ΓµT(p, P ) , ΓµBC(p, P ) = iγµΣA(p, P )+2pµ(i/p∆A(p, P )+∆B(p, P ) ,
(4.28)

with the dressing functions of the Ball-Chiu vertex (gauge part) denoted as {ΣA,∆A,∆B}.
The Ball-Chiu (BC) vertex generally consists of four tensor components, however one of
the associated dressing function is zero, such that the BC term consists of the three tensor
structures quoted above. The transverse part is proportional to a basis for a vector meson.
When solving the BSE for a vector meson, it is a homogenous equation, as it evaluates
Eq. (4.26) in the proximity of the vector-meson pole, where the second summand dominates.
The name Ball-Chiu vertex, ΓBC, was first introduced in Ref. [101] and has been explained
briefly in the previous chapter, Eq. (2.65). The vector Ward-Takahashi-identity, Fig. 17 (b.),
tells us that the BC part is completely determined by the dressing functions of the quark
propagator S. The dressing function in the BC part are explicitly given by,

ΣA =
A(p2

+) +A(p2
−)

2
, ∆A =

A(p2
+)−A(p2

−)

p2
+ − p2

−
, ∆B =

B(p2
+)−B(p2

−)

p2
+ − p2

−
, (4.29)

with the momentum convention, p± = p± P/2.
The transverse part vanishes for Pµ → 0, thus the BC part alone ensures current con-

servation. It also reproduces the perturbative limit, which ensures that when Q2 → ∞ the
vertex behaves like the inhomogeneous term, Γµ → Z2iγ

µ. This could lead to the assumption
that this part of the quark-photon vertex would be sufficient to describe all electromagne-
tic effects relevant in calculation of transition current elements, such as the pion TFF. The
vertex dependence of the TFF calculation will be investigated in Sec. 5.1 and reveal that it
is, in fact, crucial to include the full vertex to reproduces the value of the QED anomaly,
Sec. 3.1.
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Since transverse and gauge part decouple, the equation can be separately solved for the
corresponding dressing functions. in this sense, the vertex BSE can be either solved with the
full twelve basis elements, or only for the vector transverse part to obtain the eight dressing
functions f̃j and apply the BC functions for the remaining gauge functions. More details
on the calculation and the full basis structures of the quark-photon vertex can be found in
Appendix B.

When working in the rainbow-ladder truncation (see details below around Eq. (4.32))
the transverse part of the vertex contains vector-meson poles in the timelike momentum
region. These infinities affect the slope of the vertex in the spacelike domain. When inserted
in the TFF calculation, the TFF results inherit the functional form of vertex and it thus
correctly implements the vector-meson dominance behavior. It should be stressed, that this
structure of the vertex is achieved without the requirement for additional model parameters,
and is achieved only, by applying the rainbow-ladder truncation consistently in all BSEs
and DSEs to fulfill the symmetry constraints demanded by the AXWTI (Eq. (4.25) and
diagrammatically in Fig. 17 (b.)).

Previous studies of the vertex. The quark-photon vertex has been studied intensively
within the DSE approach over the past twenty years. In Refs. [5, 96, 102–104] the rainbow-
ladder truncation was applied. The authors of Ref. [95,105] use a more enhanced truncation
and discuss its impact on the vertex.

Another recent study Ref. [106], calculates the vector- (quark-photon) and the axial-
vector quark anti-quark vertex in lattice QCD and compares the results to the ones obtained
in the rainbow-ladder truncation. This serves as an important cross-check for the quality
of RL. The calculation of observables in Lattice QCD does not require gauge-fixing. The
quark-photon vertex on the other hand, is not an observable but, in fact, a gauge-dependent
quantity. To access the vertex and for comparison with the DSE results, the authors needed
employ a strategy to gauge-fix on the lattice and in case of this publication the comparison
are performed for Landau-gauge. The comparison revealed that the dressing functions of the
vertex showed similar momentum dependencies in both approaches, but that there is a clear
deviations in the lower momentum regime.

Beyond rainbow-ladder effects on the quark-photon vertex. Although the vector-
meson pole is dynamically generated in the quark-photon vertex BSE, working in the rainbow-
ladder truncation it is falsely treated as a QCD bound-state rather than its actual physical
nature, a resonance. Mathematically this means that the vector-meson pole is located on the
real axis and not in the complex plane. A true resonance is represented by a pole on the
second Riemann sheet and the distance between pole location and real axis corresponds to its
decay width. In terms of diagrammatic representation, the missing resonance is reflected by
the fact that the RL truncation does not include any diagrams that represent intermediate
resonance states, such as the vector-meson, and thus all mesons are automatically considered
as bound-sates.

Refs. [6, 44, 107, 108] summarize the first attempts for a proper treatment of resonances
in the DSE approach. In particular, the recent study of the authors in Ref. [107], incorpo-
rates pion degrees of freedom into the DSE formalism. This introduces the presence of an
intermediate resonance to the Bethe-Salpeter kernel.This then reflects the correct physical
picture allowing the rho meson to appear as a pole in the complex plane and implementing
its resonance nature. The pion interaction leads to additional pion-exchange diagrams in
both the BSE interaction kernel and in the self-energy term of the quark DSE. Within this
“beyond-rainbow-ladder truncation” the author’s aim was to evaluate the effects of properly
treating the vector-meson in the results of the quark-photon vertex.

The authors calculated the quark-photon vertex for value in space- and timelike domains
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and found that the effects in the spacelike part are negligible. In the timelike region, on
the other hand, their more sophisticated truncation leads to differences compared to the
rainbow-ladder calculation. Introducing the additional term in the interaction kernel however
also carries some perks, as it becomes harder to consistently truncate the set of equations.
A straight-forwards implementation of the pion-degrees of freedom in both, the self-energy
term of the quark DSE, and the interaction kernel in the BSE lead to a truncation that does
not obey the WTIs. However with some tweaks it is possible to define a truncation that it is
possible to at least preserving the vector WTI, Eq. (2.63), however on the expense of violating
the AXWTI, Eq. (2.64). The vector WTI is more relevant in this context, as it relates to
charge conservation in electromagnetic processes. On the other hand this demands for further
investigation of an all-symmetry preserving, and physically more rigorous truncation beyond
the rainbow-ladder truncation and the particular choice of truncation severs as a useful
tool of the advances to include intermediate on-shell bound-state in the evaluation of the
quark-photon vertex.

4.4 Effective quark-gluon interaction and truncations

The Dyson-Schwinger, Eq. (2.35), and Bethe-Salpeter equation, Eq. (4.6), include all possible
QCD interactions and are in general exact to all orders. However, both equations relate n-
point Green functions to (n+ 1)-Green functions and thus require the knowledge of higher-
order functions. This ultimately leads to a tower of coupled integral equations, which needs to
be truncated to enable numerical evaluation. Truncating in this sense means approximating
the (n+ 1)-Green functions.

Furthermore, the truncation has to obey underlying symmetry relations, which demands
a consistent treatment when approximating the quark-self energy term (Σ) in the quark
DSE and the interaction kernel (K) in the meson or likewise vertex BSE. The relation that
follows from the AXWTI was laid down in Eq. (4.25), where we revealed the structure of the
interaction kernel, based on the choice of the quark self-energy in Eq. (2.35). We identified
both structures to depend on the gluon propagator Dµν(q − p) and the quark-gluon vertex
Γµqg(q, P ). Where the latter is the higher-order Green function that will be approximated.

Before explicitly writing out the truncation, I will make some short comments about the
gluon propagator and the quark-gluon vertex to motivate the structure of the truncation.

Gluon propagator. The gluon propagator in Landau gauge is given by,

Dµν(k) =

(
δµν − kµkν

k2

)
Z(k2)

k2
= tµνk

Z(k2)

k2
, (4.30)

with the gluon dressing function Z(k2). The dressing function is calculated by iteratively
solving the gluon DSE (see Ref. [5], Fig. (3.2) on the left), which includes higher-order
Green functions such as the three-gluon vertex, see Refs. [109, 110]. The gluon propagator
has been studied intensely in different non-perturbative approaches, such as lattice QCD and
in functional methods frameworks, as the FRG and the DSE approach have investigates this
function, see Refs. [90, 92, 93]. As mentioned previously, propagator and vertices are gauge-
fixed objects, and thus it requires the lattice, which usually works without gauge-fixing to
impose a gauge procedure in order to compare with the other results on the market. A
comparison of gluon propagator calculation can be seen in Ref. [5] Fig. (3.4).

Quark-gluon vertex. The quark-gluon vertex has a similar structure as the quark-photon
vertex, Eq.(4.28), and can be expressed in terms of twelve tensor structures. Thereby it
contains four elements in the gauge-dependent part and eight purely transverse elements ΓµT,

Γµqg(q, k) = f1 iγ
µ − f2 q

µ + f3 iq
µ
/q − f4 p · k

1

2

[
γµ, /q

]
+ ΓµT(q, k) . (4.31)
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The tensor components of the transverse part are exactly the same as in case of the quark-
photon vertex, Eq. (B.2) and the quark-gluon vertex is expressed in terms of the total gluon
momentum k and the relative momentum between the two quarks q. In contrast to the quark-
photon vertex, constraining the gauge-part of this vertex is a somewhat more difficult, as the
Slawnow-Taylor identities ( QCD’s non-Abelian version of the WTIs, Eq. (2.63)+ (2.64)) are
only limited help since they are not exactly solvable. Recall that in the QED version, the
gauge part of the quark-photon vertex was entirely determined by the quark propagator and
thus we only need to solve for the transverse part. That also leads to the assumption that
the momentum dependence of the gauge dressing functions in the case of the quark-gluon
vertex, is potentially very different.

Equally to the propagator multiple calculations have been performed, see Refs. [111–115],
which show agreement on the quantitative level, see Fig. (3.4) in Ref. [5].

Effective coupling. The simplest choice for a symmetry preserving truncation is the so-
called “rainbow-ladder”-truncation (RL). As Eq. (4.25) must hold, we can come up with
the easiest tensor element fulfilling this symmetry relation, which is given by a bare vertex
structure ∼ γµ. The authors in Ref. [116] show that it can be understood as the first term

in a systematic expansion of the Bethe-Salpeter interaction kernel K
(4)
[2] derived directly

from the effective action at two loops order. The connection between kernel and self-energy
term, Eq. (4.24), furthermore indicated that the kernel will be a combination of gluon-
propagator and quark-gluon-vertex, such that choice of a bare-vertex can be understood to be
proportional to the tensor structure of the vertex in Eq. (4.31). Respectively it approximates
the quark-gluon vertex by its leading tensor component and is given by,

Γµqg(q, k) = iγµ G(k2) tA , (4.32)

with the generator of the SU(Nc) color group tA, which are the Gell-Mann matrices tA =
λA/2 for three-color physics and a scalar dressing function G(k2). Besides the truncation
in form of omitting further tensor structures, the momentum dependence of the dressing
function G(k2) was reduced to solely depend on the gluon momentum squared k2, omitting
the dependence on the relative quark momentum q. To include the full dynamics of the
coupling between quarks and gluon, we would need to properly couple the DSE for both quark
and gluon propagator and solve the coupled set of equations iteratively. This furthermore
requires a consistent treatment of the quark-gluon interaction in the kernel of the BSE
equation, to provide that the AXWTI remains to be fulfilled. Refs. [113–115] employ studies
of such kinda, and in particular when performing calculation for finite-temperature in the
DSE approach, it is unavoidable to solve a consistent system of quark and gluon, see recent
Refs. [117,118] for more details on this topic.

In the rainbow-ladder truncation (RL) one does not couple quark and gluon DSE, but
simply approximates a combination of gluon dressing function and quark-gluon dressing
function into a so-to-say “effective coupling”, which is defined by,

α(k2) =
Z1f

Z2
2

g2

4π
Z(k2)G(k2) , (4.33)

as introduced in Eq. (10) of Ref. [119]. The combination of quark-gluon and gluon dressing
function together with the renormalization constants Zi make it a renormalization point
independent object and it solely depends on the gluon momentum. We apply a model para-
metrization for the effective coupling which is the so-called Maris-Tandy interaction, Eq. (10)
of Ref. [119], and reads,

α(k2) = αIR(k2) + αUV(k2) , αIR(k2) = πη7

(
k

Λ

)4

e−η
2k2/Λ2

=
D

ω6
k4e−k

2/ω2
. (4.34)
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It depends on two parameters, which depends on the choice of notation and can either be
{η,Λ} or {D,ω}. The two version are related via ωD = Λ3 and ω = Λ/η and arose due to
reformulation by different collaborations of the model over the years. It is composed of the
infrared model part and an ultraviolet part, which is specified by,

αUV(k2) =
2πγm(1− e−k2/Λ2

t )

ln [e2 − 1 + (1 + k2/ΛQCD)2]
. (4.35)

The parameters in the UV part are Λt = 1GeV, ΛQCD = 0.234GeV, and γm = 12/25 for four
active quark flavors. The UV term ensures the correct behavior in the perturbative limit.
However it is not essential, as omitting the term can be done without causing serious damage
for observables in the light quark sector, as the important non-perturbative physics happens
on the scale of ∼ k2/Λ2 and is thus lead by the IR part, see Ref. [120].

The parameters in αIR part are Λ, which represents an IR-scale, and a dimensionless open
parameter η. The scale parameter is fixed to experimental input and η is fixed by ensuring
the physical values for pion mass and decay constant. Most observables are insensitive to
a small change in η and thus a range of η-values, η ∈ [1.6, 2.0], could be identified, which
reproduces the same experimental value. See Fig. (3.13) in Ref. [5] for a plot of the full
effective coupling α(k2) for a range of η-parameters.

The variation of the η-parameter will be used throughout this thesis to give an estimate
of the theoretical uncertainty due to the truncating taken at the level of the quark-gluon-
vertex. The rainbow-ladder truncation can be identified as the leading order in a systematic
expansion, however, this is not an expansion in a perturbative sense and thus we can not
make a quantitative statement to which level the inclusion of higher-order Green functions
or likewise the full tensor structure for the vertex might contribute.

Historically, the rainbow-ladder truncation was introduced as an effective model for both
quark-gluon vertex and gluon propagator. After more details on the exact form of the gluon
propagator were investigated, the tensor structure of the propagator could be identified to
be the expression for the perviously chosen model (∼ tµν) and in modern publications the
individual terms are often considered separately. However, this is just a question of the
preferred perspective, as it did not change the functional form of truncation but simply the
interpretation.

To summarize, the rainbow-ladder approximation with the Maris-Tandy model is re-
placing the quark-gluon vertex and the gluon propagator by its leading tensor component
weighted with an effective coupling α(k2) with additional simplifying assumptions such that
the total replacement reads,

g2Z1 f

Z2
2

Dµν(k2) Γµqg(q, k) −→ iγµ
tµνk
k2

4π α(k2) . (4.36)

The replacement fixed the quark-self energy term and by inspection, the 2-PI interaction
kernel in the BSE was constructed accordingly, guided through the AXWTI, Eq.(4.25),
demanding a specify relation between self-energy and kernel. Fulfilling the AXWTI, the
truncation is consistent with chiral symmetry and consequently preserves the Goldstone
nature of the pion.

Beyond rainbow-ladder. Full calculations for the quark-gluon vertex and gluon propa-
gator reveale that rainbow-ladder is still a severe approximation. On one hand, it fulfills
important phenomenological properties such as asymptotic freedom and is in agreement
with perturbation theory. On the other hand, more realistic calculations for propagator and
vertex show, that the expected interaction differs severely from the effective coupling model
α(k2), see Fig. (3.13) in Ref. [5]. Thus the approximation should be seen as a sophisticated
phenomenological model leading towards a more systematic truncation scheme. Extensive
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Figure 18: Feynman diagrams for the pion transition form factor (TFF). The gray dot indicates
the meson amplitude, the lines along the triangle are dressed quark propagators and the
light blue circles are quark-photon vertices. In impulse approximation the first two terms
are included and diagrams with higher order vertices are neglected.

studies over the past years have shown that the truncation performs well in the regime of
pseudoscalar and vector meson, but underestimates masses of scalar and axial-vector mesons.

The authors in Ref. [114] performed a truncation “beyond rainbow-ladder” by consis-
tently solving the system of coupled DSEs for the quark-, gluon- and ghost-propagators.
In this case, the ghost and gluon propagator are obtained from fits of lattice calculations
and the infinite set is truncated at the level of four-gluon vertices. This leads to improved
masses in for the scalar and axial-vector meson, indicating that a more detailed description
of the quark-gluon dynamics is required for these channels. Another calculation along this
lines is Ref. [121], which looks at n-point Green functions in the quark and gluon sector (eg.
three-gluon vertex) and explores the insights from different gauges such as Coulomb gauge.

As mentioned in the previous section, the authors in Ref. Ref. [107] applied a “beyond
rainbow-ladder” truncation, in context of studying the quark-photon vertex, aiming to in-
corporate the resonance nature of the rho-meson. The study showed that the results for the
vertex in the spacelike regime did not change, compared to the calculation in the RL trunca-
tion. Reassured by these findings, we are confident to apply the rainbow-ladder truncation in
the context of the electromagnetic transition form factor calculation in the DSE approach.

4.5 Transition form factor

Now that we have specified all the ingredients, let us turn to the form factor amplitude, star-
ting by defining the M → γγ transition element as diagrammatically given by the diagrams
in Fig. 18,

Λµν(Q,Q′) = 〈0| jµ(x) jν(y) |λ〉 e−iQ·x e−iQ′·y =
∑

i

Fi(Q
2, Q′

2
) τµνi (Q,Q′) , (4.37)

where Q and Q′ are the photon momenta and the matrix can be decomposed into a tensor
part τµνi , which are matrices in Lorentz, Dirac, color and flavor space and the scalar functions

Fi(Q
2, Q′2). The latter contain the momentum depending scale behavior. M indicated the

choice for general meson. The number of scalar function (i ∈ n) depends on the decaying
meson, as the quantum number will dictate the possible tensor structures and how many
dressing functions Fi(Q

2, Q′2) are required. In case of the neutral pion this involves only one
amplitude Fπ(Q2, Q′2).

The transition matrix element is described by the non-perturbative diagrams displayed
in Fig. 18, which follows along the derivation of Ref. [103, 122]. This contains two types of
diagrams, the simple triangle diagrams on the left and the rightmost diagram, which contains
the pseudoscalar coupling to qq̄ Bethe-Salpeter kernel and thus to the underlying quark-gluon
vertex. When working in the rainbow-ladder truncation, the latter does not contribute, as
higher-order vertices, such as the gluon-three-point vertex, are not included. Such that we
only consider the two triangle diagrams on the left side of the figure, which correspond
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to the different orderings of the same diagram. The diagram contains fully dressed quark
propagators as loop particles, two quark-photon vertices, and the Bethe-Salpeter meson
amplitude.

Before we specify the underlying Green function further, we begin by defining the involved
momenta for the process. The total ∆ and relative Σ momentum of the form factor are defined
in the usual way,

Σ =
Q+Q′

2
, ∆ = Q−Q′ , ⇔ Q = Σ +

∆

2
, Q′ = Σ− ∆

2
, (4.38)

with the in- and out-going photon momenta (Q,Q′) and where ∆2 = −m2
M for on-shell

meson. In general the process depends on three Lorenz invariant variables (Q2, Q′2, Q ·Q′),
if the pion momentum is fixed through the on-shell demand, we are left with two. We can
define an alternative set of these Lorentz invariant variables which will be a useful tool for
plots and deformations later on, consider

η+ =
Q2 +Q′2

2
= Σ2 +

∆2

4
, (4.39)

η− = Q ·Q′ = Σ2 − ∆2

4
, (4.40)

ω =
Q2 −Q′2

2
= Σ ·∆ , (4.41)

and vice versa {Q2, Q′2;Q ·Q′} = {η+ ± ω; η−} = {(Σ±∆/2)2; Σ ·∆}. The angular variable
η− is fixed for on-shell meson the two Lorentz invariant variables are thus either {Q2, Q′2}
or {η+, ω} or {Σ2,Σ ·∆}. As the TFF is symmetric in Q2 and Q′2 it can only depend on ω
quadratically. An overview of the kinematic variables in form of a look-up table is given in
Appendix B.

Triangle diagram. In the impulse approximation (or likewise rainbow-ladder truncation),
the transition form factor for a meson M → γ(∗)γ(∗) is described by the triangle diagram in
Fig. 19 and specified by

Λµν(Q2, Q′
2
) = 2e2 Tr

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Sa(k+) Γab̄λ (k,∆)Sb(k−) Γµ bc̄(r−,−Q)Sc(k + Σ) Γν cā(r+, Q

′) ,

(4.42)

where S(k±) are the dressed quark propagator, Γλ is the meson amplitude and {Γµ,Γν} are
the quark-photon-vertices. The trace is summing over flavor, Dirac, and color space, where
the roman letters present a combined index. For the color space, the trace trivially evaluates
to a multiplicative factor of NC . Using the definitions for the photons total and relative
momentum above, we can additionally define the internal momenta in the triangle diagram
with loop momentum k and where

k± = k ± ∆

2
, r± = k +

Σ

2
± ∆

4
, (4.43)

are the internal quark momenta and the relative momenta appearing in the quark-photon
vertices, respectively.

The impulse approximation neglects higher vertices contribution (as shown by the third
diagram in Fig. 18), but requires that the objects in the triangle diagram are fully dressed
and that the electromagnetic quark-photon vertex applied therein, satisfies the AXWTI,
Eq. (2.64). This is consistent with the approximations made at the level of quark propagator
and meson amplitude, as in the rainbow-ladder truncation higher order vertices (such as the
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Figure 19: a). Triangle diagrams for athe pion transition form factor (TFF) in impulse appro-

ximation with specified momenta. b.) Phase-space sketch for the TFF in the {Q2, Q′2}
or {ω, η+}-plane. The blue shaded area indicate region where calculations are accessi-
ble. The figure furthermore indicates the location of the vector meson poles in timelike
Q2, Q′2 region and the symmetric (Q2 = Q′2) and asymmetric limit (Q2 6= 0, Q′2 = 0)

3-gluon vertex) are not included. Exchanging the photon legs on the first triangle diagram
leads to another contribution at the level of the applied approximation, see second diagram
in Fig. 18. The symmetry factor of 2, in front of Eq. (4.42), stems from considering these two
identical diagrams and combining them as they have the same topology. Each quark-photon
vertex comes with a factor of the electromagnetic coupling constant e, and the diagrams
are evaluated at leading-order in QED. This is sufficient enough, as we have already seen
from the anomaly prediction, Sec. 3.1, that the corrections beyond leading order in QED are
negligible.

The calculation thus aims to describe the effects coming from the electromagnetic sector
as well as the full set of non-perturbative QCD phenomena.

Kinematic restrictions and frames. As already mentioned in the section about the
quark propagator, the form factor calculation is subject to kinematic restriction due to the
quark poles. To evaluate the accessible domain, let us consider the Lorentz integral for the
transition matrix element in Eq. (4.42), where the quark momenta in the loop are given by
k± = k ±∆/2 and k + Σ. The loop momentum k is always real, but the meson momentum
∆ ∈ C carries complex values. Using Eq. (4.5), one thus arrives at the following condition
for the total and relative momentum in the triangle,

[
Im

∆

2

]2

< m2
P and [Im Σ]2 < m2

P , (4.44)

with the contour mass of the quark parabola of mLigth
P ∼ 0.5GeV for light quarks.

When performing the on-shell calculation, the TFF depends on two independent Lorentz
invariants ({Q2, Q′2} or other linear combinations of these, see Eq. 4.39). To express the
kinematic restrictions, Eq. (4.44) in terms of these variables, we need to specify the four-
vectors in the triangle diagram. The components of Σ and ∆ can be arranged arbitrarily as
long as the Lorentz invariants defined in Eqs. (4.39–4.41), ({η+, ω, η−} or equally {Σ,∆2,Σ ·
∆}) remain unchanged. For any possible choice, however, one can find a linear combination
Σ + α∆ that has a four-component only, with an arbitrary parameter α ∈ R. The general
arrangement satisfying these constraints is

∆ =
1

N




0
0

−i
√

Σ2m2
π + (Σ ·∆)2

(Σ ·∆)− αm2
π


, Σ =

1

N




0
0

iα
√

Σ2m2
π + (Σ ·∆)2

Σ2 + α (Σ ·∆)


 (4.45)
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Figure 20: Kinematic accessible region in the (Q2−Q′2)-plane in case of the pion TFF (π0 → γγ),
indicated in light blue. The light orange serves as guidance highlighting spacelike photon
momenta (Q2 > 0, Q′2 > 0). Each plot corresponds to a different value for the frame
parameter α, as introduced in Eq. (4.45), taking value from α = {0, 12 , 1, 32 , 10}. The
rightmost, α = 10 is sufficiently large to represent the rest-frame (α→∞).

with N =
√

Σ2 + 2α (Σ ·∆)− α2m2
π =

√
σ + 2αω − α2m2

π with σ = Σ2 and ω as defined in
Eq. (4.41). In this sense, α represents the parameter for choosing different kinematic frames,
which leads to a slightly varied momentum routing through the triangle diagram, but all
lead to the required on-shell momentum demand for the total momentum of the meson P .

Take for example the pion’s rest frame, which corresponds to α→∞:

∆ =




0
0
0
imπ


, Σ =




0
0√

ω2

m2
π

+ σ
ω
imπ


 =:

√
σ




0
0√

1− Z2

Z


 .

Here we define the angle between total and relative momentum as Z = ∆̂ · Σ̂ and σ = Σ2.
If σ > 0 and Z ∈ [−1, 1], Σ is real and the imaginary part comes only from ∆, so the resul-
ting condition mπ < 2mp is always satisfied. However, the situation is different for spacelike

photon momenta {Q2, Q′2} < 0 and in the quadrant |Σ · ∆| < Σ2 −m2
π/4, as in this case

Z is imaginary. Here both ∆ and Σ have imaginary four-components and the resulting con-
dition becomes |Σ ·∆| < mλmp, which defines a narrow strip around the symmetric limit

(ω = 0; Q2 = Q′2).

The arbitrariness of α can be exploited to optimize the frame, i.e. to reach kinematic
regions for the form factor that are not accessible in the meson rest frame. The resulting
domains are plotted in the (Q2−Q′2)-plane in Fig. 20 for different values of α. The leftmost
plot shows α = 0 and the rightmost plot α = 10. For α → ∞, one recovers the meson rest
frame, which is already represented by α = 10, as the is sufficiently large enough. In case
of the frame with parameter α = 0 (leftmost plot), the momentum Σ has a four-component
only, whereas ∆ has an imaginary three-component and, for σ > 0, this leads kinematic
condition between the Lorentz invariants,

ω2 < (4m2
p −m2

λ)

(
η+ +

m2
π

4

)
. (4.46)

For the singly-virtual form factor F (Q2, 0) the optimal choice is α = 1/2 (second plot in
Fig. 20). In that case it is the photon momentum Q = Σ + ∆/2 that has a four-component
(resembling the Breit frame in elastic form factor calculations). The denominator N =√
η+ + ω is always real if η+ > 0 and |ω| < η+, and therefore the three-components of Σ and
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∆ are imaginary. The resulting condition is

m2
M η+ +

m4
M

4
+ ω2 < 4m2

p (η+ + ω) . (4.47)

This region crosses the line η+ = ω at

η+ = ω =
Q2

2
= 4m2

p

(
1− ε

2
+
√

1− ε
)
, (4.48)

with ε = m2
λ/(4m

2
p). For a small meson mass such as the neutral pion mπ = 137 MeV, ε is

small and Eq. (4.48) leads to η+ ≈ 8m2
p. Hence, in the asymmetric limit the pion transition

form factor can be calculated up to Q2
max = (η+ + ω) ≈ 16m2

p ≈ 4 GeV2 without crossing
any quark singularities.

The complex parts inside the four-vectors of the triangle diagram ultimately come from
the on-shell condition (∆2 = −m2

λ) and thus, the size of the complex value is proportional
to the mass of the decaying particle. Thus larger masses correspond to a larger complex
value and a smaller accessible phase-space. This corresponds to the same statement that for
heavier mesons, ε will be larger, thus the accessible domain in η+ smaller. Fig. 21 shows
an overview of the kinematically accessible domains for a set of alpha values (x-axis) and
different meson masses (y-axis) up to ∼ 1 GeV. The considers mesons in this graphics carry
light quark content only, in an isospin-symmetric limit (mu = md). The pion and the lightest
scalar meson (f0(500)/σ) masses are chosen exemplary, as they are in particular relevant for
the calculation of the corresponding TFFs in this thesis. With increasing value for the bound-
state mass, the kinematic accessible regions shrink. For ε greater one, m2

M > 4m2
p > 1, we

are completely disabled by the quark poles, and no direct calculation is possible. In this case,
a new method is required, which addresses the issue and actively deals with the singularities
by performing e.g a path-deformation.

To summarize, due to the poles structures in the quark propagator, we can access the
TFF for, spacelike momenta (Q2 > 0, Q′2 > 0),

• in the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2)

• a narrow strip around the symmetric limit (|Σ ·∆| < mλmP )

• in the asymmetric limit (Q2 6= 0, Q′2 = 0) up to 4 GeV2 for light meson (in fact this
particular number is associated with the π0 decay only) and even less for heavier ones
(see overview Fig. 21 )

and for timelike momenta,

• in a small domain in both symmetric and asymmetric limit of restricted by the quark
contour mass, Q2, Q′2 & −m2

P .

Here we consider meson with light quark content such that m2
P ≈ 0.25. For mesons with

strange quarks, the domains would be even smaller. The accessible regions are summarized
in the sketch, Fig. 19 (b.), showing the region in light-shaded blue and furthermore the
asymmetric and symmetric limits and location of the vector-meson poles in the timelike
momentum region.
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Figure 21: Kinematic accessible regions in the (Q2 − Q′2)-plane in light blue. The x-axis of plots
represent the different frame through varying α = {0, 12 , 1, 32 , 10} , the y-axis corresponds
to the mass of the decaying meson, considering mesons with only light quark content
in the isospin-symmetric limit. The Q2 and Q′2-plane is shown in the same range as in
Fig. 20: Q2 ∈ [−1, 4] GeV2. The meson masses along the y-axis here are based on the
DSE rainbow-ladder value, mπ = 135MeV and mσ = 675MeV.

5 Numerical Results

The previous section outlined how to calculate a transition form factor in the DSE framework
and specified the approximations in the form of a truncation model, which is applied for all
calculations throughout this thesis. This chapter contains a collection of numerical results,
mainly focusing on the transition form factor, but also presenting applications in the form
of electromagnetic decay processes, Sec. 5.2 and the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
Sec. 5.6. The presented results are published in three papers: [81,82] for the pion transition
form factor and [77] for the pseudo-scalar pole contributions to the muon g − 2. The last
section, about the results corresponding to the latter publication, is concluded with new
results for the scalar transition form factor and and outlook for the scalar pole contribution
to the hadronic Light-by-Light tensor.

Truncation parameters. Throughout this thesis, the rainbow-ladder truncation and the
Maris-Tandy model, Eq. (4.33), are applied. For the form factor calculation we used the
parameters Λ = 0.74 GeV and η = 1.85 ± 0.2. The variation in the η-parameter changes
the shape of the effective quark-gluon interaction in the infrared, cf. Fig. 3.13 in Ref. [5],
and will serve as an estimate of the error associated with the truncation model. The total
quoted uncertainty is a combination of model and numerical error estimates, but will also
be specified for each quoted result. The two truncation parameters are consistently used
in all building blocks used to determine the form factor. This procedure guarantees the
preservation of chiral symmetry and satisfied the AXWTI, Eq. (2.64). The rainbow-ladder
truncation with this parameter set has shown to produce reliable results in the pseudoscalar
and vector-meson sector as well as for nucleon and ∆ baryons. Last, we furthermore work in
the isospin symmetric limit of equal up and down quark masses with a current light quark
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mass of mq = 3.57 MeV at a renormalization point µ = 19 GeV. The choice for the quark
mass together with the values in the effective interaction (Λ, η) are fixed to produce physical
values for pion mass and decay constant.

5.1 Pion transition form factor

The transition matrix element for the pion transition form factor π0 → γγ is given by,

Λµνπ (Q,Q′) = e2 Fπ(Q2, Q′2)

4π2fπ
εµναβQ′

α
Qβ , (5.1)

where Q and Q′ are the outgoing and incoming photon momenta, fπ ≈ 92 MeV is the
pion’s electroweak decay constant, and e2 = 4παe the squared electromagnetic charge. This
decomposition holds because for pseudoscalar quantum numbers we identify one possible
tensor structure, the epsilon tensor contracted with two momenta (τµνi = εµναβQ′αQβ). The

corresponding scalar function is the only form factor, Fπ(Q2, Q′2), and the convention of
prefactors is chosen such that Fπ(0, 0) = 1 in the chiral limit, as follows from the chiral
anomaly, Eq. (3.13).

Recall that the form factor was furthermore defined contracting the individual com-
ponents of the Feynman triangle graph, Fig 19 on the left, and Eq. (4.42), restated here for
convenience,

Λµνπ (Q,Q′) = 2e2NC

3
Tr

∫
d4k

(2π)4
S(k+) Γπ(k,∆)S(k−) Γµ(r−,−Q)S(k + Σ) Γν(r+, Q

′) .

(5.2)
We obtain the factor NC = 3 up front from the color trace and a factor 1/3 from the flavor
part, which cancel another. The factor of 2 is a symmetry factor. The remaining trace is
understood to sum over the matrices in Dirac space only. The factor from the flavor trace
comes due to underlying flavor structure for the TFF matrix element, which for the pion is
a combination of the up and the down transition matrices, as the quark field content of the
neutral pion is ΨFπΨ = (uū− dd̄). In this sense the pion TFF can be decomposed using the
quark charge matrix Q̂ for two flavor physics,

Λµνπ =
[
(Q̂u)2Λµνu − (Q̂d)

2Λµνd

]
, Q̂ = diag{+2

3
,−1

3
} . (5.3)

As we are working in the isospin symmetric limit (mu = md), Λµνu = Λµνd and respectively we
can combine Eq. (5.3) into the above quoted Eq. (5.2), leading to Λµν

π0 = Λµνu /3. To obtain

the scalar form factor amplitude, Fπ(Q2, Q′2), we contract Λµνπ with the following projector
Pµν(Q2, Q′2),

Pµν(Q2, Q′
2
) :=

4π2fπ
e2

εµναβ

Q2Q′2
Q′

α
Qβ ⇒ Fπ(Q2, Q′

2
) = Pµν(Q2, Q′

2
) Λµν . (5.4)

By calculating all ingredients as described in the previous section, we are now able to
determine the full π0 → γγ form factor in the spacelike domain {Q2, Q′2} > 0 as well as
for small timelike momenta. However as seen and explained around Fig. 20, singularities in
the quark propagators restrict the accessible region, making a straightforward calculation
only possible in the shaded blue regions in Fig. 20. The different areas correspond to various
choices for the frame parameter α, introduced in Eq. (4.45), which allows us to switch the
momentum in the triangle based on the optimal choice of {Q2, Q′2} values.
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Pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. The pion is a pseudoscalar meson and thus carries
quantum numbers JPC = 0−+. These are reflected in the choice of basis for the Bethe-
Salpeter meson amplitude. The amplitude is a function of two independent four-vectors,
Γ(p, P ) (a common choice is the total momentum P of the meson and the relative momentum
p, between the quark and antiquark legs). The amplitude carries no vector Lorentz index
since J = 0, but does contain two Dirac indices for the quark-antiquark pair. To construct
the basis we start by considering all Dirac structures fulfilling the spin requirements and
then saturate the indices with the available four-vectors p and P . To account for negative
parity, we include an additional factor of γ5. The pseudoscalar basis decomposition is then
given by

τπ i(p, P ) = {1, i /P , (p ·P ) i/p,
[
/p, /P

]
} γ5 , ⇒ ΓAB abπ =

4∑

i=1

fi τπ i(p, P )⊗CABπ ⊗Fabπ . (5.5)

To obtain the correct properties under charge conjugation symmetry, we first define

Γ̄(p, P ) = C ΓT(−p,−P ) CT , (5.6)

where C = γ4γ2 a four-by-four matrix in Dirac space (defined for example in Ref. [2]). Then

the requirement is simply Γ̄(p, P )
!

= Γ(p,−P ). It is convenient to let the scalar functions fi
all have the same properties under charge conjugation (in this case even), which is achieved
when the charge conjugation property holds for each basis elements separately. This leads
to the additional factor of (p ·P ) in the third basis element. With this, all dressing functions
fi are now symmetric in the angular component z = P̂ · p̂. Empirically one finds that the
dependence on this coordinate is negligible. Returning to Eq. (5.5), note that the amplitude
is also a matrix CAB in color and Fab flavor space. As the meson is a color-singlet, the
underlying matrix in color space is trivial, CAB = δAB. The matrix in flavor space depends
on the particular pseudo-scalar meson. For a neutral pion and for NF = 2, it is given by the
third generator of the SU(2)F group, proportional to the Pauli matrix σ3,

Fab = σab3 =⇒ ΨFΨ =
(
ūu− d̄d

)
, (5.7)

where the second equation shows the quark field content of the neutral pion. The choice for
the normalization of the flavor matrix part is arbitrary but needs to be chosen consistently
when when normalizing the full BSE amplitude.1

With the choice of Maris-Tandy parameter as introduced at the beginning of this chap-
ter we fixed our parameter to obtain physical values for the pion and this set-up leads to
the exact values of mπ = 135.0(2) MeV and fπ = 92.4(2) MeV. A representative result for
a normalized pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude Γπ(k,∆) with the Maris-Tandy parameters as
specified in the previous paragraph and with η = 1.85 is given on the left side of Fig. 22.
After iteratively solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation, the amplitude was normalized, accor-
ding to Eq. (4.12) to ensure that subsequent observables are correctly determined.

For the quark-photon vertex we consider the full twelve basis elements, Eq. (4.28). The
inhomogeneous equation was solved for the eight transverse tensor components. For the re-
maining gauge part, the identity in form of the Ball-Chiu vertex is applied. This expresses the
function via quark dressing functions using the relation given by the vector Ward-Takahashi
identity in Eq. (2.63). Details on the calculation of the vertex can be found in Appendix B.
Representative results for the quark-photon vertex in kinematic domain required in the form
factor calculation are shown in the right panel of Fig. 22. The quark propagators and the pion

1Because the BSE is not directly an observable, different conventions for its normalization may be used.
These differences must, of course, cancel for any physical quantity.
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Figure 22: Left, dressing functions of the pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude Γπ(q, P ). Right, re-
presentative result of the quark-photon vertex, all eight transverse dressing functi-
ons of Γµ(q, p), specified in App. B. Following the notation in Ref. [103, 104], with
S0 = p2/3 + Q2/4, where the two momenta are the relative and total momentum of
the vertex as introduced in Sec. 4.3.

amplitude were calculated directly using the “naive” method, in which complex momenta
are routed through the gluon propagator. The different strategies in the case of the quark
propagator are briefly mentioned in Sec. 4.1. The combination of the individual ingredients
leads to the following results for the pion transition form factor.

Results in symmetric and asymmetric limit. Due to the relatively light pion mass,
we are able to access kinematic domains of up to Q2 ≈ 4GeV2 in the asymmetric limit.
In the symmetric limit, we can calculate Q2 values to all scales in the spacelike domain.
Additionally, a small timelike domain is accessible Q2, Q′2 & −m2

p, which is limited by the
poles in the quark propagator, related to a parabola mass of mP ∼ 0.5GeV (see Fig. 20 for
an overview of the kinematic domains). The regions in the Q2 plane is the same as covered
in the previous DSE calculation of Ref. [98]. The authors therein apply the same truncation
for their system, using rainbow-ladder with the Maris-Tandy model, and are equally limited
by the quark poles.

To determine the TFF in the full spacelike domain we used the interpolation technique
applied in Ref. [82]. Hereby the form factor is calculated for off-shell pion momenta, such that
the four-vector of the total momentum is real (∆2 ≥ 0 ⇒ ∆ ∈ R). In a later step, we then
extrapolated to the physical on shell point ∆2 = −m2

π. This allows us to calculate the TFF
for all spacelike momenta and in particular for values in the asymmetric limit larger than
≈ 4GeV2. The procedure is briefly summarized in this section and the reader is referred to
Ref. [82] for more details. The technique and evaluation succeed previous studies in the DSE
approach (Ref. [98]), as we could, for the first time, access large momenta in the asymmetric
momentum regime. The results in the smaller momentum region (up to Q2 ∼ 5GeV in the
asymmetric limit) are in good agreement with the previous DSE determination of Ref. [98].

Results for the form factor in the asymmetric and symmetric limits are shown on the
left panel of Fig. 23. The TFF is displayed as a function of η+ = (Q2 + Q′2)/2, where the
symmetric case means η+ = Q2 and the asymmetric case η+ = Q2/2. The plot reveals that
the TFF is slightly larger in the asymmetric limit and the evaluation at large momenta will
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Figure 23: Both panels show the on shell pion transition form factor Fπ(Q2, Q′2). Left, in the

symmetric (η+ = Q2 = Q′2) and asymmetric limit (η+ = Q2/2 , Q′2 = 0), for spacelike
momentum up to 1.0 GeV2 (published in Ref. [81]). Right, vertex dependence for the an-
omaly value for the TFF in the symmetric limit and on a log-scale up to high Q2 values.
The three bands are obtained from using a bare quark-photon vertex, a Ball-Chui vertex
or the full quark-photon-vertex. Error-band correponds to variation of the η parameter
in Eq. (4.34).

show that this behavior continues up asymptotically to high η+ [82]. The results were checked
for numerical artifacts, such as grid-point and frame independence, and for the dependence of
the model in terms of the variation of the η parameter in the interaction, and the variations
were found to be negligible.

The TFF was calculated in all directly-accessible domains and a fit function will be provi-
ded in the following paragraph. The fit can then be used as input in subsequent calculations,
such as leptonic decays of the pion, or for the pion as an intermediate state in the muon
anomalous magnetic moment aµ. But first, we will look at the effects of the quark-photon
vertex.

Vertex dependency. As introduced in Sec. 3.1, the QED anomaly in the chiral limit de-
mands that the normalized transition form factor amplitude at the on-shell point F (0, 0)|mπ=0 =
1. In our numerical evaluation, we obtain a value of F (0, 0) = 0.996 at the physical pion mass.
This is a powerful consistency cross-check for our method as we obtain the anomaly value
directly from our coupled system without any additional model parameters. This means that
by applying a consistent truncation, which obeys the underlying symmetry relations (such as
the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity (AXWTI), Eq. (2.64)) in all ingredients, we ensure
the correct physical behavior at the on shell point. In fact, any reasonable non-perturbative
method must try to at least fulfill the anomaly prediction, otherwise, the approach would
already miss fundamental properties of QCD.

But what exactly incorporates these effects? The TFF calculation revealed that the com-
plete inclusion of the twelve tensor basis elements in the quark-photon vertex is crucial to
obtain the value. This means using the gauge Ball-Chiu (BC) part as well as the eight trans-
verse components, calculated by iteratively solving the vertex BSE. In order to explore the
effects of the vertex, the TFF was evaluated for different set-ups, which corresponds to the
results shown in the right panel of Fig. 23. The calculations are performed in the symme-
tric limit and for three vertex choices: (1) replacing both vertices in the diagram with bare
vertices (γµ), (2) only using the BC part or (3) calculating with the full vertex.

The calculation with two bare vertices lead to F (0, 0) ≈ 0.29 and with the BC vertex one
obtains a value of F (0, 0) = 0.86. The latter revelation is somewhat interesting as the BC
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mv a0 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3
0.77 GeV 0.996 0.735 1.214 1.547 0.089 0.133 0.0002

c1 c2 d1 d2 e1 e2

0.384 0.430 2.010 0.024 1.540 0.00005

Table 4: Parameters for the fit function Eq. (5.9) for the pion transition form factor.

vertex fulfills the vector WTI and is therefore sufficient to guarantee charge conservation in
the electro-magnetic form factor. However, the comparison clearly shows that the transverse
components of the vertex are crucial for a quantitative description of the pion TFF.

The transverse part of the vertex contains vector-meson poles (such as ρ-poles) in the
timelike region. These are dynamically generated when solving the inhomogeneous BSE and
their effects propagate in the calculation of the form factor into the final behavior and slope
of the pion TFF. So it seems that these ultimately dictate the anomaly value and thus any
reasonable truncation on the vertex must aim to incorporate the effects from the vector
poles.

Fit function The Results for the form factor in both the asymmetric and symmetric
limit were fitted to construct a parametrization that accurately represents our results in the
spacelike domain (Q2, Q′2 > 0). Abbreviating w = η+/m

2
v and z = ω/η+, the fit for the TFF

is described by

Fπ(Q2, Q′
2
) =
A(w) + w(1− z2)B1(w) (1 + B2(w)z2)

(1 + w)2 − w2z2
. (5.8)

The denominator implements the lowest-lying vector-meson pole (rho-pole) at wz = ±(1+w),
which corresponds to Q2 = −m2

v and Q′2 = −m2
v with mv = 0.77 GeV. The functions in the

numerator ensure that the TFF asymptotically approaches a monopole behavior both in the
symmetric (z = 0) and asymmetric limit (z = ±1); they are given by

A(w) =
a0 + ξ (a1 b1w + a2 b2w

2 + a3 b3w
3)

1 + b1w + b2w2 + b3w3
,

Bi(w) =
ci eiw

2

1 + diw + eiw2

. (5.9)

The fit parameters for the pion TFF are given in Tab. 4. The parameter ξ = 1.0±0.1 reflects a
combined theoretical uncertainty stemming from a variation of the parameter η = 1.85± 0.2
in the effective interaction, Eq. (4.34), as well as the uncertainty in the determination of
the TFF away from the symmetric limit. The latter is due to the kinematic limitations,
reviewed in Sec. 4.5, and how we worked around this issue will be discussed at the end of the
section. This fit was used in parts as input for the results present in the next sections, where
the TFF appears in intermediate stages in the calculation of other π0 decays, Sec. 5.2, and
furthermore in our determination of the pion-pole contribution to the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon aµ in Sec. 5.6.

The fit is displayed in Fig. 24, where we compare our results to experimental data from
the CLEO and CELLO collaborations [123, 124], non-perturbative theoretical calculations
from Lattice QCD, Ref. [25], and the data-driven dispersive results, Refs. [125,126].

Our chosen fit functions, Eq. 5.9, are a set of rational polynomial which resemble a Padé-
type fit and the final fit function, Eq. (5.8), combines the individual parts with additional
physical constraints, as its denominator contains the vector-meson pole. The combination
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of pole structures and polynomials manages to accurately describe our data. A commonly
used fit function for the pion TFF in the literature is the vector-dominance-model (VMD),
which is parameterized by FVMD(Q2, Q′2, ) = 1/

[
(1 + w)2 − w2z2

]
. This, however, does not

reproduce the monopole behavior observed in the symmetric limit (z = 0) (see e.g Fig. 3
in [98], where the authors show a comparison of a monopole and a dipole (VMD) fit with
DSE TFF results) and the VMD suggested dipole behavior is only correct in the infrared.

Other non-perturbative approaches such as Lattice QCD rely strongly on choosing an
appropriate fit function, as they can only calculate a set of scattered data points; see, e.g.,
Appendix B of Ref. [127] for a discussion of multiple fit functions. Within this context a
more advanced version of the vector-meson-dominance principle was suggested, the LMD+V
model [128]. This more refined version reproduces both the symmetric and asymmetric limits
and implements two vector-meson poles. Previously this was the preferred fit by the lattice
community [129], however the most recent publication Ref. [25] is providing a new fit function,
which will be commented on below. The LMD+V and our fit function are indistinguishable
in the low Q2 region. For larger Q2 the comparison shows agreement in the symmetric
and asymmetric limit, yet, in the region between these two limits, the fit functions differ
substantially. Whereas the LMD+V develops a sharp peak very close to the asymmetric
limit, our fit proceeds with a continuous rise between the symmetric and asymmetric value.
Such small and subtle differences could be relevant when the form factor is tested in the
whole spacelike doubly virtual domain, such as in the muon’s g − 2.

Results from other non-perturbative approaches and comparison with our re-
sult. Over the years, meson transition form factors have been calculated in different non-
perturbative methods [25, 125, 130, 131] and in a number of works using the functional ap-
proach, see [63, 82, 84, 96, 98, 102, 132, 133] and references therein. In Fig. 24, we choose to
compare our result with the two most prominent results on the pion TFF, which are from
the lattice QCD collaboration in Mainz and the data-driven dispersive result from Bonn and
collaborators.

Direct experimental data for the pion TFF only exist in the singly-virtual case. The first
results were obtained from the CELLO and CLEO collaboration, Refs. [123,124], which can
be seen in Fig. 24 on the left. More recent data are available from the Belle and Babar
collaboration, Refs. [134, 135], which measured the TFF at larger Q2 in comparison to the
previous measurements and was able to achieve values of up to Q2 = 20 GeV2.

In the singly-virtual case, the theoretical results show good agreement within error bars
and tend to favor the CLEO data. In the doubly virtual and symmetric case, we can see a clear
difference between the lattice and our DSE result. Regardless, both results are within the
conservative error band of the dispersion approach. The results from the dispersive approach
carry a larger error in the doubly-virtual case, as there is no direct data in this limit, such
that the TFF is obtained from a set of related cross-section data. In the following, we will
give a brief overview of the different non-perturbative approaches to better understand the
problems and difficulties that arise.

Other DSE calculations. We start by comparing our results to the ones from other DSE
collaborations. Our calculation proceeds along the lines of Ref. [98], where the authors solved
the inhomogeneous BSE for the quark-photon vertex to fully incorporate the vertex effects
and thus obtained a similar value for the on-shell point close to the anomaly prediction
(compare to gπγγ = 0.502 therein, related to the on-shell TFF value by Eq. (18).). As they
underlie the same kinematic restriction due to the quark poles, the TFF is evaluated in the
same kinematic region and our calculation confirms the previous results.

By contrast, the authors of a more recent DSE study, Ref. [84], used a different tensor
basis for the quark-photon vertex. They choose to work directly with the unamputated
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Figure 24: The transition form factor Fπ0γγ in the singly-virtual limit (Q′2 = 0) and the doubly
virtual and symmetric limit (Q′2 = Q2). Compared are the results from the DSE ap-
proach [82], lattice gauge theory [25] and dispersion theory [125, 126] together with the
experimental results from CELLO [123] and CLEO [124]. The plot is using the most re-
cent lattice data and is updated compared to Fig. 7 in Ref. [77] .

version (vertex with attached quark propagators) and applying Ansätze for it, rather than
solving the corresponding BSE. This requires the introduction of additional parameters to the
approach in order to reproduce quantities such as the value of the anomaly. In this sense, the
vertex is modeled rather than calculated. As the approximations are performed on different
levels, it is hard to compare the two studies and draw a conclusion to which extent one or
the other truncation scheme seems more justifiable. In our calculation, we decided to pursue
the original procedure of Ref. [98], ensuring a consistent treatment of quark-photon vertex
and meson amplitude by applying the same truncation in both self-energy and interaction
kernel, which requires a total of only three parameters (the quark constituent mass and two
parameters in the MT model, of which one to fixes the scale Λ and the other fixes the shape
of the quark-gluon interaction, η).

Lattice calculations. The pion transition form factor was calculated in lattice QCD from
the collaboration in Mainz [25,129,136]. Their first results were published in 2016 [129,136]
and they recently released an updated version in Ref. [25] (early 2019). The most recent
calculation was performed with Nf = 2 + 1 dynamical flavors and, compared to the earlier
Nf = 2 work and the recent results were calculated with improved statistics and larger
momentum domains. This was achieved by calculating the TFF in two frames (pion rest
frame and one moving frame), rather than only the rest frame, which allowed the authors
to probe larger photon virtualities, especially in the singly virtual case. With the additional
frame, the lattice calculation is now able to access momenta up to Q2 ∼ 1.5GeV2 in the singly
virtual case and can generally probe a wider momentum range also in the doubly virtual
case compared to previous calculations. The lattice is able to provide a systematic error
estimate including all effects due to the discretization of the theory. The authors performed
a thorough analysis including corrections due to finite-size effects, the hyper-cubic lattice
and the quark-disconnected contributions into their error estimation. Furthermore, as most
of the available ensembles are at unphysical pion mass, they performed an extrapolation to
physical values. With this, they are able to reproduce the anomaly value at physical pion
mass with a precision of 3.5%.

The lattice calculation carries its own momentum limitations which are completely dis-
tinct from those faced by the Dyson-Schwinger calculation described in this work. The lattice
limitations come from the periodic boundary conditions of the lattice, which relate the two
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photon virtualities and force the accessible domain to be located along parabolas in the real
Q2−Q′2 plane. The rest-frame calculation is perfectly suited for large momenta in the sym-
metric double-virtual case but is limited when only one of the photons is virtual. With the
additional data from the moving frame, a wider momentum range was probed as the narrow
strip of parabolas along the symmetric limit was enlarged. Based on this, the authors of
Ref. [25] also concluded that the calculation could proceed to even higher photon virtualities
for the singly-virtual case, by calculating in a moving frame with a larger pion momentum.
However such calculations are furthermore limited by the signal-to-noise ratio, which gets
worse for larger pion momenta. On top of this, a calculation for a new pion momentum (a
new frame) requires repeating the numerically most expensive part of the calculation.1

To calculate the pion TFF, the authors started by evaluating points on the restricted
parabolas in the Q2 − Q′2-plane at unphysical pion mass. They then perform a fit using
a “z expansion” on the unphysical data points and in the last step extrapolate the fit pa-
rameters to physical pion mass (Eq. (44) in [25]). In their previous evaluation, the vector-
meson-dominance (VMD) model (and more advanced versions) were used to perform the fit.
However, the new model is in accord with the asymptotic behavior demanded by Brodsky
and Lepage, and is otherwise largely model-independent, making it the preferred choice. The
recent lattice results presented in Ref. [25] are compared to the DSE calculation in the singly
and doubly-virtual case in Fig. 24. As the lattice calculation was able to further improve
their systematic uncertainties for the error estimation, they managed to reduce their error
band drastically compared to previous calculations, especially in the doubly virtual case,
making their results more competitive to the dispersive calculation.

Dispersion relations. In contrast to the DSE and lattice calculations, the dispersive ap-
proach is a data-driven framework that is based on the general principles of analyticity,
unitarity and crossing symmetries. With this mathematical tool, it makes use of available
experimental data sets to relate them to the observables of interest. This makes the approach
to some extent highly dependent on the precision and availability of experimental measure-
ments; on the other hand, the calculations are able to provide a systematic error through
error propagation for the experimental uncertainties. The pion transition form factor is in
principle directly accessible in experiment, however in practice only in limited regions. A
complete measurement covering all kinematic regions is currently not feasible and especially
the domains relevant for the hadronic Light-by-Light contribution of the muon’s g − 2 can
not be directly measured. Hence the dispersive approach uses the available data on the form
factor in the singly-virtual domain and additional data of related processes to obtain results
for the TFF in the full space-like domain.

In the dispersive approach, the pion TFF is reconstructed from the most important
lowest-lying singularities in the unitarity relation, which can be identified as the exchange
of a charged pion pair between the two photons, γ∗ → π+π− → γ∗π0. The resulting sub-
diagram includes the pion vector form factor and the γ∗ → 3π amplitude. These quantities
are then constructed from experimental data. For the vector form factor, data from ππ-
scattering and a direct fit to the form factor as measured in τ decay experiments were used.
In the case of the γ∗ → 3π amplitude, data from the e+e− → 3π cross-section can be used,
by applying a parametrization and a once-subtracted dispersion relation. Additionally, data
from the spacelike singly-virtual process e+e− → e+e−π were used as well as measurements
of the decay width of the π0 → γγ. The latter was used to constrain the normalization of
the TFF and was taken from data of the PrimEx collaboration. As data taking continues,
the error associated with experimental measurements is expected to be reduced, which could

1The largest numerical effort in a lattice calculation is the generation of the ensembles. However, Mainz
did not generate the ensembles in this work in isolation as they were produced in the collaborative effort of
the CLS consortium.
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subsequently reduce the error for the dispersive results.
The dispersive results are shown in Fig. 24 together with the calculation from Lattice

QCD and our results. The error quoted is of systematic nature, as it follows from error
propagation of the errors associated with the experimental data set. As multiple data sets
are needed for the evaluation of the TFF in the doubly-virtual limit, the resulting error is
larger compared to the singly virtual case.

Canterbury approximants are a generalization of the Padé approximation for bivariate
functions. This is yet another data-driven approach and a fit in terms of these approximants
is applied to experimental data sets. For a introduction to the approach see Ref. [131], in
which the authors apply the method for the pion TFF. A general Canterbury approximant
is of the form,

CNM (Q2, Q′
2
) =

∑N
n,m=0 anmQ

2nQ′2m

∑M
n,m=0 bnmQ

2nQ′2m
(5.10)

where by convention b00 = 1 and where in case of the pion TFF, Bose symmetry of the pho-
tons is imposed by requiring anm = amn and bnm = bmn. This means that the approximants
are symmetric with respect to Q2 and Q′2. In the singly virtual case (Q′2 = 0) they reduce
to Padé approximants. To determine the pion TFF in this approach, one solely constructs a
fit of type Eq. (5.10) to available experimental data. In case of the doubly virtual TFF the
fits rely on additional constraints from the asymptotic behavior, as available experimental
data are limited to singly virtual kinematics.

But even with a limited set of data, the approach is able to reproduce the KTeV mea-
surement for the TFF within 1σ. Equivalently to the dispersive calculation, the approach
is highly data-dependent and carries little predictive power. Furthermore, the number of fit
parameters is rapidly growing and in the case of the pion TFF there is no proof of conver-
gence. In fact, when using a large value for the number of polynomials in the denominator
(M), the denominator can become singular at larger photon momenta.

Large Q2 behavior. As established around Fig. 20, due to the poles in the quark propa-
gator we can only directly access spacelike momenta up to Q2

max ≈ 4GeV2 in the asymmetric
limit (Q2 6= 0;Q′2 = 0). To determine the TFF in the full spacelike domain we need to find
a strategy to access larger momenta in the singly-virtual and between the symmetric and
asymmetric limits. Our work published in Ref. [82] solves these issues by calculating the
form factor for unphysical kinematics and performing an extrapolation to the physical point;
the procedure is briefly summarized here. The method allowed us to provide new results
on the scaling behavior of the TFF and was used to further improve upon the provided
parametrization of the TFF, Eq. (5.9), in the full space-like region.

IfQ2 is taken much larger than the intrinsic scale of the theory, Λ2
QCD, then the form factor

factorizes into a perturbative hard scattering piece and a non-perturbative pion distribution
amplitude, denoted by ϕπ(x). This is known as the Efremov-Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage
(ERBL) scaling limit [137,138] and leads to the result

F̃ (Q2, Q′
2
) =

η+ F (Q2, Q′2)

4π2f2
π

η+→∞−−−−→ j(ω) , (5.11)

with η+ = (Q2 +Q′2)/2, ω = (Q2 −Q′2)/2 and

j(ω) =
2

3

∫ 1

0
dx

η2
+

η2
+ − ω2(2x− 1)2

ϕπ(x) . (5.12)

In addition, one can show that the pion distribution amplitude ϕπ(x) asymptotically ap-
proaches ϕπ(x) → 6x(1 − x). Thus, in the symmetric limit, Q2 = Q′2 → ω = 0, one finds
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Figure 25: Left, kinematic domains in Q2 and Q′2 including the symmetric and asymmetric limits.
The dotted lines indicate the vector-meson pole locations. The parabola is the spacelike
region in the case of constant t > 0. Right, result for the π0 → γγ TFF, showing the
result in the symmetric and asymmetric limits and in the off-shell cone, which is shown
in light blue on the left and in Fig. 26.

j(0) =
2

3

∫ 1

0
dx 6x(1− x) =

2

3
. (5.13)

By contrast, in the singly-virtual case Q2 = 0 or Q′2 = 0→ ω = ±η+, the result is

j(±η+) =
2

3

∫ 1

0
dx

6x(1− x)

1− (2x− 1)2
= 1 . (5.14)

This prediction is rigorous in the symmetric limit, i.e. where both photon momenta are
asymptotically large, but has been questioned in the singly-virtual case, where the coupling
of the on-shell (Q2 = 0) photon to the pion involves low-energy scales and could well lead to
non-perturbative effects. Indeed, experimental data on the transition form factor [123, 124,
134,135] indicate that the scale for the onset of the asymptotic behavior could be as large as
10− 100 GeV2. This is in tension with the usual factorization picture which would predict a
scale of order 1 GeV2. In short, the situation at present is unclear. Whereas the data from
the BaBar collaboration [134] indicate that QCD scaling is violated up to Q2 ≈ 35 GeV2,
the Belle results [135] agree with the asymptotic prediction above 10 − 15 GeV2. This may
be clarified by upcoming data from BelleII [139] and high Q2 theoretical predictions beyond
the ERBL prediction will be especially useful in making the most out of the next generation
of experimental data.

When choosing to evaluate the TFF for off-shell kinematics, we can completely avoid the
poles in the quark propagator. In this case, the total momentum is chosen to be spacelike,
∆2 = 4t > 0, which means that no complex value is passed through the four-vector in the
triangle and the condition for avoiding poles, Eq. (4.44), holds for all spacelike (Q2, Q′2)
values. The left panel of Fig. 25 shows a sketch of the kinematic domain in the Q2 − Q′2
plane, indicating the symmetric and asymmetric limit and the location of the vector-meson
poles in the timelike region. The parabola in shaded blue corresponds to values with off-shell
and spacelike ∆.

Strictly speaking, the definition of transition matrix elements is in principle only mea-
ningful on the mass shell. In fact, in the DSE approach, the meson bound-state amplitude
is by definition an on-shell quantity. With this in mind, we chose to keep the on-shell Bethe-
Salpeter scalar amplitudes fi, even when evaluating the momenta in the triangle for off-shell
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Figure 26: Left, kinematic domains in Q2 and Q′2 including the symmetric and asymmetric limits.
The dotted lines indicate the vector-meson pole locations. The parabola is the spacelike
region in the case of constant t > 0. Right, π0 → γγ transition matrix element.

kinematics. In this way, the off-shell effects only enter through the tensor part in the meson
basis, Eq. (5.5).

When ∆ is not fixed to the mass shell, the form factor depends on three variables and
we can span the {Q2, Q′2, Q · Q′} space as shown on the left panel of Fig. 26. The cone
corresponds to the equivalent parabola in the previous two-dimensional figure 25, and it once
more corresponds to the region that is now evaluated in our calculation for ∆2 > 0⇒ t > 0.
The shaded rectangle represents the on-shell pion plane where ∆2 = 4t = −m2

π. The figure
includes alternative axis in the other variables, which can be related by {Q2, Q′2, Q ·Q′} =
{η+±ω, η−} = {σ+ t± 2

√
σtZ, σ− t}. Z is the angle between relative and total momentum

Σ ·∆ = 2
√
σtZ as previously defined below Eq. (4.46). We can calculate any value inside of

the cone (left panel of Fig. 26) and the result for the TFF in this region can be seen in Fig. 25
on the right. The TFF for off-shell values turns out to be slightly smaller then for on-shell
values. We will combine all these results to perform the extrapolation from the unphysical
cone to large values in the singly-virtual plane.

The sketch in Fig. 26 on the right, gives an indication of how the extrapolation is perfor-
med and is a 2-d version of the figure on the left, showing the cone as a circle for a fixed η+

value (visualized by cutting horizontally through the cone). The horizontal grey line on the
right represents the physical on-shell plane and the dashed red line the location of the nea-
rest vector-meson pole. The physical appearance of the vector-meson poles in the time-like
regime is correctly incorporated in our quark-photon vertex and consequently in the TFF
as well. We can use this as an additional constraint, such that we perform an interpolation
between our data and this pole, rather than an extrapolation. At a fixed value for η+ we
consider the quantity

R(η2
− + ω2) =

Fπ(η+, η−, ω)

Fπ(η+, η−, ω = 0)
, (5.15)

which runs along a radial line in the {η−, ω}-plane (indicated by dark red in Fig. 26 right).
Here we divided by the values in the symmetric limit (ω = 0) to minimize unphysical off-shell
dependencies. At the vector meson pole, the TFF is singular, leading to R(“ρ-pole”) = ∞.
As infinity is hard to quantify; we instead use the inverse value R(η−, ω)−1 such that R−1(“ρ-
pole” ) = 0. The interpolation then starts with all possible values on the inside of the cone,
which are located along a radial line, connecting the origin (R(0) = 1) with the location of
the ρ-meson pole. This line then coincides with the physical plane for asymmetric values,
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Figure 27: Weighted on shell transition form factor defined in Eq. (5.11) at large η+. The band
shows the result in the asymmetric limit which is compared to experimental data [123,
124, 134, 135], and the dashed line is the form factor in the symmetric limit. The former
should asymptotically approach the value 1 (dotted line) whereas the latter converges
towards 2/3. Note that Q2 = η+ and Q2 = 2η+ in the symmetric and asymmetric case,
respectively.

which is the value of interest. To perform the interpolation we fit the data to a sum of
polynomials with an explicit pole term. In the region where we could directly calculate the
on-shell TFF (Q2 . 4GeV2) we checked that these fit results were in agreement with the
direct calculation in the asymmetric limit.

The resulting form factor in the asymmetric limit is displayed in Fig. 27, where we
compared our result with the experimental data from the Belle, BaBar, CLEO and CELLO
collaborations [123, 124, 134, 135]. The results favor the Belle data but are also somewhat
compatible with the data from BaBar. The form factor in the symmetric limit is shown as
well, and it can be clearly seen that the asymptotic value of 2

3 is reached early on. The
asymmetric TFF, on the other hand, does not converge to its final asymptotic value until
high Q2 values. In this case, the TFF continuously rises up to Q2 ∼ 102 − 103GeV2; after
this, the pion amplitude settles into its asymptotic value, see Fig. 22 on the left, and an
analogous behavior can be observed for the TFF, see Fig. 27 on the right. The error band is a
combination of theoretical and numerical errors from the interpolation. The theoretical error
is once more based on the variation of the η parameter in the MT interaction, Eq. (4.34).
However, the dominating part comes from the interpolation. To gauge the impact of the
physically motivated inclusion of the pole term, we compared the presented results to results
from a pure extrapolation, only using the data points inside the cone. In this case we recover
the ERBL limit, Eq. (5.12) j(±η+) = 1. This leads us to the conclusion that the TFF,
especially in the asymmetric limit, is sensitive to the effects from the vector-meson pole,
even up to high scales and the correct inclusion of the pole, is crucial to obtain the proper
asymptotic behavior. This also means that when one of the photons is close to its off-shell
value the pole is relevant and tested at all scales of the other virtual momentum. This
mechanism is independent of our approximations, as any reasonable model used for the
truncation of the quark-gluon interaction should produce a vector-meson pole in the quark-
photon vertex.

Thus it is conceivable, that any reaction with one of the photons close to the on-shell
point and the other at large virtual momenta is affected by the vector-meson pole and leads
to a correction to the suggested ERLB limit, independent of the method used to calculate
the TFF.
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Figure 28: Electromagnetic decays of the neutral pion: a.) Dalitz decay π0 → e+e−γ. b.) Dalitz
Decay π0 → 2e+2e−. c.) Rare decay π0 → e+e− discussed in Sec. (5.3). All decays
diagrams are leading-order in QED. The yellow circles indicates the pion’s transition
form factor Fπ(Q2, Q′2), at an intermediate stage, which is the only non-perturbative
input.

Beyond rainbow-ladder effects. At the end of this section, let us makes some brief
remarks on the studies of Ref. [107], and the implication for the form factor calculation.
As summarized in Sec. 4.4 we are facing the issue, that in the rainbow-ladder truncation
resonances are not described properly. To explore to effects of a physically more accurate
treatment, the authors in Ref. [107] performed a “beyond rainbow-ladder” calculation of the
quark-photon vertex, incorporating the vector-meson in the timelike momentum region with
a width.

In case of the TFF calculation for spacelike photon virtualities, the quark-photon vertices
in the triangle diagram are also evaluates in the spacelike domain (the external photon
momenta of the TFF are the total momenta in the vertex calculation (here referenced as
Q)). The study showed that in particular the results of the vertex dressing functions remained
unchanged in the spacelike domain. In this case, the impact of the proper incorporation of
the rho-resonance has shown to be negligible and the finding reassures the choice of the RL
truncation to be sufficient for TFF calculations in the light-meson sector.

5.2 Electromagnetic decays of the neutral pion

To probe the pion transition form factor in different kinematic domains, in this section,
we present other electromagnetic decay processes of the neutral pion. Besides the leading
decay into two photons, the neutral pion decays into various combinations of electrons and
photons. The PDG [140] provides an overview of all decay channels observed in experiments,
and the first six processes are quoted in Tab 5. The decay into two photons is by far the
leading one. It is followed by the two Dalitz decays (π0 → e+e−γ) and (π0 → 2e+2e−) and
(π0 → e+e−) with an even smaller branching ratio as the fifth likeliest decay mode. All these
decays contain the TFF as an intermediate vertex. The Feynman diagrams for the decays

Mode Fraction

Γ1 2γ (98.823± 0.034) %
Γ2 e+e−γ (1.174± 0.035) %
Γ3 γ positronium (1.82± 0.29)× 10−9

Γ4 e+e+e−e− (3.34± 0.16)× 10−5

Γ5 e+e− (6.64± 0.33)× 10−8

Γ6 4γ < 2× 10−8

Table 5: Decay channels of the neutral pion, according to Particle data group (PDG [140], 2019)
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Figure 29: (a.) Relevant kinematic domains for the pion TFF, when applied in another decay pro-
cess of the neutral pion. Represented in either {Q2, Q′2} or {η+, ω}. (b.) Result for the
pion TFF in the timelike domain used as an input for the Dalitz decays. The photon mo-
menta, {Q2, Q′2} are given in GeV2 and m2

π = 0.0188.

can be seen in Fig. 28, and the yellow circles indicate the pion TFF. The photon-lepton
vertex is a pure QED vertex (∼ eγµ) that is well described perturbatively. Thus the only
component containing effects of the strong force and therefore requiring a non-perturbative
calculation is the TFF. The calculations for the decay rates are performed at leading-order
QED, considering only the diagrams displayed in Fig. 28.

Fig. 29 (a.) shows an overview of Q2 and Q′2 values needed for each decay process.
The figure furthermore indicates the symmetric (Q2 = Q′2) and asymmetric limit (Q2 6=
Q′2, Q′2 = 0) and the location of vector-meson poles for guidance. The two Dalitz decays
require a calculation of the TFF in the timelike region Q2 < 0, Q′2 < 0. In this sector, the
calculation in the DSE approach is very limited, as we are exposed to multiple pole structures.
Sampling timelike Q2 and Q′2 for the photons translates into complex values of momenta
entering the quark-photon vertex. This can lead to the calculation encountering quark poles
in the propagators as well as vector meson poles in the vertex. Fortunately, the small mass
of the neutral pion (mπ = 135 MeV) sets the upper border of the phase-space integrals for
the Dalitz decays, and thus, we only need timelike values up to {Q2, Q′2} > −m2

π, which
lies before the critical region. Details for the calculation of the two Dalitz decays will be
explained in the next two sections.

The rare decay, π0 → e+e−, probes the form factor in a completely different domain:
for spacelike momenta (Q2 > 0, Q′2 > 0) and in the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2) up to very
large values. It is a particularly interesting case, as there is a significant discrepancy between
current theoretical and experimental results, which will be discussed in section 5.3 below.

5.2.1 Dalitz Decay: π0 → e+e−γ

The Dalitz decay of the neutral pion into a photon and an electron-positron pair is the second
decay channel with B(π0 → e+e−γ) = (1.174± 0.035)% [141] . The corresponding Feynman
diagram is shown in Fig. 28 (a.) and the decay rate to this channel evaluates to

Γπ0→e+e−γ =
e6m3

π

6(4π)3

∫ m2
π

4m2
e

dx

x

∣∣∣∣
Fπ(Q2, 0)

4π2fπ

∣∣∣∣
2
√

1− 4m2
e

x

(
1 +

2m2
e

x

)(
1− x

m2
π

)3

, (5.16)

where me is the electron mass and x = −Q2. The pion TFF is evaluated in the asymmetric
limit F (Q2, 0), because one of the photons is on-shell while the other carries timelike virtua-
lities. The integrand in Eq. (5.16) is peaked in the the lower Q2 region, such that the main
contribution of the integral comes for values close to the anomaly value at Q2 = Q′2 = 0.
The result for the TFF in his region is shown in Fig. 29 (b.) and, for this decay, only values
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Collaboration Γπ0→e+e−γ [10−11 GeV]

PDG [141] 9.06(18)
Experimental RC [143] 9.143(9)
Terschlüsen et al. [142] 9.26
Hoferichter et al. [83] 9.065

Our result 9.11(4)

Table 6: Comparison of results for the 3-body Dalitz decay rate for the π0.

on the border of the region are sampled. Using the PDG [140] values for me = 0.51099 MeV
and α−1

em = (4π)/e2 = 137.035 in Eq. (5.16), we obtained a final decay rate of

Γπ→e+e−γ = 9.11(4)× 10−11 GeV . (5.17)

The error bar comes entirely from the model dependence of mπ and fπ and is based on a
variation of the η-parameter in the effective interaction.

Other theoretical evaluations. The decay rate has been calculated in other theoretical
approaches [83, 142]. All calculations evaluate the decay at leading-order QED, leaving the
TFF as the only non-trivial and non-perturbative input. Thus the differences in the results
lie solely in how the calculation of the TFF is performed. Ref. [142] uses an effective theory.
Effective theories are a low-energy description of the underlying physical theory using the
appropriate degrees of freedom to describe physical phenomena at a chosen energy scale. The
low-energy effective theory of QCD is χPT (Chiral perturbation theory). In χPT the degrees
of freedom are not the fundamental particles (quarks and gluons) but composite particles,
in this case, the lowest-lying bound-state, the pion. The authors of Ref. [142] use next-to-
leading order χPT, including terms that couple the Goldstone bosons (pions) and external
fields to vector mesons. Ref. [83] uses the dispersive framework to determine the form factor.
In Sec. 5.1 we have sketched how the TFF is extracted in this data-driven framework, and
Ref. [83] is one of the earlier calculation of the TFF in the dispersive set-up.

In Table 6 we show a comparison of our result with the experimental values and the
results from other theoretical approaches [83, 142]. The experimental numbers quoted are
the value from the Particle-Data-Group (PDG) [141] and a value from the reanalysis of
Ref. [143], which improves the value from the PDG by two orders of magnitude, by including
a set of next-to-leading-order radiative correction (RC) in the QED sector to perform the
data-analysis. Within the quoted errors, all results are in good agreement. As the integrand
in Eq. (5.16) is peaked in the lower momentum region, mostly values for the TFF close to the
anomaly value contribute. Accordingly, it is to be expected that most theoretical predictions
should be in close agreement, as any reasonable construction obeys the anomaly constraint. A
pure QED calculation, without any non-perturbative form factor, yields a value which differs
on the level of 0.2% (ΓQED

π0→e+e−γ = 9.156× 10−11GeV). This leads to the conclusion that the
impact of the TFF for the Dalitz decay is small, and efforts towards a higher precision on
the level of the form factor determination will not lead to any new information in this decay
channel.

5.2.2 Dalitz Decay: π0 → 2e+2e−

The four-body Dalitz decay also requires the pion TFF in the time like region, but for doubly
virtual momenta, as the pion decays into two di-lepton pairs. It is the fourth most likely decay
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mode with B(π0 → e+e−e+e−) = (3.34± 0.16)× 10−5 [141]. The decay rate is given by

Γπ0→2e+2e− =
1

(2!)2

1

2mπ

∫
dΦ4 |M|2 , (5.18)

where |M|2 is the squared and spin-summed matrix element and the symmetry factor in
front accounts for the two pairs of identical final-state particles. dΦ4 is the four-dimensional
phase space measure (a detailed derivation is given in Appendix B).

Fig. 28 (b.) shows the corresponding Feynman diagrams and in this case there are two
possible contributions at leading-order QED (D1 and D2), which differ by the combination of
lepton anti-lepton pair. The exchange of two leptons introduces a relative minus sign between
the two diagrams. Squaring the two contributions we obtain

|M|2 = |D1|2 + |D2|2 + 2Re[D1D∗2] . (5.19)

Applying the Feynman rules we express the two diagrams as

D1 = e2 Λµν(Q,Q′)

Q2Q′2
ū(p1) γµ v(p2) ū(p3) γν v(p4) , D2 = e2 Λµν(Q,Q′)

Q2Q′2
ū(p1) γµ v(p4) ū(p3) γν v(p2) ,

(5.20)
where ū and v are the spin projectors for the outgoing electron and positron and Λµν(Q,Q′)
is the (π0 → γγ) transition form factor defined in Eq. (5.1). As discussed in Refs. [142,144],
the squared contributions are equal and can be combined. It follows that the decay rate can
be decomposed into two parts

Γπ0→2e+2e− = Γ
(direct)
π0→2e+2e− + Γ

(indirect)
π0→2e+2e− =:

1

(2!)2

1

2mπ

∫
dΦ4

[(
|D1|2 + |D2|2

)
+ 2Re[D1D∗2]

]
.

(5.21)

The first (direct) contribution corresponds to the two squared magnitudes and the second
(indirect or interference) term to the cross-terms.

The squared amplitude for the direct contribution is then given by,

|D1|2 + |D2|2 = 2e4 Λµν(Q,Q′) Λαβ(Q,Q′)

Q4Q′4
TrGµα34 TrGνβ12 ,

where we used the abbreviation Gµνij = (i/pi+me) γ
µ (i/pj−me) γ

ν and where the spin projector

have been combined in the usual way (
∑
ū(p)u(p) = i/p+me). The twelve-dimensional phase-

space integral reduces to five, as seven of integrals can be trivially performed and evaluate to a
constant. In the direct case the integrand only depends on the pairwise sums Q′ = −(p1 +p2)
and Q = p3 + p4 and the five integrals can be further reduced to two integrals. The decay
rate for the direct contributions is given by

Γ
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π0→2e+2e− =

e8
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. (5.22)

Here we introduced the shorthands x = −Q2 and y = −Q′2 for the two photon virtualities,
where for values x, y > 0 we are using timelike momenta for the TFF and these are restricted
by thresholds for the two two-body decays. Between direct and indirect contribution, the
direct is the largest fraction of the final decay rate.
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Collaboration Γπ0→2e+2e− [10−13 GeV]

PDG [141] 2.58(12)
Terschlüsen et al. [142] 2.68
Escribano et al. [144] 2.62

Our result 2.63(1)

Table 7: Comparison of result for the 4-body Dalitz decay rate for the π0

The interference term, on the other hand, depends on all possible four-vector combinati-
ons of electron and positron pairs. Consequently, the phase-space integral cannot be further
reduced and its integrand is given by

Re[D1D∗2] = e4 Λµν(Q,Q′) Λαβ(K,K ′)

Q2Q′2K2K ′2
TrGµβ32 G

να
14 ,

where Q′ = −(p1 + p2), Q = p3 + p4 and K ′ = −(p2 + p3), K = p1 + p4 are the possible
momenta of the virtual photons. To perform the five-dimensional integral, we used various
methods, ranging from tensor-product quadrature with a combination of Gauss-Legendre and
double exponential rules, to 5-dimensional adaptive cubature as well as standard Monte-Carlo
methods [145]; all agreed perfectly.

For the direct and indirect contributions to the decay rate we obtain

Γ
(direct)
π0→2e+2e− = 2.66(1)× 10−13 GeV, (5.23)

Γ
(indirect)
π0→2e+2e− = −0.03× 10−13 GeV. (5.24)

The final results is shown in Table 7 where we once more compare to other theoretical
calculations and the value from experiment. The indirect part, Eq. (5.24), contributes less
than 1% to the final result of the decay rate.

Comparison. The previously mentioned reference [142] performed the four-body Dalitz
decay as well, delivering compatible results using chiral perturbation theory. Ref. [144] cal-
culates the TFF in the data-driven Canterbury approach, applying rational polynomials to
fit the form factor data. The authors therein applied fits for experimental data of the π0, η
and η′ transition form factors in the spacelike region and use the fit to analytically conti-
nue the TFFs into to kinematic region relevant for the decay rate, which recall is timelike
(Q2, Q′2 < 0) with doubly virtual momenta. All results are compatible with experiment and
consistent with each other within the quoted error. The phase-space restricts the virtual
photons to timelike momenta between 4m2

e and m2
π ( kinematic domain in Fig. 29 (a.)) and

entails that the sensitivity to the details of the TFF beyond the anomaly value is insignificant
and deviates from its nominal value of 1 by no more than 3%.

To conclude, through exploring the Dalitz decays of the neutral pion, we could show that
our TFF result fulfills the anomaly constraints and that the decay rates for these channels
are correctly reproduced by the functional form of the TFF.

5.3 Rare decay: π0 → e+e−

The decay of the neutral pion into an electron-positron pair π0 → e+e− poses an interesting
puzzle: theoretical estimates show a discrepancy to the experimentally measured value from
the KTeV E799-II experiment at Fermilab [131, 146–150] of similar magnitude as the dis-
crepancy for the muonic g − 2. The decay is called a “rare decay”, as its branching ratio of
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BPDG(π → e+e−) = (6.46± 0.33)× 10−8 [141] is many orders of magnitude smaller than the
leading decay modes, see Tab. 5. Compared to the pion decay into two photons, it is loop-
and helicity-suppressed. This makes it potentially sensitive to new physics and the current
discrepancy demands new insight from the theoretical as well as from the experimental side.
However, the small branching ratio makes it very difficult to perform a precise measurement.
It is the fifth most likely decay mode of the neutral pion and experimental processes including
this decay are dominated by the Dalitz and photon decays. Using an elaborate reanalysis of
the radiative corrections, the authors of [149, 150] were able to give an updated version of
the experimental value of Bexp(π0 → e+e−) = (6.87± 0.36)× 10−8. The current theoretical
calculations range from BTheo(π0 → e+e−) = (6.21(3) − 6.23(9)) × 10−8 and give a current
discrepancy of order ∼ 2σ. It remains to be seen if the tension is resolved or could be seen
as an indication for physics beyond the Standard Model.

This chapter is structured as follows. We start the discussion by introducing the general
equation for the theoretical calculation of the decay amplitude. Two strategies were pursued
in this context and the different set-ups will be explained. We conclude with a discussion
of the results, where our calculation is compared to other non-perturbative results and the
experimental measurements, and we give an outlook on how the finding can be interpreted
when moving forward.

At leading order in QED the process is described by the one-loop graph in Fig. 30 (a.),
which includes the pion transition form factor Fπ0(Q2, Q′2) as the only non-perturbative
input. Compared to the previous Dalitz decays, in case of the rare decay, the TFF is probed
for a larger range of space-like photon virtualities (formally for all values of spacelike Q2, Q′2),
see kinematic comparison Fig. 29 (a.). Defining t = ∆2/4, where ∆ is the momentum of the
decaying pion, the corresponding normalized branching ratio is given by

R =
B(π0 → e+e−)

B(π0 → γγ)
= 2

(
me αem

πmπ

)2

β(t0) |ALO(t0)|2 . (5.25)

The factor β(t) =
√

1 +m2
e/t stems from the two-body phase-space integration and B(π0 →

γγ) = (0.98823 ± 0.00034), as quoted in the PDG [140]. The scalar amplitude A(t) can be
viewed as the pseudo-scalar form factor of the electron, describing how the pion couples
electromagnetically to it due to the underlying two-photon decay. For general calculations
it is convenient to allow the pion momentum ∆ to take arbitrary values such that t can
differ from the on-shell value t0 = −m2

π/4. However, as a physical meaningful prediction,
the amplitude has to be evaluated at the on-shell pion point. The decay rate is calculated
at leading-order in QED (LO). Other SM contributions such as the weak interactions are
negligible. With this in mind, we drop the “LO” superscript from now on.

In comparison to the previous Dalitz decays, this decay includes an additional integration
over a photon-lepton-loop. Because the first part of the diagram, the pion transition to two
photons, is itself a physically allowed decay, we encounter singularities as the photon in the
loop can go on-shell. This makes it a more challenging task and as published in Ref. [81] we
approached this problem with two different methods: (1) with a reformulation of the integral
using the dispersive approach and (2) by deforming the integration path in the complex
plane avoiding the pole structures. The two approaches will be described in detail in the
following sections. Note that the section about the direct path deformation, Sec. 5.3.2, relies
on definitions for the decay amplitude made in the dispersive introduction.

There is an on-going study at the NA62 experiment at CERN expecting new data in the
upcoming year. It will perform the analysis including the radiative correction in the same
manner as suggested by the authors of Ref. [150]. This will provide the first independent
cross-check from the KTeV data and could help to clarify the significance of the discrepancy.
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Figure 30: (a.) Feynman diagram for the π0 → e+e− decay. The TFF is represented by the yellow
circle. (b.) Cut structure for the Cutkoswky cutting rule to obtain the imaginary part of
the diagram. The crossed propagators (photons) are put on-shell. (c.) Integration path in
the complex A(t) plane with a branch cut at t = t0, in our case t0 = 0. The path consists
of four patches: Γ := γ+ + γ− + γR + γ−ε.

5.3.1 Dispersive approach

The dispersive framework is derived using the unitarity of the S-matrix and will allow us
to rephrase the integration over the singularity structures through path deformation. In the
case of the direct path deformation discussed in Sec. (5.3.2) below, it is crucial to know the
exact pole location. Here, by contrast, the dispersion relation is providing a more general
framework to transform a certain type of pole structure.

The Feynman diagram for the rare decay, shown in Fig. 30 a.), corresponds to the am-
plitude defined by the matrix element

〈e+(p+, s+)e−(p−, s−)|π0(∆)〉 = i(2π)4δ(∆ + p− − p+)Mπ0→e+e− . (5.26)

Following the usual Feynman rules, we find that the amplitude is given by

Ms+s−
π0→e+e− = ūs+(p+)M(p+, p−)vs−(−p−) (5.27)

:= ūs+(p+)

∫
d4Σ

(2π)4
γµ S(p+ Σ) γν

Λµν(Q,Q′)

Q2Q′2
vs−(−p−) ,

where S is the lepton propagator, ū and v are the spin projectors for the outgoing electron
and positron and Λµν(Q,Q′) is the (π0 → γγ) transition current from Eq. (5.1). The total
decay rate is then determined by

∑

s+,s−

|Ms+s−
π0→e+e− |

2 = Tr[(i/p+
−m)M(p+, p−)(i/p− −m)M(p+, p−)] . (5.28)

It is convenient to rewrite the previous equation in terms of an effective scalar amplitude
A(t). It can be shown that the matrix element M(p+, p−) is equal to a scalar function
multiplying a γ5, as this is the only possible tensor structure for a pseudoscalar-lepton-
lepton vertex. The total decay rate is then directly proportional to |A(t)|2. To do so we will
use the positive-energy projector,

Λ(p±) =
1

2
(1+ /p±/(ime)) . (5.29)

For arbitrary pion virtuality t = ∆2/4, one can show that A(t) is defined as follows

Λ(p+)M(p+, p−)Λ(p−) =:
A(t)

(4π)2

2ime αem

πfπ
Λ(p+) γ5 Λ(p−) . (5.30)
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The only Dirac structure fulfilling all quantum numbers for the pseudo-scalar-lepton ver-
tex is γ5 and thus the matrix element can be decomposed as such, defining A(t) as the
corresponding dressing function.

The momentum conventions follow those introduced for the pion TFF and are summari-
zed for convenience in Appendix B. The relative photon momentum Σ = (Q+Q′)/2 becomes
the loop momentum in the additional photon-lepton loop. Since the integration is running
over the full space-like domain, the photon virtualities Q2 and Q′2 are evaluated for complex
momenta close to the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2). The evaluation of the physical decay rate
has no free parameter left, as incoming and outgoing momenta are fixed by requiring that
the particles are on their mass shells. The electron and positron momenta are thus fixed by
p2
± = (p±∆/2)2 = −m2

e. The on-shell value for the pion is given by t = t0(= −m2
π/4). For

the evaluation of the integral, however, we will keep the pion momentum arbitrary.

Taking traces and contracting the Lorenz indices yields the following expression for A(t):

A(t) =
1

2π2

∫
d4Σ εµναβQ′

α
Qβ

Tr [γµ ((p+ Σ)ρ γρ +me) γ
ν ]

(p+ Σ)2 +m2
e

Fπ0(Q2, Q′2)

Q2Q′2
,

=
1

2π2t

∫
d4Σ

(Σ ·∆)2 − Σ2∆2

(p+ Σ)2 +m2
e

Fπ0(Q2, Q′2)

Q2Q′2
. (5.31)

Looking carefully at the denominator, we can already identify that the integrand has poles
due to the intermediate particles going on-shell. Thus it cannot be naively integrated. One
exception to this is given by the unphysical point t = ∆2/4 = 0, which is a removable singula-
rity as numerator and denominator chancel perfectly, and where integral can thus be directly
evaluated. The exact pole location will be discussed in more detail in the next section (5.3.2).

A standard way to circumvent the problem uses dispersive methods. Dispersion relations
are an analytic tool that allows us to use knowledge of a correlation function in certain parts
of the complex plane to obtain information in other regions of interest. In the particular case
of the π → e+e− decay, it will help us to calculate the amplitude by combining knowledge of
its imaginary part and the analytic structure in the complex plane. This includes multiple
steps: (1) determining the imaginary part of the integral using cutting rules, (2) calculating
the real part using a once-subtracted dispersion relation.

(1) Imaginary part of the amplitude: The Cutkosky cutting rules [151] are a set of
relations used to calculate the imaginary part of a Feynman diagram by putting the interme-
diate particles on-shell. This is formally done by cutting the diagram, which mathematically
means replacing the particles’ propagators by delta functions. In the case of scalar particles
the replacement rule is

i

k2 +m2
i

→ (2πi) Θ(k0) δ(k2 +m2
i ) . (5.32)

The triangle diagram can be cut in three different ways, cutting through two propagator
lines at the time. Of the three cuts, it can be shown that only one is nonzero (cut seen on
Fig. 30 b.) ), due to kinematics and that the relation holds exactly in case of the pion as the
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decay particle. 1 The amplitude in Eq. (5.31) transforms to

2 ImA(t) =
1

2π2t

∫
d4Σ

(Σ ·∆)2 − Σ2∆2

(p+ Σ)2 +m2
e

Fπ0(Q2, Q′
2
) (2πi)2Θ(Q0) δ(Q2) Θ(Q′0) δ(Q′

2
) ,

=
1

4t E

∫
d3Σ

[(
(Σ ·∆)2 − Σ2∆2

)
Fπ0(Q2, Q′2)

]
Q=Q′0=0

(p + Σ)2 +m2
e

δ(|Σ| −
√
m2
e + p2) ,

(5.33)

where p is the three momentum of the outgoing leptons. Since we are working in the pion
rest frame the lepton momenta are equal in magnitude with opposite directions. Integrating
out the three momentum and considering t < 0, the imaginary part of the amplitude is given
by

Im A(t) =
π

2β(t)
ln [γ(t)] Fπ0(0, 0) , (5.34)

with γ(t) = (1− β(t))/(1 + β(t)) and β(t) =
√

1 +m2
e/t. Due to cutting the photon line the

pion TFF is solely evaluated at the on-shell point, which is known by the anomaly calculation
as discussed in Sec. 3.1. Using the definition of the normalized TFF, as given in Eq. (5.1),
we can replace F (0, 0) = 1 (neglecting corrections due to non-zero pion mass).

Before constraining the real part of A we give a brief aside about the unitary bound on
the branching ratio. As the decay rate is proportional to |A|2 one can use the inequality
|A(t0)|2 ≥ |ImA(t0)|2 at t0 = −m2

π/4, which leads to the well-known unitary bound for the
branching ratio

R =
B(π0 → e+e−)

B(π0 → γγ)
≥
(
mαem

mπ

)2 ln2 [γ(t0)]

2β(t0)
= 4.75× 10−8 .

This is a model-independent bound and it is more than 7σ below the experimentally measured
value (KTeV), Ref. [146]. In the next step we will use a once-subtracted dispersion relation
to obtain information for the real part of A(t) and in a final step combine this with the
above-defined imaginary part to get a full prediction for the branching ratio.

(2) Dispersion relations: The general approach of dispersion theory is to reconstruct a
function from information about its underlying analytic structure. This requires knowledge of
residues at poles, discontinuities across cuts or subtraction constants (which are sometimes
introduced to ensure that dispersive integrals are finite). This can, for example, help to
analytically continue experimental data, which is measured in the time-like region, into the
Euclidean space-like domain, where it is sometimes easier to make theoretical predictions.
In our case, we will use a once-subtracted dispersion relation to avoid a direct calculation of
the integral with pole structures. This relates the real part of the amplitude with a weighted
integral of the imaginary part.

Recall Eq. (5.31), which is a analytic function of the incoming pion virtuality (t = ∆2/4)
with a branch cut along the real t-axis, reaching from t = 0 to ∞, see Fig. 30 (c.). To avoid
the branch cut structure we can deform the integration path, as indicated in the figure and
apply Cauchy’s integral theorem. Here we introduce the parameter ε which describes the
distance between the paths and the cut. Furthermore it can be shown that the only paths
contributing are the two paths on both sides of the branch cut (γ+ + γ−). For (ε → 0)
the finite difference between the paths equals the imaginary part of the amplitude and we
conclude that

A(t) =
1

2πi

∮

Γ
dt′
A(t′)

t′ − t =
1

π

∫ ∞

t0

dt′
ImA(t′)

t− t′ . (5.35)

1When considering heavier particle decays such as eg. the η → γγ, contributions from higher order cuts
need to be considered for the imaginary part of the diagram.
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Notice that the dispersive integral is integrated over all t′, such that the knowledge of
Im(A)(t) is needed at all scales. Fortunately the cutting rules provide us with the required
information, and the expression for the imaginary part Eq. (5.34) is inserted in Eq. (5.35)
above. Looking carefully at the powers of t in the integrand, we observ a log-divergence. This
is because Im(A)(t) ∼ log t for t→∞ and

∫ Λ

1
dt′

log t′

t′
∝ log2 Λ . (5.36)

However we can use another tool of the dispersive approach and suppress the integrand by
additional powers of t′ to circumvent the divergence. This is achieved by multiplying with
factors of 1/t′ in the integrand and where each factor introduces a corresponding low-energy
constant. The procedure is called subtraction and leads to the once-subtracted dispersion
relation for A(t). The subtraction is performed using the identity

A(t)−A(0)

t
=

1

π

∫ ∞

0
dt′

1

t′ − t Im
[A(t′)−A(0)

t′

]
. (5.37)

After reshuffling this leads to the final once-subtracted dispersion relation of

A(t) = A(0) +
t

π

∞∫

0

dt′

t′
ImA(t′)

(t′ − t) = A(0) +
1

β(t)

[
i
π

2
ln [γ(t)] + Li2(−γ(t)) +

π2

12
+

1

4
ln2 γ(t)

]
,

(5.38)

where Li2(−γ(t)) is the dilogarithm or Spence function. The expression for the imaginary
part Eq. (5.34) was plugged in above. Since the imaginary part of the amplitude is already
known trough the cutting rules, we can simply concentrate on the real part of the amplitude
and conclude with the following relation,

Re A(t) = A(0) +
ln2 γ(t) + 1

3π
2 + 4 Li2(−γ(t))

4β(t)
. (5.39)

For the on-shell value this implies Re A(t0) = A(0) + 31.92(2) so that the only unknown
left is the subtraction constant A(0) which remarkably, is the only part that contains the
non-perturbative effects from the transition form factor.

In fact, t = 0 is the only point where we can evaluate Eq. (5.31) directly, without
singularities in the integrand and it breaks down to

A(0) =
4

3

∞∫

0

dx

[
3

2
− x+ (x− 2)

√
1 +

1

x

]
F (Q2, Q2) , (5.40)

where the temporary abbreviation x = Q2/(4m2
e) was used. In order to simplify Eq. (5.31)

in this special case (t = 0), we needed to specify the four-vector such that we could evaluate
their products. The form factor is evaluated in the symmetric limit like for t = 0 : Q2 =
Q′2 = Σ2. Thus both arguments of the TFF are the integration variables F (Q2, Q2), such
that Q2 ∈ {0,∞}. The evaluation of Eq. (5.40) is in particular convenient for the DSE
approach as the calculation in the symmetric limit for the TFF does not face any kinematic
limitations. The integrand in Eq. (5.40) is peaked in the low Q2 region, which is already
indicated through the scaled variable x = Q2/(4m2

e). The highest weighted contributions are
from Q2 at the order of the electron mass (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [131] for a plot of the integral
kernel, showing that the integrand is peaked in the lower momentum regime). Thus, the
result for the subtraction constant is mostly dominated by the behavior of the form factor
close to the anomaly value.
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A similar formula as in Eq. (5.40) can be derived using a Mellin-Barnes representati-
on [152]

A(0) ≈ −5

4
+

3

2

∞∫

0

dx ln(4x)
d

dx
F (Q2, Q2), (5.41)

which is only valid to leading order in an expansion in the electron mass and thus is less
precise then Eq. (5.40). However a cross-check with the data of our form factor showed no
noticeable difference in the results evaluated with the different formulas.

Using the fit function Eq. (5.9) as the input for the TFF in the equation above, we
obtain a final number for the subtraction constant of A(0) = −21.85(2). The error comes
from varying the η parameter in the fit function. Now combining the result for the imaginary
and real parts Eqs. (5.34–5.39), one arrives at the on-shell value A(t0) = 10.07(4)−17.45(1) i,
which corresponds to a branching ratio of

B(π → e+e−) = 6.21(3)× 10−8 . (5.42)

5.3.2 Direct calculation by path deformation

Earlier calculations for the rare decay rate [131,147,148] used the dispersive formula explained
in the previous section to evaluate the integral. In order to reform a completely independent
calculation, we developed another strategy to directly solve the integral given in Eq. (5.31).
This is done by carefully analyzing the singularity locations in the complex integration
domain and performing a well-chosen path deformation to reach an equivalent integral that
can be directly evaluated numerically.

Minkowski vs. Euclidean. Eq. (5.31) is defined in the Euclidean signature. This choice
is motivated by limitations in the ranges of Q2 and Q′2 for which the TFF, Fπ0(Q2, Q′2),
is available, coming from the DSE calculation. The TFF itself was evaluated in Euclidean
signature but with a complex value for the external pion momentum ∆, chosen to give the
on shell result ∆2 = −m2

π. As a result, slightly negative values of Q2 and Q′2 can be achieved
but the full range of timelike momenta is not available. This is an important limitation for the
present calculation because if we were to directly take the Minkowski version of Eq. (5.31),
we would be required to integrate the TFF over both timelike and spacelike momenta.

However, the actual physical prediction comes from the Minkowski expression with real
momenta. Thus we can use Eq. (5.31), only if we prove it is equivalent to the latter. This
is an important general rule, nicely discussed in Ref. [43,44]: A calculation in Euclidean
space leads to the correct physical result, when the integral used corresponds to
an analytic continuation of the original Minkowski integral that properly treats
the singularities of the integrand. As is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. [44], the con-
tinuation requires deforming the integration contour so that branch cuts are never crossed.
One can begin either with Minkowski or with real Euclidean momenta, but in the second
case analytic continuation is necessary.

Example, to illustrate these ideas consider the function,

A(t) =

∫
dQ

1

[(Q−
√
t)2 + 1]3/2

. (5.43)

This function is reached by integrating 1/[(Q−
√
t)2 + k2

x + 1]2 over all values of kx and can
be thought of as an exemplary contribution to an amplitude in a toy 1+1 dimensional field
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Figure 31: Sketch of the pole structure in the complex Σ4 plane (red - lepton, blue - photon po-
les). Left shows the set-up when working with real Minkowski momenta and employing
the iε prescription to shift the poles, such that we can perform the Minkowski integral
without crossing singularities. Right, when choosing positive values for t = ∆2/4, which
corresponds to real Euclidean values for the total momentum. Inspired by the plots in
Ref. [44].

theory. Following the discussion above, we note that the integral is well defined for any real
choice of

√
t. This corresponds to an amplitude with real external Euclidean momenta. To

get to the physical prediction, we want to analytically continue to imaginary
√
t meaning

t < 0. As a specific example, suppose the physical result is given by t0 = −4. If we naively
evaluate the integrand at t0 and integrate Q along the real axis then we reach a finite result
of ≈ −0.309. Although the integral is well defined, the problem is that the Q contour inter-
sects a branch cut, meaning that the value we reach is not equal to the analytic continuation
of A(t) and thus not the physical value. If we instead deform the contour (for example set
ImQ = 2i) to avoid the cut, then we reach the correct result A(t0) = −2.

As explained in Ref. [44], this is a common issue in Euclidean bound-state calculations.
From the reduced toy theory in that reference, the reader can learn a lot about how to reliably
perform path deformations to connect to the Minkowski results. Contour deformation have
been applied in different situation throughout the DSE community to calculate various two-
and three-point Green functions, see Refs. [6, 107,153–158]

Kinematic restrictions In Sec. 4.5 we have established that the TFF is subject to kine-
matic restrictions due to the quark poles, which were specified in Eq. (4.44). Following the
same pattern, we can now identify a restricted area for the loop integral of the rare decay
rate A(t), Eq. (5.31), which is restricted by the poles of the loop particles. The singularity
condition on the involved momenta are then given by

(
ImQ(′)

)2
< mγ = 0 ⇒

(
Im

∆

2

)2

< 0 and (Im p)2 < m2
l , (5.44)

where p denotes the relative momentum between the outgoing leptons. As the former relative
momentum Σ becomes the loop momentum, Σ ∈ R and Q = Σ±∆/2. With these conditions
we can again set up the four-vectors in a general frame, analogous to Eq.(4.45), and obtain

∆ =
1

N




0
0

−2i
√
t
√
t+m2

l

4αt


, p =

1

N




0
0

2iα
√
t
√
t+m2

l

−(t+m2
l )


 , (5.45)
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with N =
√
−(t+m2

l ) + 4α2t. With a specific choice for the frame parameter, the condition

Eq. (5.44) then transforms to

t < 0 and (Im t)2 < 4m2
l Re(−t) , (5.46)

for the photon poles and the lepton pole, respectively . In case of the onshell value t =
−m2

π/4 < 0, the photon pole criteria is not fulfilled and prohibits a direct calculation. The
lepton pole criterion on the other hand holds, 0 < m2

lm
2
π and this pole is in principle not

located in the integration domain. However we have to be careful when the path is deformed
in the complex plane to avoid crossing either pole structure.

Singularity structures. To perform the path deformation we need to carefully analyze
Eq. (5.31) to determine the exact pole locations. Complex analysis tells us that we can solve
an integral independent of its integration path, if start- and end-point is the same and if
the path is transformed without crossing any singularities. The poles in Eq. (5.31) appear
for vanishing denominators, which occurs when either of the loop particles goes on-shell (for
the photons {Q2, Q′2} = −m2

γ = 0 and the electron (p+ Σ)2 = −m2
e).

As defined in Eq. (5.31), we chose to keep the amplitude as a function of t, in order to
explore this dependence. Recall that t is the rescaled pion momentum squared, t = ∆2/4. Any
choice besides the on-shell value, t0 = −m2

π/4, is unphysical and has no implications outside
this exploration. However, in the context of our approach is it interesting to investigate the
behavior of the A(t) function and in particular the movement of the poles for different
choices of t. For positive t-values (t > 0), the photons cannot go on-shell and the calculation
of the integral requires no path deformation, as no singularities appear in the integrand. This
corresponds to the case when working purely real Euclidean momenta only and the poles
branch cut distribution are displayed in the right panel of Fig. 31. The figure shows the
complex Σ4 plane, as the outer most integral of the originally four-dimensional Eq. (5.31),
and the branch-cuts, which correspond to the photon (blue) and lepton (red) cuts. Here we
furthermore display the integration path for the Euclidean integral, and we see that in fact,
the integral can be performed without crossing any singularities. However as the physical
information is defined in the time-like region, an analytic continuation would be needed in
that case.

The right panel of Fig. 31 shows the proper Minkowski version of the calculation, where
the iε prescription is used to move the branch cuts from the y-axis into the complex plane
and enable direct evaluation of the physical integral along the vertical path (turquoise). The
Euclidean path follows from performing a Wick rotation. When we start with the Minkowski
version of the integral, it is unambiguous which path one needs to choose for the deformed
Euclidean path (orange), as the Wick rotation forces the path to be on the same side of the
branch cuts.

An alternative approach is shown in the left panel of Fig. 31. Here t > 0 is an unphysical
choice of kinematics, corresponding to real Euclidean momenta. This guarantees that no
branch cuts will cross the horizontal axis so that the Euclidean integral has a clear definition.
As discussed above, to reach the final result one must analytically continue in t. In doing so
the branch cuts will move and the orange contour must be adjusted so that these are never
crossed. In this way, the right panel is smoothly converted into the left, by continuing t.

Considering the integral for the decay amplitude, Eq. (5.31), we start the analysis of the
poles by expressing the four-dimensional integral in terms of spherical coordinates,

∫
d4Σ =

∞∫

0

dΣ Σ2

π∫

0

dθ sin2 θ

π∫

0

dφ sinφ

2π∫

0

dψ =
1

2

∞∫

0

dσσ

1∫

−1

dZ
√

1− Z2

1∫

−1

dY

2π∫

0

dψ .

(5.47)
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Figure 32: (a.) A(t1): Sketch of the pole/branch cut structure in the complex σ-plane. The red
(solid) curve corresponds to the electron cut σe and the blue (dasehed) to the poles in-
troduced by the photons σγ . The deformed path is shown in orange. The naive path
(shaded blue) connects the integration boundaries, σ ∈ {0,∞}, via the positive real
axis, crossing the photon poles. Here t1 = (−1 + i)m2

π/4 and ml = 0.05GeV was chosen
for graphical purpose, as the features of the paths can be seen in more detail. (b.) A(t0):
Shows cuts and path for the actual calculations at the on-shell point t0. In this case the
cuts are almost on top of another.

To identify the exact pole locations in terms of the spherical integration variables, we need
to define the relevant four-vectors and their relations to the integration coordinates,

σ = Σ2 , Z =
Σ ·∆√
Σ2∆2

=
Σ ·∆
2
√
σt
, Y =

p · Σ
i
√
σ
√
t+m2

e

√
1− Z2

, (5.48)

where once more ∆ is the total momentum and Σ the relative momentum of the decaying pion
but also the loop integration momentum. As discussed above, we always keep the Euclidean
loop momentum real implying in this case that {σ, Z, Y } ∈ R. For time-like t-values (t < 0)
this implies (Σ ·∆) ∈ C in order to keep Z ∈ R. In the pion rest-frame the four-vector are
then given by,

∆ = 2
√
t




0
0
0
1


 , p = i

√
t+m2

e




0
0
1
0


 , Σ =

√
σ




√
1− Z2

√
1− Y 2 sinψ√

1− Z2
√

1− Y 2 cosψ√
1− Z2 Y

Z


 . (5.49)

The integration of the innermost angle is trivial, as the integrand does not depend on it, and
evaluates to 2π. Using the scalar products for the four-vectors, the integral A(t), Eq. (5.31)
takes the following form,

A(t) = − 2

π2

(2π)4

(2π)3

1

2

∞∫

0

dσ σ2

1∫

−1

dZ
(1− Z)3/2F (Q2, Q′2)

(σ − t)2 + 4tσ(1− Z)2
(5.50)

×
1∫

−1

dY
1

σ − t+ 2i
√
σ
√
t+m2

e

√
1− Z2Y

.

The denominator in the Z integral corresponds to the expression for the photons poles Q2Q′2

and likewise the denominator in the Y integral to the lepton pole contribution ((p+Σ)2+m2
e).

The integration in Y can be performed analytically,

1∫

−1

dY
1

a+ Y
= ln

a+ 1

a− 1
, with a :=

σ − t
2i
√
σ
√
t+m2

e

√
1− Z2

, (5.51)
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for all a ∈ C except −1 < a < 1, in which case the logarithm develops a branch cut, which
we refer to as the lepton cut, as it originates from that particle going onshell. For a general t
we denote the values of the radial integration variable σ where the logarithm hits the lepton
cut, by

σ±e (t, Z) =
(√

tZ2 −m2
e(1− Z2)± i

√
t+m2

e

√
1− Z2

)2
. (5.52)

This produces a cut in the complex σ-plane, see the red curve in Fig. 32 (b.), which can be
obtained by varying Z in the integration region of Z ∈ {−1, 1}. For Z = ±1 this corresponds
to σ±e (t,±1) = t and for Z = 0 to the endpoints at σ±e (t, 0) = −(

√
t+m2

e ±me)
2. As we

can see in the figure, for the real integration contour σ ∈ {0,∞} and for any real value of t,
the integral does not cross the lepton cut. However additional cuts, due to the photons, will
force us to deform the contour into the complex plane. For this reason, it is important to be
aware of, and navigate around, the lepton cut as well.

Turning now to the photons, these go onshell and produce a cut whenever

Q2Q′2 = 0 ⇒ σ±γ (t, Z) = t
(
Z ± i

√
1− Z2

)2
. (5.53)

This describes a circle around the origin in the complex σ-plane with a radius of |t| and an
opening at σ = t, as at this point the numerator and the denominator in the Z integral
cancel perfectly resulting in a removable singularity.

Path deformation. The combination of lepton and photon cut, Fig. 32 (b.) leave one
possible path deformation. We are forced to separate the path into four pieces navigating
through the narrow ridge between the cuts. The different paths are parameterized through,

(1) : γ1(t) =
1

2

(
σ−γ (t, Z = 0, ) + σe(t, Z = 0)

)
α = −

√
t+m2

e (
√
t+m2

e −m)α , (5.54)

(2) : γ2(t) =
1

2

(
σ−γ (t, Z = α) + σe(t, Z = α)

)
,

(3) : γ3(t) = (1 + α(λ− 1)) t1−α ,

(4) : γ4(t) = λ+
α2

[1− α+ 1/Λ]
.

where α ∈ {0, 1}, λ is a point on the positive real axis far away from the cuts and Λ→∞ is
the UV cutoff of the σ integral. To summarize, we were able to perform a direct calculation
by (1) locating all cuts in the complex integration domain and (2) making use of Cauchy
integral theorem, deforming the path into an integration contour connecting the original
integration borders {0;∞} but without crossing any singularities.

The cut structure shown in Fig. 32 (b.) is displayed for t1 = (−1 + i)m2
π/4 as this is

better suited for explaining the path-deformation, however for the decay rate we need to
evaluate A(t0) at t0 = −m2

π/4, which is shown in Fig. 32 (c.). Due to the small lepton
mass (me � mπ) the two cuts nearly overlap in this case. Fortunately, the cuts open up
on opposite sides, such that a path-deformation as shown in the figure is still possible but
numerically more difficult. The integrand in Z is highly peaked in this case and requires a
high resolution in the angular grid. In the work presented in Ref. [81] an adaptive integration
routine was used for this angular integration, distributing grid points as needed.

As mentioned above, t was left as a free parameter and the decay amplitude A(t) was
calculated for all t values. The results published in Ref. [81] are shown in the right panel of
Fig. 33. This shows very nicely that the amplitude develops a branch cut in the imaginary
part for time-like t. The resulting on-shell value is given by

A(t0) = 10.10(3) + 17.45(1)i . (5.55)
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Figure 33: Left, values in the complex Q2-plane for which we evaluate the TFF based on the inte-
gral boundaries. The shaded blue shows the original parabola around the real axis with
apex at t0. Due to the path-deformation the domain changes slightly (shaded violet) in
the smaller Q2 region. The Q′2 regional plot covers the same plane and thus the total
evaluation corresponds to a parabola in the complex Q2 − Q′2 plane. Right, result for
decay-amplitude A(t) for complex t values. The unit for t is GeV2 and A(t) is dimen-
sionless. For the decay rate it was evaluated at t0 = −m2

π/4 ≈ −0.0005 GeV2 (red dot).

The error reflects the uncertainties associated with the form factor fit Eq.(5.8), reflected by
the parameter ξ = 1.0± 0.1.

Kinematic evaluation of the TFF. Applying the path deformation we are able to calcu-
late the integral without crossing any singularities. In the course of the deformation, the TFF
is now evaluated for slightly different values in the {Q2, Q′2} plane compared to the original
integration path. Recall the connection between the photon momenta and the integration
variables in Eq. (5.50),

{Q2, Q′2} = η+±ω = Σ2 +
∆2

4
±Σ ·∆ = σ+ t± 2

√
σ tZ

onshell
= σ− m

2
π

4
± imπ

√
σZ . (5.56)

The original path runs over over σ ∈ {0,∞} and Z ∈ {−1, 1}, which leads to a parabola in
the complex Q2-plane with apex at zero, see right panel Fig. 33. With the path deformation,
Eq. (5.54), the region slightly changes (light purple), such that overall the TFF is evaluated
in a larger parabola in the complex Q2 domain, indicated in light gray.

5.3.3 Summary and conclusion

To summarize, the calculation for the π0 → e+e− decay rate was performed at leading-order
in QED. In the previous sections, we present two different methods how to determine the
decay rate, as singularities in the integrand complicate the evaluation of the loop-integral.
Two different strategies were applied: (1) the use of a dispersion relation (DR), Eq. (5.38), and
(2) solving the integral by deforming the integration path (direct), Eqs. (5.50) and (5.54).
The first method was established by the authors in Ref. [147] and reduces the problem
to an almost completely analytic integral, where the only non-perturbative input is the
subtraction constant A(0). The constant relies on knowledge of the transition form factor in
the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2 and Q2 ∈ R). Following along the lines of the references we
used the results of our transition form factor calculation, given in Sec. 5.1, and obtained a
value of ADR(t0) = 10.07(4)− 17.45(1)i.

In a second try, we worked out an independent way to transform the path in the complex
plane, carefully avoiding the pole structures which arise in the integral. This required slightly
different values for {Q2, Q′2} in the complex momentum plane and led to a final value of
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Collaboration B(π0 → e+e−) [10−8]

Experiment [146,149,150] 6.87(36)
Dorokhov (2008) [147,148] 6.2(1)

Masjuan (2015) [131] 6.23(5)
Our result (DR) 6.21(3)

Our result (direct) 6.22(3)

Table 8: Our result for the rare decay, obtained either with the dispersion relation (DR) or direct-
ly from the contour deformation, compared to other theoretical calculations and experi-
ment.

Adirect(t0) = 10.10(3) + 17.45(1)i, which is in agreement with the result from the dispersive
formula within the error bars. The errors are once more based on the variation of the η
parameter in the interaction model of our truncation, Eq. (4.34), and translate into the
corresponding error, ξ = 1.0±0.1 in the TFF fit function, Eq. (5.9). The comparison between
the two methods provides a valuable cross-check and supports previous results by other
collaboration using the dispersive method, Refs. [131, 147, 148]. Even though the TFF is
probed in different kinematic regions in both methods, the results are remarkably close,
hinting that the impact of the TFF on the final result is small. Table 8 gives an overview
of our final numbers and compares our calculation with results from other non-perturbative
calculations and the experimental value measured at KTeV.

Other non-perturbative calculations. The authors in [131,147,148] used the dispersive
relation explained in the previous section 5.3.1. In this case, the only non-perturbative input
remaining is the subtraction constant A(0). The references use the Mellin-Barnes represen-
tation for the constant, Eq. (5.41), instead of the direct integral for A(0). However, this has
shown to have a negligible effect on the final results and appears to be a fair approximation.
Thus, the only difference between the two publications and our result lies in the input of the
pion TFF to determine A(0).

In Refs. [147,148], Fπ0(Q,Q′) is obtained using a phenomenologically motivated parame-
trization of experimental data, which is based on the expected vector-meson-dominance of
the TFF. The data is taken from the TFF measurement of the CLEO collaboration [124].
Due to the lack of data in the doubly-virtual sector, additional high-energy QCD constraints
were applied to compensate for this deficit.

In the more recent Ref. [131], the authors use yet another data-driven reconstruction, but
in this case, the fit uses rational polynomials. It is based on the theory of Padé approximants
and is able to provide an error estimation combining the uncertainties from the experimental
measurements and the error associated with the fitting procedure. For the doubly-virtual
kinematics of the pion TFF, it is extended to Canterbury approximants. Since, in this case,
the doubly-virtual experimental data are not available, the authors have to make assumptions
motivated by the high energy behavior of the form factor to make a prediction. The fits are
limited by the available experimental data of the pion TFF in the singly- and doubly-virtual
regime.

Comparison of theoretical results. The comparison in Table. 8 shows that all results
from non-perturbative calculations are in good agreement within their error bars. Since
the same technique was applied, we conclude that the differences are based on the slightly
different results for the pion transition form factor. Data-driven approaches such as [131,
147,148] are limited to the available experimental measurements of (π0 → γγ), whereas our
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approach delivers a top-down calculation of the TFF based on the gluon-quark interaction.
On the other hand, it is suffering from an error that is not quantifiable due to the truncation
performed at the level of these interactions. The data-driven approaches can provide a more
rigorous error estimate due to error propagation of the error associated with the experimental
measurements.

On the other hand, it appears that the decay rate is not overly sensitive to different
representations for the TFF as long as QCD constraints, such as the anomaly value, are
satisfied. Fig. 2 in Ref. [131] shows the contribution for the integral in Eq. (5.31) for different
energy scales. It reveals that the integrand is peaked at very low energies and thus gives a
large weight to the values close to the anomaly prediction. It furthermore shows that 99%
of the integral contribution comes from the region below 1 GeV2, such that the asymptotic
behavior of the TFF at large momenta is basically irrelevant. In this context, it is not
surprising that the final results are in good agreement, as any meaningful calculation for the
pion TFF fulfills the anomaly constraints, and thus shows very similar behavior in the lower
momentum regime.

Comparison to the experimental value. With the current theoretical results, the dis-
crepancy of 2.0σ to the experimental measurement of KTeV remains. The tension could be
resolved with a new and more precise measurement from the NA62 experiment at CERN.
This is a kaon experiment with a decay-in-flight technique that is on the lookout for physics
beyond the Standard Model in different kaon and pion decay processes, see Ref. [159,160].

From the theoretical point of view one can choose to interpret the discrepancy in two
directions, by either demanding more calculations based on the Standard Model (SM) or
expecting that these effects are a strong indication for physics beyond the SM (BSM), which
leads to different future plans:

• SM physics: Improvements on the calculations and experimental analyses based on
the SM, demanding that all effects involved in this decay process are solely SM physics.
In this case, the experimental analyses could be further improved by a reevaluation of
the radiative corrections, which has previously already helped to reduce the uncertain-
ties and discrepancies, Ref. [149,150]. Furthermore, an investigation of the decay rates
with other non-perturbative approaches, such as lattice QCD, could be beneficial.

• BSM physics: Studying new mechanisms beyond the Standard Model, see Ref. [161,
162].

5.4 η - η′ transition form factor

The results of this section were presented in [77] and are summarized here to complete the
story of meson pseudo-scalar form factors. As the numerical techniques, as well as available
experimental data, evolves, more and more non-perturbative approaches can properly cal-
culate the pion transition form factor and, consequently, using the dispersive formula, the
pion-pole contribution to HLbL mesonic exchange. The lightest meson is undeniably the
most important of these contributions, however, to achieve the desired accuracy in the case
of the muon aµ it is crucial to consider other meson exchange channels, such as the η, η′.
The DSE approach is certainly not designed to achieve a high precision result (at least not
in the RL truncation and with the unaccounted error), but we consider it a useful tool to
give phenomenological guidance to other approaches (about asymptotic behavior and ge-
neral form), as long as it remains to be numerically challenging or impossible to calculate
this TFF in other non-perturbative methods. The additional difficulties associated with the
η − η′ mixing, have lead few non-perturbative approaches to calculate this observable and
thus we can certainly provide a useful result for cross-checking. The η, η′ pole contribution
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to aµ follow along the same lines as in case of the pion, thus the η and η′ TFF is needed, the
details of this will be discussed in Sec. 5.6.1.

The η − η′ TFF have strangeness content, as their quark-field content is a linear com-
bination of the three quark-antiquark pairs of up, down and strange and given by η =
1/
√

6(ūu + d̄d − 2s̄s) and η′ = 1/
√

3(ūu + d̄d + s̄s). They are spin one particles and carry
negative parity. In order to properly treat the combination including strange quarks we need
to consider the effects of η − η′ mixing. It is easiest to start with ideally mixed states, these
separate the flavor content between light and strange quark such that we divide between me-
sons with light (n = {u, d}) quark content only, π0 ∼ (uū− dd̄)/

√
2 and ηn ∼ (uū+ dd̄)/

√
2

respectively, and the strange ηs ∼ (ss̄) mesons. The same notation will be used for the ac-
cording TFFs, with Fπγγ , Fnγγ and Fsγγ and their decay constants denoted respectively by
fπ, fn and fs. All TFF’s in the DSE approach are calculated exactly like the pion TFF, by
evaluation the triangle diagram, Fig. 19 (a.) and respectively Eq. (4.42). By changing the
quark content of the decaying mesons, the mass of the loop particle changes accordingly and
the flavor trace evaluates to a different factor. To account for this difference we define

{Fπγγ , Fnγγ , Fsγγ} =
1

4π2fπ
{Fπ, c̃nFn, c̃sFs} (5.57)

where c̃n = cn fπ/fn, c̃s = cs fπ/fs and

cn =
q2
u + q2

d

q2
u − q2

d

=
5

3
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√
2 q2

s

q2
u − q2

d

=

√
2

3
, (5.58)

so that the computation for the dimensionless Fπ,n,s(Q2, Q′2) only differ by the quark-mass
used for the loop particle. Since the quark content is the same for the light mesons, calculation
wise one treats Fπ(Q2, Q′2) = Fn(Q2, Q′2).

For the calculation, we employed the same truncation and parameters, as in the case
of the pion. Namely the Maris-Tandy model for the effective coupling α(k2), Eq. (4.34),
with parameters Λ = 0.74 GeV and η = 1.85 ± 0.2. Recall that the scale parameter Λ is
fixed by matching the experimental value for the mass and decay constant for the neutral
pion. The η-parameter correspond to the shape of the interaction and, when varied in a
small range, leaves the results for the pion mass unchanged. This is once more used as a
rough estimate for the effects of the truncation. The mass of the strange quark is fixed at
ms = 85 MeV for the same renormalization point (µ = 19 GeV) and we obtain a kaon mass
of mK = 495.0(5) MeV. To summarize, by changing the current quark mass in the diagram
to a strange quark, we can calculate results for Fsγγ . The anomaly demands that the on-shell
form factor in the chiral limit is F(0, 0) = 1. For the light form factor, we previously obtained
Fπ,n(0, 0) = 0.996, correctly reproducing the anomaly. In the case of the strange TFF, we
now obtain Fs(0, 0) = 0.890, which is slightly smaller as in the light quark case. The form
factor was calculated in the directly accessible kinematic domain (see Fig. 21) and fitted.
It turns out that the fit function used for the pion, Eq. (5.8), with adapted parameters,
reproduced the Fs data correctly. The parameters for Fs can be seen in Tab. 9, where the
result for the light TFF is restated for convenience. A comparison plot between the light and
the strange pseudo-scalar TFF is given in Fig. 34.

The rainbow-ladder truncation does not produce the correct mixing behavior between
η − η′, as the U(1)-anomaly term, that is responsible for the effect, is non-existing when
working in this truncation. The AXWTI, as introduced in Eq. (2.64), only hold for flavor
non-singlet vertices, whereas the η are exactly the singlets of the meson nonet. The full
AXWTI with flavor indices is given in the Appendix, Eq. (B.17), and contains the term from
the QCD anomaly. On the other hand, as the rainbow-ladder truncation performs very well
in the light meson sector and fulfills the VWTI and the simplified AXWTI, thus guaranteeing
charge conservation, we decided to stick to the truncation scheme and follow along the lines
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Fn(Q2, Q′2) :
mv a0 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3

0.77 GeV 0.996 0.735 1.214 1.547 0.089 0.133 0.0002

c1 c2 d1 d2 e1 e2

0.384 0.430 2.010 0.024 1.540 0.00005

Fs(Q
2, Q′2) :

mv a0 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3
1.02 GeV 0.890 1.016 1.181 1.493 1.140 0.043 0.00002

c1 c2 d1 d2 e1 e2

0.418 0.489 2.220 0.101 1.540 0.00005

Table 9: Parameters for the fit function Eq. (5.9) for the light transition form factor

(Fn(Q2, Q′2) = Fπ(Q2, Q′2)) re-quoted here for convenience from Tab.4) and the new

result for the strange-quark TFF (Fs(Q
2, Q′2)). The plotted form factors can be seen in

Fig. 34.
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Figure 34: Transition form factor of ideally mixed pseudo-scalar meson states. Left in the sin-
gly virtual limit. Right for doubly virtual photon moment in the symmetric limit. The
error-band in both cases stems from the error associated with the ξ parameter in the fit
functions, Eq. (5.9) and parameters in Tab. 9.

of Ref. [163–166] to incorporate the mixing effects. This also ensures consistency between
the calculation for the pion and the η-η′ TFF.

The authors of Refs. [163–166] suggest a two-angle mixing scheme in the quark flavor
basis in order to related the ideally mixed states (π0, ηn, ηs) to the physical ones (η, η′). This
can be done by multiplying with a mixing matrix U(φ) and reads,

(
η
η′

)
= U(φ)

(
ηn
ηs

)
, with U(φ) =

(
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ

)
(5.59)

and where φ is the mixing angle. Following this scheme, the corresponding decay constants
(to the different flavor bound-sates) can be written in a matrix notation and follow this
pattern,

(
fnη f sη
fnη′ fsη′

)
= U(φ)

(
fn 0

0 fs

)
. (5.60)

In terms of flavour singlet and octet contributions to the decay constants of the physical
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mesons the mixing pattern results in
(

f8
η f1

η

f8
η′ f1

η′

)
=

(
cos θ8 − sin θ1

sin θ8 cos θ1

)(
f8 0

0 f1

)
(5.61)

with two different angles θ1 and θ8. The different quantities are related to each other via [164]

f8 =
√

(f2
n + 2f2

s )/3 , θ8 = φ− arctan

√
2fs
fn

,

f1 =
√

(2f2
n + f2

s )/3 , θ1 = φ− arctan

√
2fn
fs

.

(5.62)

The explicit values for fn, fs and the angle φ have been determined in a number of works,
see e.g. Ref. [167] for an overview. For our calculations below we will use [165],

fn
fπ

= 1.07(2) ,
fs
fπ

= 1.34(6) , φ = 39.3◦(1.0◦) . (5.63)

Using the chiral anomaly predictions with Fn(0, 0) = Fs(0, 0) = 1 and assuming that the
mixing in Eq. (5.59) is momentum independent one can find relations for the mixing of the
TFFs in the chiral limit (see e.g. [168]). These are then generalized to physical quark masses
and lead to (

Fηγγ(Q2, Q′2)

Fη′γγ(Q2, Q′2)

)
= U(φ)

(
Fnγγ(Q2, Q′2)

Fsγγ(Q2, Q′2)

)
, (5.64)

which we will use below to determine our results for the physical Fη,η′ .
In Ref. [169] a simplified mixing scheme (Fπ = Fn = Fs) was used to determine the η

and η′ TFFs. In this case, everything is described by the pion transition form factor, and
no strange quarks are involved. In Ref. [77], we compared the TFFs using the mixing as
suggested above, Eq. (5.64) and this simplified version to assess the relevance of the different
dynamics of the strange quark, see therein for a discussion of the results.

To recap, for the final results of the η-η′ transition form factor we thus follow Eq . (5.64),
using the fit functions for the light and strange pseudo-scalar TFF (corresponding parameters
in Tab. 9 and shown in Fig. 34) and multiplied with the mixing matrix, Eq. (5.59), and flavor
factors, Eq. (5.4). In a last step we need to perform error propagation to provide the results
plotted in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 with the seen error-band.

Error propagation. As the result for the strange TFF (Fs in Tab. 9) was fitted with
the same function, Eq. (5.9), it also contains the parameter ξ. This parameter reflects the
combined theoretical uncertainty, including the error associated with the Maris-Tandy model
and the error from the calculation of values in kinematically inaccessible regions ( based on
the extrapolation for larger Q2). The choice ξ = 1.0 ± 0.1 still holds in case of the strange
TFF, as the value was a rather conservative estimate and the changes due to the strange mass
are minimal, see Fig. 34 for comparison. Other numerical errors, such as the ones associated
with the evaluation of the individual ingredients (meson amplitude, quark propagator and
quark-photon vertex), are negligible compared to ξ. However we have to take into account
the errors due to the approximate mixing scheme. These are represented by the uncertainties
in the determination of the decay constants and mixing angle used therein, Eq. (5.63). We
perform a proper error propagation and combine the uncertainties in quadrature, such that
the error is given by,

∆Fη(′)γγ [φ, (fs/fπ), (fn/fπ), ξn, ξs] =

√(
∂Fη(′)γγ

∂φ
∆φ

)2

+

(
∂Fη(′)γγ

∂(fs/fπ)
∆(fs/fπ)

)2

+ . . .

(5.65)
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Figure 35: The transition form factors Fηγγ and Fη′γγ in the singly-virtual limit (Q′2 = 0) (DSE
[77]) compared to experimental results from CELLO [123] and CLEO [124] (results from
different reactions averaged and error added in quadrature) and the results from a data
based analysis using Canterbury approximants [85].

and added/subtracted from the central value to form the error-band. The form factor thus
takes into account the dependencies on all the mixing parameters and the theoretical error
in the fit ξ. Here we differentiate between ξn and ξs, as even though their absolute value is by
coincident the same, the error itself corresponds to individual fit results, and each error has
to be taken into account. The errors are: ∆φ = 1.0◦,∆(fs/fπ) = 0.06,∆(fn/fπ) = 0.02 and
∆ξn,s = 0.1. The main challenge for the DSE approach remains, however, a systematic error
estimate. The error associated with the fit ∆ξ is only a rough guess and is not a measure for
the total truncation error, but rather quantifies the model dependence. To do a more proper
truncation estimate, one would have to include higher-order Green functions and evaluate
the difference, meaning going beyond rainbow-ladder.

Our final results for the η and η′ TFFs in the singly virtual case are shown in Fig. 35.
We compare results with the experimental data from the CELLO [123], CLEO [124] and Ba-
bar [170] collaborations, and to the data-based analysis using Canterbury approximants [85].

Results in other approaches and comparison. The η and η′ transition form factor
has been calculated in other non-perturbative approaches as well as measured in several
experiments, which allows for comparison and interpretation of our results. The authors of
Refs. [133,171] also work in the DSE framework, and their recent results followed along the
lines of their previous publication on the pion TFF (Ref. [132]). Here we will briefly summa-
rize the method therein and differences again to interpret the different results. In comparison
to our study, Ref. [133] applies a modified truncation for the BSE kernel. The meson BSE
is solved in the usual matter, but the authors refrain from solving the inhomogeneous BSE
for the vertex. Instead, they work on the level of the unamputated vertex and approximate
this quantity with Ansätze that are expressed in terms of the quark dressing functions (simi-
lar as in the case of the Ball-Chiu vertex). To obtain the correct anomaly value, additional
parameters in these models are fixed accordingly. In order to ensure the correct mixing for
the η and η′ meson, they added an additional term to the interaction kernel in the BSE for
the meson (references as “anomaly term” therein). In this way, the mixing of the η-states is
naturally generated when solving the BSE. However, it introduces more parameters, which
are then fixed by obtaining the correct masses and decay constants for η and η′. The addi-
tional term also breaks the AXWTI, Eq. (2.64), as the self-energy term in the quark DSE
is not changed accordingly, which would generally mean that current conservation is not
ensured. Such that in the end, incorporating the proper mixing scheme comes with some
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Figure 36: Fη′γγ for a set of point for doubly virtual photons. Compared to the experimental data
from the BaBar Collaboration [170], which is plotted with a combination of statistical
and systematic error, and the results from a data based analysis using Canterbury appro-
ximants [85].

subtleties which effects are hard to quantify. It conveniently provides us with the chance to
directly compare the impact of these different truncation schemes within the DSE approach
for physical observables and allows us to interpret the subtle differences, which is very useful
for future studies in the DSE framework.

The Canterbury approximants avoid several complications that arise in other approaches
(problems such as mixing or the heavier mass of the ηs), as they solely use different sets of
experimental data, but apply the same form for fitting the data as in the case of the pion.
This is a generalized Padé style fit function, Eq. (5.10). In case of the η/η′ the approach is
benefiting from the large set of available experimental data [123,124,170,172–177], which is
especially useful at lower energies where it allows to extract additional term in the fit expan-
sion compared to the pion TFF. The Canterbury results pose as the currently most accurate
theoretical prediction for the TFFs, as the data-driven nature provides an error estimate
based on the performance of the fit and the error associated with the measured experiments.
The currently largest error comes from the on-shell values of the TFF (Fη−η′γγ(0, 0)). A
reduction of the relative error related to this input parameter can substantially improve the
total error of the fit. New experimental data concerning the η can be taken at the future
GlueX experiment at JLab [178].

The singly-virtual domain was measured in the CLEO [124] and CELLO [123] experiment
and is shown compared to our result and the Canterbury TFF in Fig. 35. For Fηγγ∗ , they
are good agreement within another error-bar as well as with the experimental data from
CLEO. In the case of the η′, there are slight differences in the lower momentum region,
however at lager momenta, the results seem to converge to the same asymptotic, and in
the doubly virtual symmetric region it agrees within the error-bars, Fig. 36 rightmost. The
first experimental measurement for doubly virtual photon momenta (momenta ranging from
2 < Q2Q′2 < 60GeV2) was performed by the Babar collaboration Ref. [170] and in Fig. 36 on
the left, we compare our DSE results to the Canterbury calculation and experimental data
for the Fη′γγ in the available sets of (Q2, Q′2) of the Babar measurement. The theoretical
prediction and the Babar data agree fairly well besides for the data points at large values. In
Ref. [170], the authors compared their results to model results from the VMD [179] (vector-
meson dominance) model and a perturbative QCD [180] calculation and found that the data
contradicts the VMD predictions and favor the pQCD.

The result for the η/η′ transition form factor will be furthermore used to calculate the
pseudo-scalar pole contribution to aHLbL

µ in Sec. 5.6.1.
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Figure 37: Left, dressing functions of the scalar Bethe-Salpeter amplitude ΓS(q, P ), with a bound-
state mass of mS = 675 MeV. Right, preliminary results for the scalar TFF with the
Ball-Chui vertex for the quark-photon vertex. The “gauge”-part of the dressing func-
tions are plotted in blue, the yellow and red bands are the transverse scalar TFFs. The
error-band is once more from the variation of the η ∈ {1.85, 2.06}

5.5 Scalar transition form factor

The matrix element for the scalar transition form factor, ΛµνS (Q,Q′), can be decomposed as
the product of tensor structures times scalar form factor amplitudes FS i and is given by

ΛµνS (Q,Q′) =
5∑

i=0

τµνS i (Q,Q
′)FS i(Q

2, Q′
2
) , (5.66)

where Q and Q′ are the outgoing and incoming photon momenta and τµνS i the basis elements
carrying two Lorentz indices. In the case of scalar quantum numbers (JPC = 0++), the
scalar-photon-photon vertex can be described by five possible tensor structures. Three of
those can be associated with a “gauge” part and the remaining two are purely transverse.
The gauge ones should have a value close to zero due to gauge-invariance. This poses as a
good cross-check for the full determination of the TFFs.

To construct the basis for the scalar-photon-photon-vertex we proceed along the lines of
Ref. [181] (see Eq. (13) therein) and obtain the following five basis elements,

τµνS 1 = δµν , τµνS 2 = QµQ′ν , τµνS 3 =
(
QµQν +Q′µQ′ν

)
, (5.67)

τµνS 4 = tµνQQ′ , τµνS 5 = tµαQQt
αν
Q′Q′ ,

With the dimensionful transverse projector tµνab = (a · b)δµν − bµaν . More details on how to
construct a general basis for a current-vertex and the particular basis for the scalar-two-
photon current can be found in [181] Sec. II. Recall the form factor integral as given by the
triangle Feynman graph reads

ΛµνS (Q,Q′) = 2e2 Tr

∫
d4k

(2π)4
S(k+) ΓS(k,∆)S(k−) Γµ(r−,−Q)S(k + Σ) Γν(r+, Q

′) , (5.68)

here with the scalar Bethe-Salpeter amplitude ΓS(k,∆) and the usual quark propagators
S(k±) and quark-photon-vertices Γµ.
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Scalar Bethe-Salpeter amplitude. A scalar meson carries quantum numbers JPC = 0++

and the corresponding basis reads

τ iS(p, P ) = {1, i /P (p · P ), i/p,
[
/p, /P

]
} , ⇒ ΓAB abS =

4∑

i=0

fi τ
i
S(p, P )⊗ CABS ⊗FabS . (5.69)

In contrast to the pseudscalar meson, due the change in partiy P = +1 the factor of γ5

is no longer needed. To obtain the same properties under charge conjugation, the scalar
product (p ·P ) is then multiplied to the second component such that Γ̄S(p, P ) = ΓS(−p, P )
(following the definition of charge conjugation in Eq. (5.6)). The matrix in color space is
simply CAB = δAB and the flavor structure is the same as for the neutral pion, Fab = σab3 .

The left panel of Fig. 37 shows a representative result of a scalar Bethe-Salpeter amplitude
in the RL truncation. The effective interaction of the model was specified in Eq. (4.33) and
the parameters therein chosen with Λ = 0.74 GeV and η = 1.85. As mentioned previously,
the parameters are chosen to reproduce the physical pion mass and decay constant and the
same set is used for all subsequent calculations, such as the scalar meson amplitude. Within
the RL truncation we obtain a scalar meson mass of mS = 675(3) MeV. In the calculation
of scalar TFFs we will use the scalar dressing functions, as displayed in Fig. 37 left panel,
but different masses (corresponding to various scalar states) for the total momentum in the
triangle diagram (∆2 = −mS physical). In this sense, the “off-shell” dependence of the scalar
meson amplitude is only carried by the tensor part.

Scalar mesons decay electromagnetically into photons and leptons but also into lighter
mesons (such as pions) through the strong force. Thus they are QCD resonances and carry
a non-vanishing decay-width in comparison to the pions or kaons, which are true QCD
bound-states. The functional form of the rainbow-ladder truncations does not allow for any
intermediate decay channels, as this is not a part of the interaction kernel in a bound-state
calculation. Thus it omits the proper treatment of these resonances but instead considers
all BSAs as a QCD bound-states. The lightest scalar meson, the σ/f0(500), is a particularly
broad resonance state. In fact, it is under debate if the underlying structure of the σ is really
of quark-antiquark nature or if it could possibly be a four-quark-state (tetra-quark). This
consideration are based on the unexpectedly large mass of the σ in comparison to the other
scalar resonances in the nonet. This led to multiple investigations of this potential behavior
in various non-pertubative approaches, see Refs. [182–184]. Recent studies of tetra-quark in
DSE approach can be found in Refs. [8, 185,186].

Bearing this in mind, we consider focusing on heavier scalar states, which could be consi-
dered as QCD bound-states in a narrow-width approximation. This, of course, comes with it’s
own set of problems, as large bound-state masses limit the kinematically accessible region,
recall Fig. 21.

Kinematic domains. In Sec. 4.5 we explored the fact that the TFFs in our DSE calcu-
lation are objected to kinematic restriction due to the poles of the quark propagators. Due
to the larger masses of the scalar mesons in comparison to the pion, the accessible range is
reduced. The on-shell condition demands ∆ = (0, 0, 0,−imS), thus the mass of the decaying
meson ultimately determines the complex momenta range evaluated in the triangle diagram.
The kinematically accessible region for different values of the frame parameter α and different
masses, with momentum choice as introduced in Eq. (4.45), is shown in Fig. 21. The overview
revealed that for heavier masses the accessible domain continuously shrinks. The second row
in this figure was chosen as a representative value for the scalar TFF with the DSE scalar
meson mass of mS = 675MeV. For a meson mass > 1GeV the quark singularities completely
omits a determination of the TFF. For slightly lighter scalar meson, where at least small
region are accessible, we can consider a calculation using the technique applied in case of
the pion TFF at large Q2 values, see Sec. 5.1. In this case, we used an extrapolation with
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Figure 38: Scalar transition form factor dressing functions fi in the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2):
f4 in the left and f5 in the right panel. The two bands are obtained from using a bare
quark-photon vertex or a Ball-Chiu vertex in the full Q2 domain. The error-band corre-
sponds to the variation of η ∈ {1.85, 2.06}

additional physical constraints. The DSE approach is more suited for lighter scalar states,
and it seems feasible to calculate scalar TFF amplitudes ranging from the broad σ/f0(500)
up till the f0(980) or the a0(980).

Besides the constraints from the quark poles, we face the additional difficulty that in
the case of the scalar TFF the basis given in Eq. (5.67) degenerates in the symmetric limit.
When Q2 = Q′2, the TFF depends on less independent variables, and the constructed basis,
Eq. (5.67), breaks down. To obtain the value in the symmetric limit, we simply calculated
values close to the limit and apply an interpolation. Another possibility would be to construct
a reduced basis for this particular limit. At current status, further investigations are needed
to explore the options and the numeric limitations.

Preliminary results and vertex dependence. The right panel in Fig. 37 shows results
for all scalar TFF dressing functions fi using the Ball-Chiu part for the quark-photon vertex,
Eq (4.28) and in the symmetric limit (Q2 = Q′2). The first three amplitude are the gauge-
part of the transition amplitude and gauge-invariance requires them to vanishes, and indeed
we can observe that they are noticeably smaller then the transverse dressing functions: f4, f5.
In Sec. 5.1 Fig. 23 right, we have shown, that only the full quark-photon vertex was able
to produce the anomaly value and includes important physical effects, due the vector-meson
poles, that propagate into the behavior of the TFFs. Consequently we expect a calculation
with the full vertex to show a significant difference to the BC result, such that the first three
unphysical amplitudes will complete converge to a value around zero.

Fig. 38 shows a close-up on the two transverse dressing function f4, f5, either calculated
with a bare quark-photon vertex or using the Ball-Chiu part. The calculations with the full
vertex are yet to be performed. Equally as in the case of the pion TFF, Fig. 23 on the right,
we observe that applying the BC vertex rather than bare version enhances the value of the
TFF amplitudes. Especially in case of the leading amplitude, f5, we find a significant change.

Summary and Outlook. We have started the determination of the scalar transition
form factor by performing a calculation employing a bare vertex or the Ball-Chiu part for
the quark-photon vertex. These results already show general behavior of the form factors
amplitude. In particular, we clearly observe the constraints by gauge-invariance, as the first
three amplitudes are significantly smaller than the leading transverse amplitudes (f4, f5). As
seen in the case of the pion TFF, we expect the full tensor structure of the quark-photon
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<latexit sha1_base64="ygwDpNtYbJYwqF+LqWEZmW38sEw=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="b4dLAMlxo8oYgr8lLkV01rQHixQ=">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</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="MF8xz6Z60rdFaiidY3t/eDiKtM0=">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</latexit>

‘Qµ
<latexit sha1_base64="ygwDpNtYbJYwqF+LqWEZmW38sEw=">AAAHOnicpVVLb9NAEJ62YJrySuHIJSJC4oCqpK0El0qVeIgLUitIW6kpke1sEivrh/xICFH+CVf4FfwRrtwQV44c+GaySSnFcRCOnFl/883szOzsrhNpL0lrtS8rq2tXrlrX1ksb12/cvHW7vHnnKAmz2FUNN9RhfOLYidJeoBqpl2p1EsXK9h2tjp3+U9YfD1SceGHwJh1F6sy3u4HX8Vw7BdQql5sqSjwdBm/Hh5NW089a5WptqyZP5fKgbgZVMs9BuLlWoia1KSSXMvJJUUApxppsSvA7pTrVKAJ2RmNgMUae6BVNaAO2GVgKDBtoH/9dfJ0aNMA3+0zE2sUsGm8Mywo9wPtCPDpg86wK4wTyJ973gnVzZxiLZ45wBOnAY0k8vgKeUg+MIkvfMGexFFtyVil16Ilk4yG+SBDO0537eQZNDKwvmgo9F2YXPhz5HqACAWQDEXCVZx4qknEb0hapxEtgPNrwF0Ny9Tme/OzeIcJYMF6ffJ7G/KGZJ7hQhRFkD3Ig8aZgVSQW5s+wHuJI/qHGy69jPrMreUUyt4s8F3HbQDtS6bSAN+1K7v1gIZNXh+ufFNR1KDtnZDJa5NEHrmVFY8QwXMhNzI7k/mz/187LtzxnaenZPlh7iC8GX9GjOXrO28OKaaN1pToqR5uJ17/pOL4eahVJJ3KfdQoqbMOyC5R1mTm7pp28uM/YKjS7qFe4Nm2zj/yCii9X3eVXkHfwch4dMEI5Z/hsmfUl8wPoh+LFlz3I58kYeP+3KCaCvJ5/j6GdTH3gFqn/eWdcHhxtb9V3trYPd6v7u+Y+Wad7dJ8e4s54TPv0kg5wyrk4Mz7QR/pkfba+Wt+s71Pq6oqxuUsXHuvHL9Z1czU=</latexit>

fi0
<latexit sha1_base64="6xSPcmEYupGPjfIkuBmhnekO7nc=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="ylqwcqG2wpQTFh4KkGm/dZqFgMQ=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="b4dLAMlxo8oYgr8lLkV01rQHixQ=">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</latexit>

k +QÕ
<latexit sha1_base64="y65zlW2kEU2JCqUsbqjF8sBrZB0=">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</latexit>

k +Q
<latexit sha1_base64="wmjnm0/GSdSuqHWvUsxax/rbxbM=">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</latexit>

=<latexit sha1_base64="kvmDJ4YnkYZ1Qt097ofkj+Qh4Wo=">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</latexit> +
<latexit sha1_base64="pDzFRUfTSWaPfXCsFweia63w92o=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="pDzFRUfTSWaPfXCsFweia63w92o=">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</latexit>
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Figure 39: aHLbL
µ involving the photon-four-point function Πµναβ(q1, q2, q3, Q). The right-hand

side shows the leading contributions contributions: The First diagram is the meson-
exchange part. Second, the quark-loop contribution further diagrams are negligible.

to be crucial for a complete description of electromagnetic transition form factors. Such
that future studies are awaiting. When the final results with the full vertex are determined,
the scalar TFF can be applied to give guidance on the importance of higher-meson-channel
contributions to the Hadronic-Light-by-Light part in the muon g − 2. An outlook on this
topic will be given in Sec. 5.6.2.

5.6 Hadronic Light-by-Light contribution to aµ

As introduced in Sec. 3.2, for the hadronic contribution to the muon’s anomalous magnetic
moment aµ, one considers two main contributions: The leading hadronic-vacuum polarization
(HVP) and the sub-leading hadronic-Light-by-Light (HLbL) part. In the following section, we
will present our results for the HLbL contribution, as yet another application for transition
form factors and compare to results from other non-perturbative approaches.

Contributions to HLbL from a dispersive view-point. The main part of the HLbL
contribution, is the photon four-point function Πµναβ , as displayed in Fig. 39. This is defined
as the Green function between four-vector currents (as defined in Eq. (2.53)), restated here
for convenience,

Πµναβ(q1, q2, q3, Q) = −i
∫
d4x d4y d4z d4w ei(q1·x+q2·y+q3·z+Q·w) 〈0|T jµ(x)jν(y)jα(z)jβ(Q) |0〉 .

(5.70)
As explained previously in Sec. 3.2, the photon four-point function can be expressed in terms
of tensor elements times scalar dressing functions, where the particular form of the latter
allows for the usage of dispersion relations [72–74,187]. This unitary relation offers an unique
expansion of the photon four-point function in terms of diagrams involving one- or multiple-
particle intermediate states. We identified a leading diagram in the HLbL part as the pion-
pole contribution and the next sub-leading contribution as the pion-box term (which is part
of the meson-loop topology), see Fig. 40. In this figure, the red lines indicate the on-shell
nature of the intermediate particles, and we identified the vertices as form factor amplitudes
(indicated by orange triangles), such that we require the knowledge of on-shell transition
and electromagnetic meson form factors.

The pion-pole contribution is by far the leading part and thus has been considered in
multiple determination of aHLbL

µ over the past years. On the other hand, for the precision
required to reduce the discrepancies in aµ, the contributions of the remaining sub-leading
channels become more and more relevant. Such channels are the pion- or kaon-box-diagram
(left most diagram in the set of the meson-loop diagrams in Fig. 40), the scalar-pole contri-
butions, or the η and the η′-pole contribution. The latter can be combined with the pion-pole
to represent the pseudo-scalar-pole contributions.

The following sections contain results for the leading meson-pole contributions to aHLbL
µ .

Starting with the pion-pole and proceeding towards providing a complete pseudo-scalar con-
tribution by incorporating the η and η′ exchanges, as published in [77]. The section concludes
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Figure 40: Dispersive expansion of aHLbL
µ : Left, shows the decomposition of the photon four-point

function Πµναβ into pion(meson)-pole contribution and the two-pion cut. Right, shows
the decomposition of the two-pion cut contribution, which can be furthermore split into
the pion-box part and the two-pion rescattering diagrams. The double lines are suppose
to denote heavy particle intermediate states (multi-pions states, heavier resonances).

with an outlook for new results in the scalar meson exchange channel, aSµ , in Sec. 5.6.2. For
details on the pion-box contribution, I revise the reader to Ref. [77]. My collaborators have
furthermore provided one of the first estimates for the sub-leading kaon-box, see Ref. [188]
for details on this.

Expansion in fundamental degrees of freedom. Working directly in the space-like
momentum domain that is characteristic for the LbL integral, the photon-four-point function
could also be expanded in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom, see Fig. 41. This
expansion and the subsequent resummation into hadronic degrees of freedom have been
applied in previous DSE calculations and are discussed in detail in Ref. [63]. The expansion
generally agrees with the standard treatments within effective models; see review Ref. [189]
and references therein. The leading terms in this expansion are similar to the quark-loop and
meson-exchange diagrams in the dispersive expansion (Fig. 40). However, different than in
Fig. 40, where the intermediate mesons are on-shell propagators, the mesons appearing in
this alternative expansion are of off-shell nature and represent a set of “resummed mesons”,
including higher-order channels (such as multi-particle exchanges). Considering the meson
off-shell is a somewhat more complicated matter, as it requires a non-unique (but IR or UV-
constrained) prescription for the off-shell meson propagators and likewise their transition
form factors. This is principally achievable by treating the quark-Compton vertex, which
appears in the expansion in Fig. 41 (light grey dot), along the lines of Refs. [13, 103]. In
practice, however, this is currently not feasible due to unsolved problems with transversality
and analyticity in the gauge dependent basis elements of the photon four-point function, see
Ref. [181] for details.

DSE calculations for the HLbL contribution before 2017 used the expansion shown in
Fig. 41. Due to the unresolved problems, the availability of new and improved form factor
results, and the success of the dispersive expansion, we decided to change strategy. As the
two calculations are based on completely different expansions, a comparison between the old
and more recent results is meaningless, and the recent results do not supersede the old ones
but represent a set of completely new and independent results. They will be compared to
results applying the same dispersive expansion, such as the pure data-driven dispersive or
Canterbury calculations.

Lattice calculation. By contrast, when calculating the HLbL contribution on the lattice,
the four-point function, Eq. (5.70), does not need to be expanded into individual contributi-
ons. It can instead be directly calculated, implementing the full Green function. This brings
the advantage of leaving no ambiguities of “higher-order” contributions that could possibly
be missed. The approach simply and directly includes the full non-perturbative nature of the
vector four-point function. The approach is numerically very challenging, and currently, only
two lattice groups, the Mainz group and the RBC/UKQCD collaboration, have been wor-
king on formulating and carrying out the direct lattice calculation for aHLbL

µ . This provides a
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Figure 41: Alternative expansion for the photon-four-point function in terms of quark and gluon
degrees of freedom, corresponding to an expansion in terms of the quark Compton ver-
tex. This expansion was applied in [63, 64]. The fully dressed quark-loop is contained in
the first diagram in this expansion.

first-principles evaluation, but results are not yet competitive in precision with the dispersive
approach. Nonetheless, the lattice determinations today serve as an important consistency
check and are expected to furthermore improve in the upcoming years.

5.6.1 Pseudo-scalar-pole contribution aPS
µ

The meson-pole contribution (left most diagram in Fig. 40) are considered to be the leading
terms in the dispersive expansion. For mesons with general parity and spin the HLbL part for
the meson pole diagram is given by the permuted sum of two on-shell meson TFFs coupled
with the corresponding meson propagator,

Πµναβ
meson-pole(q1, q2, q3, Q) =

∑

M

Fµν,IM (q1, q2)DIJM (q1 + q2)Fαβ,JM (q3, Q) + (perms). (5.71)

Here, Fµν,IM (q1, q2) is the TFF for meson M and DIJM (q1 + q2) its free on-shell propagator,
wich is given by

DIJM (Q) =
1

Q2 +m2
M

, (5.72)

where the superindices I, J encode the total spin J of the intermediate state viz. I =
α1 . . . αJ and mM denotes the mass. The sum in Eq. (5.71) runs over all possible meson
exchanges M , where contribution by heavier mesons are suppressed as DM ∝ m−2

M . As
the class of pseudo-scalar ground-state mesons are the lightest in the spectrum, this is the
leading contribution and it includes the exchange of the pion, the η, and the η′ mesons. The
permutation of diagrams corresponds to the s,t, and u-channel version for the propagator
form factor combination above. In a next step we apply the projector in Eq. (3.18) on the
full photon-four-point function to obtain the the Pauli-form factor F2(0) corresponding to
aµ. In a last step we then perform a Wick rotation of the expression and use the Gegenbauer
technique to evaluate most of the angular integrals and reduce the total number of integral
to three, one angular variable and two space-like momenta. The final expression for the
meson-pole contribution is then given by,

aHLbL; PS
µ =

−2π

3

(α
π

)3
∫ ∞

0
dQ1dQ2

∫ +1

−1
dz
√

1− z2Q3
1Q

3
2

[
F1I1(Q1, Q2, z)

Q2
2 +m2

M

+
F2I2(Q1, Q2, z)

Q2
3 +m2

M

]
.

(5.73)
The expression contains the form factor amplitudes for the pseudo-scalar form factor defined
in Eq. (5.1) through

F1 = FPS(Q2
1, Q

2
3)FPS(Q2

2, 0) , F2 = FPS(Q2
1, Q

2
2)FPS(Q2

3, 0) , (5.74)

where Q3 = (Q2
1 +Q2

2 +2Q1Q2z) and where the abbreviation for the numerator Ii is specified
in appendix C.
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Collaboration aπ0−pole
µ [10−11] GeV

Lattice (direct) [191] 72.0(39.8)(16.5)
Lattice + χPT: Gérardin et al. [25] 59.7± 3.6
Lattice + Exp: Gérardin et al. [25] 62.3± 2.3

Disperive: Hoferichter et al. [125]/ Update [47] 62.6+3.0
−2.5 / 63.0+2.7

−2.1

Canterbury: Masjuan et al. [85]/ Update [47] 63.5(1.2)(2.3) / 63.6(2.7)
DSE: Raya et al. [133] 61.4± 2.1
DSE: Our result [77] 62.6(0.1)(1.3)

Table 10: Comparison of the pion-pole contribution to aHLbL
µ . All quoted results using the di-

spersive expansion, Fig. 40, using their result for the pion TFF therein, besides the di-
rect Lattice calculation [191], which directly evaluates the full photon four-point functi-
on.

Due to the integration in Eq. (5.73), the form factor is in principle needed in the full
space-like domain, for both doubly-virtual and singly-virtual kinematics. However, when
plotting the integrand, one discovers that it is peaked in the lower momentum region. Such
that ultimately the contribution to aµ is dominated by the form factor behavior at small
Q2 . 1GeV2 (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [85] or Fig. 3 in Ref. [126] for a plot of the integrand).

To get an “exact” result for the meson-pole contribution to aµ, one would have to include
all possible meson exchange channels. Such that besides the leading pseudo-scalar, meson
exchanges for scalar or axial-vector particles are taken into account too. However, as the
contributions are suppressed with mass, the heavier channels become less and less important
and irrelevant even in the light of high-level accuracy that g-2 requires. The contribution of
an axial-vector exchange was calculated using quark models in Ref. [190].

Pion-pole contribution. As has been shown in [74], the special case of the pion pole
contribution eventually reduces to a simple well-known formula that has been developed
earlier [71] in the context of effective models. The pion-pole contribution can be attributed
to the one-particle irreducible piece of the HLbL tensor, arising from a single pion propagator
and is, as corresponding to the lightest particle, the leading contribution of all meson pole
channels. For this reason, it is the most calculated contribution, and we can compare our
results to many other non-perturbative calculations. We numerically solve the remaining
three integrals in Eq. (5.73) and insert the fit for the pion TFF, presented in Eq. (5.8) with
parameters of Tab. 4. This lead to the following result for the pion-pole contribution,

aHLbL; π0-pole
µ = 62.6(0.1)(1.3)× 10−11. (5.75)

The first error reflects the variation of the effective interaction parameter η, in Eq.(4.34), and
translates into changing the associated parameter (ξ = 1.0± 0.1) in the fit function. In the
small momenta region, most relevant for aµ, the impact on our form factor results are small,
such that it has almost no effect on our final result. The second error lies around 2% and
represents the numerical error accumulated by the calculation of each ingredient to the form
factor (quark propagator, meson amplitude, and quark-photon vertex) and the form factor
calculation itself. The numerical error associated with the final integral for aµ, Eq. (5.73) is
well under control and negligible.

Pion-pole in other non-perturbative frameworks and comparison. As the transiti-
on form factor is the only non-perturbative input required when using the dispersive expan-
sion, any theoretical approach that is able to access this quantity (in the required kinematic
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domain) can provide a result and comparison for the meson-pole contributions. In Sec. 5.1
Fig. 24, we compared our results for the transition form factor with other non-perturbative
calculations and found that these agree with another within their error-bands.

The comparison in Tab. 10 quotes results from two data-driven approaches and the first-
principle calculation obtained from Lattice QCD for the pion-pole contribution to aHLbL

µ .
The data-driven dispersive approach uses a set of dispersion relation to access the form fac-
tor; the Canterbury approach uses a fit based on rational polynomials. A comparison of the
individual form factor has been discussed in Sec. 5.1.

In Lattice QCD, one can in principle calculate the full photon-four-point function and
does not need to expand in individual components. However, given the current difficulties to
evaluate the full four-point function and respectively the large error associated with recent
results, the authors in Ref. [25] have also pursued a calculation in the dispersive context,
Fig. 40, using their results of the pion transition form factor to calculate the pion-pole con-
tribution. In this way, it is combining efforts from lattice and the dispersive approach to give
a model and data-independent comparison for the pion-pole contribution. To use the transi-
tion form factor result for further calculation, e.g. as part of the muon’s HLbL contribution,
the lattice faces the issue that additional input is needed to fix the normalization of the TFF
amplitude correctly. In the DSE approach, the correct normalization is ensured due to the
canonical quantization condition, Eg. (4.12), which is applied to the meson amplitude used
as an ingredient to the TFF calculation. Once the norm is fixed at the level of the meson,
it ensures the correct charge for hadrons and consequently, the proper normalization for the
form factor. The lattice calculation needs to use additional inputs to fix its scale. This can
be done by either using experimental data or theoretical input from effective field theories.
With data from the PrimEx measurement for π0 → γγ this lead to a lattice and data-driven
value for the pion pole contribution of aHLbL; Lattice+Exp

µ = (6.23 ± 2.3) × 10−11. The norm
can also be fixed through chiral perturbation theory, as it depends on a low-energy constant
that appears in the chiral Lagrangian for next-to-leading order calculation of the decay. This
lead to the Lattice + χPT result of aHLbL; Lattice

µ = (59.7± 3.6)× 10−11, which corresponds
to a precision of 6%.

Since the TFFs are already in rather good agreement, it is no surprise that the values
for the pion pole contribution are as well. More results of other non-perturbative methods
and collaborations can be found in Refs. [34, 47] and references therein.

η and η′-pole contribution. The contribution for the η and η′ exchange are calculated
using Eq. (5.73) and replacing FPS with the corresponding form factor as defined in Eq. (5.64)
and with the Fit parameters in Tab. 9. This evaluated to the following result,

aη−pole
µ = 15.8 (0.2)(0.3)(1.1)× 10−11 , (5.76)

aη
′−pole
µ = 13.3 (0.4)(0.3)(0.6)× 10−11 . (5.77)

The error follows the same conventions as in case of the pion TFF and consist of an error
associated with the model component in the truncation and as a 2% numerical error. The
additional third error reflects the uncertainties due to the mixing parameters, Eq. (5.63),
applying error propagation as explained in Eq. (5.65). In case of the η and η′ TFFs we are
facing additional difficulties to properly describe the mixing effects between η and η′ meson
in the DSE approach. As explain in the Sec. 5.4, we employed an approximate mixing using
the definition of a mixing matrix between a form factor with pseudo-scalar quantum numbers
but only light-quark content and a form factor consistenting of a strange quark-antiquark
pair.
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Collaboration aPS-pole
µ [10−11] GeV

Canterbury: Masjuan et al. [85] 94.3(5.3)

Dispersive π0 + Canterbury η(′) [47] 93.8+4.0
3.6

DSE: Raya et al. [133] 89.7± 4.8
DSE: Our result [77] 91.6(1.9)

Table 11: Comparison of the full pseudo-scalar pole contribution to aHLbL
µ , including the ex-

changes for π0, η and η′ (aPS-pole
µ = aπ−poleµ + a

η/η′−pole
µ ).

The other DSE study for the η and η′ transition form factor [133] has also applied the
dispersive formula to evaluate the (η− η′)-pole contributions, using their calculation for the

form factors and they obtain a final result of a
η/η′−pole
µ = 14.7(1.9)/13.6(0.8) × 10−11. This

agrees with our result within the error-bars, but seems to show a slightly larger deviation in
the result for η - exchange compared to ours.

In comparison to the integrand in the pion-pole contribution, the calculation for the ηs
probes a larger momentum range, due to the larger mass of the mesons ( for a plot of the
integrand, see again Fig. 3 in [85] and equally [126]). In this sense, the details of the TFFs
in higher Q2 region are more relevant here and a deviation in the TFF has a bigger impact
on the final results for aHLbL

µ .
From the data-driven side, the contribution from the η-mesons has been calculated in the

Canterbury approach [85]. The investigation in the pure dispersive approach is currently still
facing some difficulties and relies heavily on data for the decays η(′) → π+π−γ, however, it is
well on it’s way and new results are expected soon (early 2020), as sketched in Refs. [130,192].
The Canterbury approximants avoid several complications that arise in other approaches
(problems such as mixing or the heavier mass of the ηss), as it solely uses different set of
experimental data, but applies the same type of Padé fit function as in the case of the
pion, Eq. (5.10). The result of the Canterbury (η/η′)-TFFs are compared to our result in

Fig. 35. These TFFs lead to the numbers from the Canterbury calculations of aη−pole
µ =

16.3 (1.0)(0.5)(0.9)×10−11 → 16.3(1.4)×10−11 and aη
′−pole
µ = 14.5 (0.7)(0.4)(1.7)×10−11 →

14.5(1.9)× 10−11, where the first error arises due to the fit of singly-virtual data, including
normalization and slope. The second error reflects the uncertainties due to the fit of doubly-
virtual data sets. In this regime, one of the fit parameters is fixed by the OPE limit, due
to the lack of data. The third error reflects systematic uncertainties due to a truncation of
the sequence in the fit functions. Once more, the results agree within the error-bars with
our results. In the next paragraph, we will add the pion- and the η-pole contribution for the
pseudo-scalar pole contribution.

Pseudo-scalar-pole contribution. Combining the results for π0-pole and the η and η′-
pole contribution we conclude in our total number for the pseudo-scalar channel,

aPS-pole
µ = 91.6 (1.9)× 10−11 , (5.78)

where all errors are added in quadrature. An overview of the results for the pseudo-scalar
pole-contribution is given in Tab. 11. Interestingly enough, the results achieved with different
truncations in the DSE approach and from the purely data-driven Canterbury are consistent
within another error bars, making a strong case for the size of this leading contribution. The
g-2 white-paper [47] combines the results for the pion-pole from the dispersive calculation
with the Canterbury result for the η(′)-poles, providing the current estimate for a purely
data-driven and systematic result. This number is situated within the error-bars of the other
non-perturbative calculations, where the individual uncertainties of the dispersive pion form
factor and Canterbury η and η′ calculations have been combined linearly.
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Contribution aHLbL
µ [10−11] GeV

pseudo-scalar poles 93.8+4.0
3.6

π-Box −15.9(2)
(SDC) ∆aµ ∼ ±(15)(10)

ππ −8(1)
axial-vector poles ∼ 6(5)

scalar poles [193] ∼
[
(−5.35+3.27

−0.92)− (−1.3+2.06
−0.91)

]

tensor pole [194] ∼ 0.9(0.1)
K-Box (VMD) −0.5

Table 12: Contribution to aHLbL
µ in the dispersive expansion, Fig. 39 or Fig. 40. The numbers quo-

ted are results caculated in the disperive approach, or effective models for the higher
channels, and are references from the current g-2 white paper. For details see Ref. [47]
and references therein.

5.6.2 Outlook: Contribution of higher hadronic intermediate states

For the accuracy required to overrule the discrepancy in aµ and with the updated results
and improved precision from the experimental side, it has become more and more relevant
to obtain results of high precision for both hadronic-contributions. The unitary relation used
for separation into parts of the HLbL tensor generally involved the sum over all possible
asymptotic states. However higher channels get topologically more difficult to calculate and
contribute less, such that the main focus for aHLbL

µ has been on the leading contribution, such
as the pion pole contribution discussed in the previous section. The leading contributions are
expected to come from lighter particles up to about 1.5GeV. Heavier particles > ΛQCD are
expected to be suppressed, as indicated by effective field theory arguments. Following the
dispersive expansion, Fig. 40, and considering channels from heavier particles we can divide
aHLbL
µ into the individual contributions, ordered by expected size,

aHLbL
µ = aPS-pole

µ + aπ
0-Box
µ + aππµ + aaxial-vector-pole

µ + ascalar-pole
µ + atensor-pole

µ + aK-Box/KK
µ + . . .

(5.79)
Tab. 12 show an overview of the current estimates for these contributions. The numbers

quoted are taken from the g-2 white paper [47] and summarize results from the dispersive
approach as well as a combination of the dispersive expansion and a modeling component for
the higher channels. The pseudo-scalar pole contribution is by far the leading one and has
been calculated by multiple collaborations. Other meson exchange channels, in comparison,
are harder to calculate and have not been as extensively studied, such that more work is
needed in these channels to get reliable estimates of their contribution size.

On the other hand the estimated contributions in Tab. 12 show a clear demand for new
insights considering the contribution from higher channels, such as the scalar-pole exchange,
to aHLbL

µ . In the DSE approach, the scalar transition form factor follows along the same lines
as the pion TFF, as it is calculated using the same ingredients only exchanging the meson
amplitude in the triangle diagram and the respective tensor basis, Eq. (5.67), as described
in the previous Sec. 5.5.

Box topologies. The contribution from the pion-box topology was calculated by my col-
laborators in Ref. [77] and found to be of the size: aπ

0−Box
µ = −16.6(1)(7)× 10−11. As in the

DSE approach one is working in the isospin symmetric limit, in principle all pion (neutral
and charged) carry the same mass of mπ0 = 135.0(2)MeV, which is what was used to obtain
the first results for the box contribution. To gauge the effects of the iso-spin breaking we
released an updated number in Ref. [188], which uses the experimental mass for the charged
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pions mπ± = 139.57MeV and changed the value to: aπ
±−Box
µ = −15.7(2)(3) × 10−11. The

kaon-box contribution was furthermore calculated and reported in Ref. [188], applying the
same calculation as in the pion case, but using the electromagnetic form factor of the kaon
instead. This lead to a value of, aK−Box

µ = −0.65(3)(7)× 10−11.

Quark-loop and short distance constraints. The dispersive expansion, summing over
all intermediate one- or more-particle states (Fig. 40), can not reproduce all the QCD cons-
traints unless we sum all contribution in the infinite series. As this is not feasible, additional
constraints are needed to fix the short-distance behavior of the photon four-point functi-
on. The asymptotic behavior of form factors and other intermediate exchange channels is
not expected to have a large contribution to the final values of aHLbL

µ , however, it contains
essential information for the error estimation. Thus short-distance constraints (SDC) are
important and are used in different capacities throughout the determination of the HLbL
tensor. The SDC come from different asymptotic limits of the photon four-point function,
such as the case when all four-photon legs are highly virtual or the regime where on the of
momenta is much smaller than the other two. In the case of the limit where all three virtua-
lities are large, the main contribution is considered to be the quark-loop. In this sense, the
quark-loop contribution aquark-loop

µ SDC is not directly part of the dispersive expansion in terms
of the unitarity relation (thus it is not added to the sum in Eq. (5.79)) but can be seen as a
resummation of all these intermediate states. The perturbative quark-loop is the first term in
an operator-product expansion (OPE), where soft photons are treated as background fields,
see Ref. [195].

Opinions on the interpretation of this channel vary. In the recent white paper [47], the
authors include the quark-loop into the short-distance-constraints (SDC) of aHLbL

µ , as sum-
marized above. In the context of previous studies in the DSE framework [65], the quark-loop
directly appears in the expansion in terms of fundamental degrees of freedom, see Fig. 2 in
Ref. [65]. In contrast to the perturbative treatment in the dispersive context, the quark-loop
in the DSE expansion is fully dressed, incorporating non-perturbative effects to all orders. It
should, however, reproduce the perturbative results in the asymptotic limits. As the dressed
quark-loop contains diagrams that appear in different parts of the dispersive unitary relation,
it is hard to gain any insights from a comparison between the methods. As already mentio-
ned, the asymptotic behavior of the form factor and other exchange channels is not expected
to give a large contribution HLbL tensor, however, they are important for estimating the
errors. The number (SDC) quoted in Tab. 12, is understood as an error estimation ∆aHLbL

µ

and it includes contributions from other SDC, not only the quark-loop.

Scalar-pole contribution. Strictly speaking, only true QCD bound-states can appear
as single-particle poles in the dispersive expansion for aHLbL

µ , Fig. 40. Pions and kaons are
QCD bound-state, scalar mesons on the contrary, are resonances and decay into photons
and light meson (eg. pions). The five lowest-lying resonances in the scalar channel (0++)
are the σ/f0(500), a0(980), f0(980), f0(1370), a0(1450) and f0(1500). A prober description
of the resonances based on the unitary relation of the photon four-point function has not
been derived due to the complicated topology for such a multi-particle intermediate state.
In this sense, a different expansion, which could help to constrain these contributions, is
needed to estimate their size. However, this expansion needs to work along the lines of the
dispersion relations in order to avoid double counting. The partial-wave framework falls into
this category, and the expansion into helicity partial waves can be generalized to include
arbitrary intermediate states. On the other hand, the expansion suggests that, in particular,
narrow resonances have a large contribution (in comparison to the other higher intermediate
states). In these cases, we can apply a narrow-width approximation, and the spectral functi-
on of the partial wave becomes a δ-function, which reduces the dispersive integral to a simple
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pole contribution, Eq. (5.71). This means that in this approximation, we use the same equa-
tion evaluated for the pion-pole contribution. Analogously the contributions of the scalar
states are then expressed in terms of on-shell transition form factors and the scalar-meson
propagators are treated as free propagators, as introduced in Eq. (5.72).

The narrow-resonance calculations can provide an estimate for the size of higher channel
contributions and on their relevance for the full determination of aHLbL

µ . The numbers quoted
in Tab. 12 are narrow-resonance calculations, as this is currently the only estimate of these
channels. A full dispersive treatment requires more work on the formalism (the expansion of
the helicity partial wave needs to be extended to include odd ones, which would reflect multi-
particle exchanges) as well as experimental data and has not yet been pursued. The current
aim from the dispersive community lies in the reduction of the error associated with the
leading contributions, as this has an overall larger effect on the precise determination of aµ.
However, this opens the possibility for model-dependent calculations to provide an estimate
on the size of these contributions and whether they will be relevant if the discrepancy remains.

Applying the narrow-width approximation, the calculation of the scalar-pole contributi-
on has been performed in Refs. [193, 194, 196–198]. All of the references use the dispersive
expansion and differ by the choice of phenomenological motivated fit used to model the sca-
lar transition form factor. In the DSE approach, this quantity is easily accessible, and the
first results have been sketched in Sec. 5.5. To extend Eq. (5.71) for the scalar contributi-
on, we need to include multiple form factor amplitudes, as the scalar TFF is decomposed
into five tensor basis elements, Eq. (5.67). This splits into two transverse (f4, f5) and three
longitudinal (f1, f2, f3), where the latter ones can be omitted, due to the fact that in the
region of small photon virtualities the transverse part dominates. This leads to more terms
in the sum of the meson pole representation of Πµναβ , Eq (5.71). This can be divided in-
to three contribution corresponding to the mixing of the two transverse TFF amplitudes,
aSµ = aS f4f4µ + aS f4f5µ + aS f5f5µ . The full expression for the individual part can be found in
Eq. (3.9-3.11) of Ref. [193]. The scalar transition form factor in Sec. 5.5 was calculated for
a scalar mass of mS = 0.675GeV, which corresponds to the mass for the f(500)/σ meson in
the DSE approach. However, we can tune the mass of the decaying meson to calculate the
contribution of other channels. In fact, the σ is a somewhat special case and should not be
considered along the lines of the higher scalar channels.

Special case: σ/f0(500) Due to its broad width, the f0(500) can not be considered along
with the other scalar contribution applying the narrow-width approximation. As its dominant
decay channel is the decay into two pions, it is in fact, expected to be rather part of the
two-pion-intermediate-state contribution, denoted earlier with aππµ . This corresponds to the
last two diagrams in the expansion of the two-pion-cut contribution of the right side of
Fig. 40, and follows a completely different determination. For details on this set-up, see
Refs. [199, 200]. As noted in Sec. 5.5, it is currently under debate if the resonance should
be even considered as a meson (qq̄-state) or if it’s unexpected structure can be interpreted
as a tetra-quark candidate [182, 186]. In the context of the contribution to aµ this might,
however, be irrelevant, as we can clearly identify the dominant decay channel of ππ, despite
its underlying physical structure.

Previous calculations of the scalar contribution. In earlier evaluation of the scalar
contribution, the form factors were treated with the extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio mo-
del [196] and a later calculation [197] reconsidered the contribution using a similar model.
These calculation also calculated the σ-pole contribution in the same approach, but due to
the broad width result in this channel should be compared to the results of the S-wave ππ-
scattering contribution in the full dispersive treatment, eg. Ref. [199]. Another reference [198],
uses the same underlying structure, however they use a VMD model for the representation
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of the scalar form factor amplitudes and define an error estimation by varying the monopole
mass between (1−2)GeV. They include the contribution from a0(980), f0(980) and f0(1370)
and obtain a value of aSµ [f0(980), f ′0, a0] = [(3.1± 0.8)− (−0.9± 0.2)]. In Ref. [193], the au-
thors also use the VMD model and additionally consider the channel of the f0(1504) and
even the σ-contribution (see Tab. 4 in Ref. [193]). In the latter case they apply an effective
resonance model, to properly describe the physical nature of the σ, which is fitted to data
from ππ → ππ and γγ → ππ scattering data. Within this model, they found that the σ
contribution is the dominate one in the scalar channel, which seems to be a model inde-
pendent finding. This is then analog to behavior the pseudo-scalar case, where the pion is
also the largest contribution. It could be understood by the fact that the coupling of γγ
to higher scalar states is much smaller than the one to the σ. The VMD representation
used in the reference, includes a parameter which tries to account for the deviations from
a true VMD dependence and represent their error estimate. This led to the final results for
all scalar channel contribution between aSµ [all] ∼

[
(−5.35+3.27

−0.92)− (−1.3+2.06
−0.91)

]
. In order to

compare this to the previous calculation [198], we only consider all narrow-width channels
(everything besides σ) and get a value of aSµ [without σ] =

[
−(2.2+3.2

−0.7),−(1.0+2.4
−0.4)

]
× 10−11.

The contribution of the σ carries about (50% ∼ 98%) of the complete scalar contribution
and was determined with a value of aSµ [σ/f0(500)] = −(3.1+0.8

0.7 − 0.3+0.4
0.8 )× 10−11.

Outlook in the Dyson-Schwinger framework. As far as applying the DSE result of
the scalar transition form factor for contribution to aHLbL

µ , this leaves us with two possible
options:

1. To consider the contribution from higher scalar channels (> 1GeV) using the narrow
width approximation with the corresponding masses for the decaying meson in the
triangle diagram.

2. Perform a calculation of the σ-TFF and use the results in the calculation of the ππ-
scattering contribution [199,200].

Looking back to the comparison in Tab. 12, we note that the value for the axial-vector
channel is supposedly a slightly larger contribution to aHLbL

µ . Following along the lines of the
scalar TFF calculation, it would be straight forward to calculate the axial-vector transition
form factor. This requires the (axial-vector)-vector-vector tensor basis and the axial-vector
meson amplitudes, but otherwise, the same ingredients as the previous form factor calculati-
ons. Strictly speaking the production of an axial-vector into two real photons is forbidden by
the Landau-Yang theorem (Refs. [201,202]), the axial-vector meson can still produce virtual
photons, which is what will be evaluated in the axial-pole contribution. Similar as in the case
of the scalar TFF, there is little experimental data that can be used to apply a dispersive
calculation and thus, so far, the contribution has only been calculated in model-dependent
frameworks, see Refs. [198,203] , which does not allow a systematic-error estimation.

Another meson exchange channel would be the tensor-pole contribution, which has been
investigated in Refs. [194,198]. The authors so far provide the only estimates on the tensor-
pole contribution. Here, the latter references use updated data of the f2(1270) TFF from
the Belle Collaboration.
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Figure 42: In this thesis, we performed an...

6 Summary & Outlook

Summary

In this thesis, we have presented the evaluation of electromagnetic transition matrix elements
within the Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter framework. These were furthermore used to
calculate observables that have the potential to challenge the formulation of the Standard
Model. An overview chart of the objectives discussed in this context is given in Fig. 42.

The pion transition form factor (TFF) is one of the key elements in this context, and
we calculated the form factor applying the rainbow-ladder truncation with the Maris-Tandy
model consistently throughout the results presented in this thesis. The variation in the η
parameter therein, Eq. 4.33, was used to quantify the error associated with the truncation and
thus aimed to account for omitting higher-order Green functions. In this set-up, kinematic
limitations come from poles in the calculation of the quark-propagator, and these determined
the accessible kinematic values for the photon virtualities of the form factor, F (Q2, Q′2).
To investigate the scaling behavior of the TFF, we provided an update to previous DSE
calculations by performing a calculation up to large Q2 values in the singly-virtual limit.
For this, we developed a strategy to perform an extrapolation beyond the accessible domain,
which was constrained by the timelike vector-meson pole.

With the determination of the TFF in the full momentum range, we were able to define a
fit function of our results, which helped us to furthermore apply the TFF as an intermediate
vertex for calculations of other observables. In particular, we calculated the Dalitz decay rates
of the pion (π0 → e+e−γ, π0 → e+e−e+e−). These decay channels are highly dominated by
the anomaly value (value at the on-shell point for π0 → γγ), and the results for the decay
rates showed that our TFF result does properly produce this limit.

We also considered the very suppressed decay channel, π0 → e+e−, which provides a
possible probe of new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM physics). By performing
a deformation of the Euclidean path-integral, we were able to provide the first independent
results in comparison to previous theoretical studies. In this sense, we were able to give
confidence to the number from the theoretical side, and with the current experimental value,
the discrepancy remains. This leads to two possible strategies for the future: (1) the demand
for further measurement and data-analysis from the experimental side, or (2) advances in
the development of BSM physics that would describe the effects in this sector.

The anomalous moment of the muon is another potentially exciting source to look for
BSM physics, and updates on the numbers from both theory and experiment are expected this
year. In order to achieve a uniformly agreed number from the theoretical side, an initiative
was founded, that aims to combine the effort of all non-perturbative calculations. Such high-
precision observables require a reliable error estimation, and the currently most accurate
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number is provided from the data-driven dispersive approach. The calculation for the muon’s
magnetic moment, aµ, breaks down into multiple components, and as yet another application
of the TFF, we look in particular at the Hadronic-Light-by-Light contribution to aµ.

In this context, we extended our calculation of the pion TFF to other pseudo-scalar
channels, namely the η and η′ meson, and were able to provide a complete estimate for the
pseudo-scalar exchange contribution to the HLbL part of aµ. Furthermore, we provided an
outlook on advances for the scalar transition form factor in the DSE approach, which could
also be useful within the full determination of aµ.

Outlook

In this thesis, we have explored the sector of electromagnetic meson decay processes within
the Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter framework. In this context, the scalar transition
form factor is a natural extension of the pion TFF, as it follows along the same line, only
requiring a change of the underlying basis and the Bethe-Salpeter meson amplitude. Working
in the rainbow-ladder truncation, the decay is described by the same triangle diagram and
also needs quark propagator, quark-photon-vertex, and meson amplitude as input for the
calculation. We have included an outline for the calculation of the scalar transition form
factor, which presented the preliminary results using a reduced version for the quark-photon
vertex, and a calculation with the full vertex is within reach.

The same story holds for axial-vector transition form factors. Following the construction
principle for a meson-photon vertex basis, explained for the scalar mesons, we can easily set-
up the equivalent axial-vector equation. The larger bound-state mass in this channel, will,
however, lead to a smaller accessible kinematic domain, due to the quark-pole restrictions.
This might be it harder to obtain reasonable data coverage to create a fit function for the
full domain.

In the context of the Hadronic-Light-by-Light contribution to the muons g− 2, this limi-
tation is, however, not as relevant, as the integral evaluated for the meson-pole contribution
takes most of its input for the lower momentum region. The channels for the scalar- axial-
vector meson exchange are very sub-leading; nevertheless, towards a precise determination
of the full HLbL contribution, an estimate of these contributions is highly relevant and can
guide future calculations. Additionally, the limited experimental data in these channels ma-
kes it hard to calculate the TFFs from data-driven frameworks, given the DSE approach a
unique selling-point to pursue calculation in this direction.

The limitations in the DSE calculation of these form factors are all based on particle poles
appearing in the calculation of the individual components. On the one hand, these are the
quark poles, which are based on the particular choice of the truncation and, in the case of this
thesis, are dictated by rainbow-ladder. On the other hand, the poles of composite particles,
such as the vector-meson poles, also play an important role. The development of a general
method, similar to the path-deformation applied in case of the rare decay (π0 → e+e−),
could improve the general reach of bound-state and form factor calculations in the Dyson-
Schwinger approach. Moreover, it would help to incorporate a proper description of QCD
resonances, including their nonzero widths, and advances in this direction have been discussed
in Ref. [108].
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A Appendix: Utilities

Euclidean and Minkowski conventions Throughout this thesis all equations are in the
Euclidean signature, unless marked are explicitly with M for Minkowski as noted in Sec. 3.1,
where we restated the textbook calculation of the axial anomaly using the mostly-minus
metric. Another indication for the metric is the convention of the Lorenz indices, here we
choose to write Euclidean indices both high and low, but typically all at the same height in
a given expression

QαQ
′
βεαβµν = QαQ′βεαβµν . (A.1)

Minkowski indices, on the other hand, must always be contracted with one high and one low
and must always match on the two sides of the equation, for example

pµ = gµν p
ν . (A.2)

When Minkowski is used in this work, it is always defined with the mostly minus metric

gµν =




1
−1

−1
−1


 , (A.3)

This also means k2
M = (k0)2−~k2. The euclidean four-vector is defined by k2

E = (k0)2+~k2. The
gamma matrices are also affected by Euclidean versus Minkowski. In case of Minkowski ma-
trices the identity holds such that {γMµ , γMν } = 2gµν . By contrast, the Euclidean conventions
are given by,

{γµE , γνE} = 2δµν , γµE =
(
γµE
)†
, /p = pµγµE , p2 = pµ pµ , p · q =

4∑

k=1

pk qk .

(A.4)
Here the dot product is defined with a sum over 1 to 4 and, in the main text, we use both k4

and k0 to indicate the time component, depending on the specific context. It is also useful
to define the additional matrices:

σµν = − i
2

[γµ, γν ] , γ5 = −γ1γ2γ3γ4 = − 1

24
εµναβγµγνγαγβ . (A.5)

Finally, the charge conjugation matrix is expressed through,

C = γ4γ2 , CT = C† = C−1 = −C , (A.6)

as used to define the charge conjugation properties of the Bethe-Salpeter meson amplitude
in Eq. (5.6). Using Euclidean vectors, we then define (p2 > 0) to be spacelike and (p2 < 0)
timelike, where the latter can only be reached if the Euclidean four-vector has non-zero
imaginary components (Im p 6= 0), as extensively discussed in Sec. 5.3.2 and Sec. 4.5.

To completely define the decay constant as introduced in Eq. (2.58), restated here for
convience,

〈0| jµ5 a(x) |λb〉 = −iδab Pµfλe−ix·P , (A.7)

we need to define our conventions in three respects: (1) the normalization of the bound-state

|λb〉, (2) the current j
[µ]
a and (3) the normalization of the vaccuum 〈0|.

• (1) The normalization of the bound-state in the BSE-DSE framework is defined by the
normalization condition in Eq. (2.50). This follows from the standard normalization
condition for a single-particle state

〈p, a|p′, b〉 = [δab]× 2ωp(2π)3δ3(p− p′) , (A.8)

where ωp =
√

p2 +m2.
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• (2) To complete the definition of the currents, introduced in Eq. (2.53), we need to fix
our conventions for the generators of the underlying flavor symmetry group ta. The
convention for ta is defined by

[ta, tb] = fabc tc , Tr[t2a] =
1

2
. (A.9)

To fix the conventions we now set a = 1 and get

t1 =
1

2




0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0


 . (A.10)

The definition of Eq. (2.53) holds in the Euclidean metric jEµ . The Euclidean and
Minkowski versions can differ by a factor of i.

• (3) One final convention for exact definition of fπ, is the normalization of the vacuum
state

〈0|0〉 = 1 . (A.11)

With all conventions fixed this completely defines, Eq. (A.7) as used in Eq. (2.53), such that

〈0|jµ5a=1|π−,p〉 =
1

2
〈0|U(x)γ5γ

µD(x)|π−,p〉 = −1

2
ipµ
√

2fπ , (A.12)

where fπ ≈ 92MeV is the pion decay constant.
It is also convenient to express this using the isospin basis for the pions. For example we

have

〈0|
[
jµ5a=1 + ijµ5a=2

2

]
1√
2

[|π1,p〉 − i|π2,p〉] = − 1√
2
ipµfπ =

1√
2
〈0|jµ5a=1|π1,p〉 , (A.13)

implying
〈0|jµ5a|π,p, b〉 = −ipµδabfπ . (A.14)

Math tools. The Feynman parameters and Schwinger parameter were used in Sec. 3.1 in
the calculation of the anomaly prediction, perturbatively evaluating the triangle diagram:

• Feynman parameters

1

ABC
=

∫ 1

0
dx dy dz δ(1− x− y − z) 1

[Ax+By + Cz]3
(A.15)

= 2

∫ 1

0
dx

∫ 1−x

0
dy

1

[x(A− C) + y(B − C) + C]3
.

• Schwinger parameter
2

D3
=

∫ ∞

0
dαα2 e−αD . (A.16)

B Appendix: Calculation related details

Kinematic set-up for form factors

The purpose of this appendix is to provide an overview chart of all possible choices for the
kinematic variables in the calculation of the transition form factor, see Fig. 43. The form
factor (Λµν(Q2, Q′2, Q ·Q′)) generally depends on three scalar variables. As physical process
this is evaluated at the physical on-shell point of the decaying meson and virtual photons,
such that after fixing the total momentum ∆2 = −M2, two variables remain.
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Figure 43: Lookup table for all possible kinematic variables used in the context of the transition
form factor calculation.

Quark-photon-vertex

The fermion-photon vertex is a vector-current vertex, Eq. (2.52), with quantum numbers
JPC = 1−− and depends on two independent four-vector (often chosen as the relative mo-
mentum between the quarks q and the total momentum of the photon P ). The underlying
basis structure is a combination of the following Dirac and Lorenz structures

{γµ, Pµ, qµ} × {1, /q, /P ,
[
/q, /P

]
} . (B.1)

To constructs the final basis we follow the principle explained in the previous section for the
meson-photon vertex, which is based on Ref. [103] where the authors thoroughly explained
the concept in case of the Nucleon-Compton scattering and connected properties. In this sense
one starts by writing down all possible basis elements, as a combination from Eq. (B.1), and
aims to construct a basis where the elements are kinematic independent.

This leads to one possible choice for the full basis of the quark-photon vertex, as also
used in Refs. [95, 103],

τµ1 = iγµ , τµ2 = iqµ/q , τµ3 = qµ , τµ4 = qµ
[
/q, /P

]
, (B.2)

τµ5 = tµνPPγ
ν , τµ6 =

i

2
(q.P )

[
γν , /q

]
, τµ7 =

i

2

[
γν , /P

]
, τµ8 =

1

6

[
γµ, /q, /P

]
,

τµ9 = itµνPP q
ν , τµ10 = tµνPP q

ν
/q , τµ11 = tµνPq(q.P ) γµ , τµ12 =

i

2
tµνPq
[
γν , /q

]
,

where tµab = (a · b)δµν − bµaν is a transverse projector. Note that in this definition the tensor
carries units of energy squared, whereas in previous section the dimensionless transverse
tensor was often used, by dividing with the squared momenta. The full quark-photon vertex
is then given by,

Γµ(q, P ) =
12∑

i=0

fi(q, P ) τµi (q, P ) (B.3)

with the scalar dressing functions fi. As introduced in Sec. 2.4.3 and Sec. 4, to calculate the
scalar dressing functions we need to solve the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation,

Γµa(q, P ) = Γµ0 a + K Γµa = Z2iγ
µta +

∫

l
Kab(l, q, P ) Γµb (l, P ) . (B.4)
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“gauge” or Ball Chiutransverse

Ball-Chiu vertex - related through vector WTI :

12 basis elements JPC = 1≠≠
<latexit sha1_base64="dwaCBSTDtbNpmlPsjxWpzXZpmow=">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</latexit>

8 basis elements, ~vector meson 4 basis elements, ~ scalar meson 0≠≠
<latexit sha1_base64="Zmz12E05/86b0umHrM2LPnJvcXg=">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</latexit>
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The complete basis can be split into,

Figure 44: Float-chart for the quark-photon-vertex. Vertex can be broken up into transverse and
longitudinal part. Longitudinal part is constrained by the vector WTI.

Z2 correspond to the renormalization constant form the quark propagator.
Within the basis elements, Eq. (B.2), we can identify a set of purely transverse structures,

which are eight {τµ5 : τµ12},

ΓµT := Tµν(P, P ) Γµ =

(
δµν − PµP ν

P 2

)
Γµ . (B.5)

The same set of basis structured would be used for for a vector meson amplitude and it
corresponds to solving the homogeneous version of the vertex BSE in the proximity of the
ρ-meson pole. The remaining four components, {τµ1 : τµ4 } contain transverse and longitudinal
parts. This is what will call the “gauge” part of the vertex (in previous section also indicated
as the Ball-Chiu vertex), as it is constrained by gauge invariance and is related to the quark
propagator through the vector Ward-Takahashi identity, Eq. (2.63),

ΓBC := Pµ Γµ(q, P ) , Tµν(P, P ) ΓµBC 6= 0 . (B.6)

Applying the VWTI, this part is then complete determined by the dressing functions of the
quark propagator. To emphasize the connection we restate the VWTI and the corresponding
BC vertex. The VWTI is given by,

Pµ Γµ(p, P ) = S−1(p1)− S−1(p2) = Pµ
(
iγµΣA + 2pµ

(
i/p∆A + ∆B

))
, (B.7)

which follows the form of the Ball-Chiu vertex as,

ΓµBC = iγµ ΣA(q, P ) + 2pµ
(
i/p∆A(q, P ) + ∆B(q, P )

)
, (B.8)

with the definitions for the dressing function as,

ΣA =
A(p2

+) +A(p2
−)

2
, ∆A =

A(p2
+)−A(p2

−)

p2
+ − p2

−
, ∆B =

B(p2
+)−B(p2

−)

p2
+ − p2

−
, (B.9)

with the momentum convention, p± = p± P/2. The contracted gauge part (Pµ ΓµBC ∼ ΓS),
carries the same quantum numbers and thus basis structures as a scalar meson, Eq. 5.69, such
that the dressing functions of the BC part can also be obtained by solving a homogeneous
BSE for a scalar meson. On the other hand, this means that the scalar meson is also directly
connected to the dressing functions of the quark propagator and we principally do not need
to solve the BSE for the meson amplitude when using the VWTI.

Fig. 44, show as float-chart of the quark-photon vertex and the separation into transverse-
and gauge-part as described in this paragraph. Since transverse and gauge part decouple we
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can solve two separate BSE, instead of the full equation with twelve tensor structures. This
saves computation time and when using the VWTI we in fact only need to solve the transverse
part of the equation.

Connecting the underlying structures and relation, we can identify three scenarios of
how to calculate the vertex,

1. Solving the full inhomogeneous vertex equation for all twelve tensor structures.

2. Using the fact that the equation decouples and separately calculating the transverse
and the gauge part. The transverse part can then be obtained by either,

a.) solving the inhomogeneous BSE for the transverse part ({τµ5 : τµ12}). or

b.) calculating a homogeneous BSE for a vector meson, which can require a trans-
formation of the dressing functions afterward, if the definition of the basis for
the vector meson and the transverse parts in the vertex basis vary by momentum
dependent prefactors.

The gauge part is then obtained by either,

a.) calculating the dressing function of a scalar meson with a homogeneous BSE, or

b.) applying the VWTI and expressing it in terms of quark dressing functions, Eq. (B.8).

Method 2. a.) + b.) can be identified as least numerical effort and is thus what is applied in
most calculations. However, pursuing the other path carries educational benefits and can be
useful when searching for possible bugs in the calculation. It can also help problems associated
with the numerical evaluation in difficult momentum regions, as eg. solving a homogeneous
BSE shows much better convergence. The evaluation of the vertex, as straight forward as it
seems, contains many numerical subtleties. Especially in the limit when one quark legs carry
a large momentum transverse and the other almost none. The integrand in the BSE becomes
peaked at the corners of the angular integral and requires an appropriate distribution in the
angular grid in order to obtain a grid-point-independent and numerically-stable result.

The quark-photon vertex has been calculated from multiple DSE collaborations, see
Refs. [63, 96–100], and poses as one of the key Green function in our approach. It natu-
rally incorporates the effects from the vector-meson pole in the form factor calculation, as
discussed in Sec. 4.5. The most recent publication, Ref. [106], compares results from a gauge-
fixed lattice calculation with the ones in the DSE approach.

Deriviation of the Ward-Takahashi identities.

The symmetry considered to derive the axial-vector vertex Ward-Takahashi identity (AXW-
TI) is a global UA(Nf ) ' UA(1) × SUA(Nf ) transformation. In the case of three-flavor
physics, this is generated in the fundamental representation by the eight Gell-Mann Matri-
ces plus the three-dimensional identity matrix. The generators of the group are thus given
through ta = λa/2, with the Gell-Mann Matrices λa. In addition, the generator of the UA(1)
is included in the first generator as t0. The transformation in the fundamental representation
of UA(Nf ) is given by:

g(θ) = eiθ
ataγ5 , (B.10)

where θa is the parameter of the transformation and is thought to be infinitesimal. The quark
fields transform according to

ψ′ = eiθ
ataγ5 ψ , ψ̄′ = ψ̄ eiθ

ataγ5 . (B.11)
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In order to derive the AXWTI we once more use the invariance of the path integral under field
redefinitions. Consider the expectation value of a general operator, O, which stays invariant
under the redefinition of the fields ψ → ψ′:

〈O〉 =
1

Z[0]

∫
Dψ̄Dψ e−S O !

=
1

Z[0]

∫
Dψ̄Dψ (J ) e−S

′ O′ ,

=
1

Z[0]

∫
Dψ̄Dψ (elogJ [θ]) e−(S+δS[θ]) (O + δO[θ]) , (B.12)

where the change in the measure is noted by introducing a Jacobian J . As Eq. (B.12) holds,
the differences introduced by the transformation have to be equal to zero. The transformation
changes the expectation values in three parts: the integral measure (J [θ]), the operator itself
(δO[θ]) and in the action (δS[θ]). We now carry out a local transformation, such that θ(z)a

depends on a space-time point. If we further take this to be infinitesimal, then we can expand
the exponentials in Eq.( B.12) through their Taylor series, ef [θ] = (1 + f [θ] + O(θ2)), and
keep only the leading term. By comparison of the right- and left-hand side we then find the
following relation:

0
!

=
1

Z[0]

∫
DψDψ̄ (logJ [θ]− δS[θ] + δO[θ])

= 〈logJ − δS + δO〉 . (B.13)

In the next step we are going to specify the variations that occur through the transformation.
Let’s start by looking at the measure change. Chapter 30 of [1] offers a thorough explanation
about the details of the so called axial anomaly, here however I will first only quote the
result:

J = exp

[
i

∫

z
θa(z)

e2

16π2
Tr[taQ2] εαβµνFαβFµν + i

∫

z
θa(z)

g2Nf

32π2
Tr[tatitj ] εαβµνF

i
αβF

j
µν

]
,

(B.14)
where ti are once more the Gell-Mann matrices, as generators of the SU(3) gauge group,
Q = diag(2/3,−1/3,−1/3) is the quark charge matrix, e and g are the electromagnetic and
strong coupling constants, Nf is the number of flavors in the theory, Fµν represents the
Abelian photon field-strength tensor and F aµν the non-Abelian gluon fields. The traces are
defined in color and flavor space. For different values of a there will either be a contribution
or else the trace may evaluate to zero. In order to calculate this one can proceed with a
method first used by Fujikawa [1]. Here one expands the functional determinant into eigen-
functions of the Dirac operator. Since the Jacobian introduced by the measure change is
divergent, one has to use a cutoff with a regulator mass for ensuring the renormalization of
the integral. The mass is taken to infinity at the last step and we obtain the terms introdu-
ces in Eq. (B.14). One can show that the result is independent of the choice of regularization.

The second change due to this infinitesimal local variation, is the change of the action,
δS = S[ψ̄, ψ]− S[ψ̄′, ψ′]:

δS = −i
∫

z
θa(z)∂µ(ψ̄γµγ5t

aψ) + i

∫

z
θ(z) ψ̄γ5{M, ta}ψ , (B.15)

where M is the quark mass matrix. The partial derivative is acting on the full expression in
bracket, which is denoted as the axial-vector current jµ5 a = ψ̄ γµγ5 t

aψ.
Last we consider the variation of the operator δO. For deriving the AXWTI of interest in

the DSE approach, we choose the operator to be the quark bilinear: O = ψ(x)ψ̄(y). Different
choices for the operator will lead to other relations between n-point Green functions. Thus,
in principle, one can derive infinitely many different relations by varying the choice of O.
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Of course, one then has to identify whether these are useful in the context of a specific
calculation. The local variation of the quark bilinear gives

δO
δθa(z)

= i γ5t
a δ(z − x) ψ(x)ψ̄(y) + i ψ(x)ψ̄(y) δ(y − z) γ5t

a . (B.16)

Finally we can substitute all changes into Eq. B.13, and write down the full AXWTI as

〈∂µjµ5 a ψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉 = γ5 t
a δxz ψ(x)〈ψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉+ 〈ψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉 δyzγ5t

a + 〈ja5ψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉

+
e2

16π2
Tr[taQ2] εαβµν〈(FαβFµν)zψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉 (B.17)

+
g2Nf

32π2
Tr[tatitj ] εαβµν〈(F iαβF jµν)zψ(x)ψ̄(y)〉 ,

with the abbreviation δxz = δ(x − z). Note that 〈ψ(x) ¯ψ(y)〉 can be identified all the fully
dressed quark propagator. The final step in the derivation is to Fourier transform both sides
of Eq. (B.17). This then leads to Eq. (2.64) of the main text.

Alternative method: Another way to derive the AXWTI is by using the canonical de-
scription of the Greens functions. Thereby one also starts with a generic n-point Greens
function, considers the divergence of it and uses the current algebra to replace and rela-
te appearing current-field commutators. The current algebra incorporates the underlying
symmetry relation in this case.

Four-body phase space

In this appendix we work out the four-body phase-space integral dΦ4 that enters in the
π0 → e+e−e+e− decay of Eq. (5.18). The decay width of a particle with momentum P and
mass M decaying into n daughter particles with momenta pi and masses mi is given by

Γ(P → pi) =
1

S

1

2M

∫
dΦn |M|2 , (B.18)

with S the symmetry factor, |M|2 the spin summed and squared matrix element, and dΦn

the phase-space integral for an n-particle final state given by

dΦn = (2π)4δ4

(
P −

n∑

i=1

pi

)
n∏

i=1

d3pi
(2π)3 2Ei

. (B.19)

Following Ref. [204], we rewrite the integration in terms of invariant mass variables. For
n = 4 one obtains

dΦ4 =
1

(2π)8

π2

32M2

ds12 ds34 ds124 ds134 ds14√−∆(4)

(B.20)

where, for degenerate decay products with mi = m, the two- and three-particle Mandelstam
variables read

sij = −(pi + pj)
2 = 2m2 − 2pi · pj ,

sijk = −(pi + pj + pk)
2 = sij + sik + sjk − 3m2

(B.21)

and the four-dimensional Gram determinant ∆(4) contains all possible dot products of four-
vectors:

∆(4) = det




−m2 p1 · p2 p1 · p3 p1 · p4

p1 · p2 −m2 p2 · p3 p2 · p4

p1 · p3 p2 · p3 −m2 p3 · p4

p1 · p4 p2 · p4 p3 · p4 −m2



. (B.22)
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In contrast to [144, 204, 205] we employ a Euclidean signature, however with sij and sijk
defined such that they have the same meaning in Minkowski and Euclidean conventions. To
work with the invariant mass variables of Eq. (B.20), one replaces the pi · pj in the Gram
determinant according to Eq. (B.21) together with

∑

i<j

sij = −(M2 + 8m2) . (B.23)

The physical region of integration is bounded by the surface ∆(4) = 0. Following the
derivation of Refs. [144,205,206], we impose this relation on the invariant mass variables and
begin by solving ∆(4) = 0 for s14. It yields

s±14 =
b± 2

√
G(s124, s34, s12)G(s134, s12, s34)

λ(s12, s34,M2)
, (B.24)

where λ(u, v, w) = u2 + v2 + w2 − 2uv − 2uw − 2vw is the Källen function, the G functions
are given by

G(u, v, w) = m2(w −M2)2

+ v
[
(u−m2)2 − (u+m2)(w +M2) + wM2 + uv

]
,

and b is the coefficient of −8∆(4) linear in s14:

b = G(s124, s34, s12) +G(s134, s12, s34)

+M2cd− (c+ d)(s12 d+ s34 c)

with c = s124 −m2 and d = s134 −m2.
The regions of the s124 and s134 integrations are bounded by the surfaces satisfying s+

14 =
s−14, which is fulfilled when either of the G functions in Eq. (B.24) vanishes G(s124, s34, s12) =
0 or G(s134, s12, s34) = 0. Solving G(u, v, w) = 0 for u yields

s±14 =
w − v +M2 + 2m2

2
±
√
v − 4m2

√
λ(v, w,M2)

2
√
v

and thus determines the integration boundaries s±124 and s±134 as functions of the two dilepton
invariant masses s12 and s34.

Finally, s34 and s12 range from the threshold at 4m2 to (M − √s12)2 and (M − 2m)2,
respectively; here the ordering is arbitrary and could also be exchanged.

A valuable check when rewriting the phase space integral in different coordinates is the
massless limit. For massless daughter particles the n-body phase space is given by

Φn =
1

2 (4π)2n−3

M2n−4

Γ(n) Γ(n− 1)
. (B.25)

Integrating over the phase space volume only, as given in Eq. (B.20) with the borders as
suggested for m = 0, reproduces the limit exactly as it should.

The final decay rate for the decay of the neutral pion (M = mπ) into two dileptons
(m = me) is then given by

Γπ0→2e+2e− =
1

216 π6m3
π

(mπ−2me)2∫

4m2
e

ds12

(mπ−
√
s12)2∫

4m2
e

ds34

s+124∫

s−124

ds124

s+134∫

s−134

ds134

s+14∫

s−14

ds14
|M|2√−∆(4)

.

(B.26)
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C Appendix: Dispersion relation

As introduced in Sec. 2.3, the dispersion relation is a non-perturbative data-driven method,
which makes use of two fundamental properties of our QFT, namely the unitarity of the
S-matrix and causality. With the equations, we are able to relate the imaginary part of
scattering amplitudes to cross-section data from experimental measurements. By doing so one
is able to calculate and even predict new physical observables through the experimental data
of related processes. This section briefly summarized the general concept of the dispersion
relations as reviewed e.g in Ref. [29].

Scattering amplitudes and vertex functions will, in general, contain both, a real and an
imaginary part. The imaginary part comes from the resonances that are associated with inter-
mediate particle states. Causality implies that the momentum representation of a scattering
amplitude is an analytic function in the upper complex half-plane. In the upper half-plane,
as along the real axis the function contains the physical branch-cuts, that run along the real
axis, starting from the two-particle threshold continuing up to infinity. Any such function
can be described dispersively, and the dispersion relation is based on a deforming of the
path with the usual iε prescription and applying Cauchy integral theorem, this leads to the
following expression

Re f(s) =
1

π

∫ ∞

0
ds′

Im f(s′)

s′ − s− iε . (C.1)

The dispersive integral runs over all s′, which means that in order to know the real part of
the function at small length-scales, we need to know how the imaginary part of the amplitude
behaves at all momentum scales. As the information in the large momentum regime is often
hard to obtain in particle physics measurements or calculations, we can use a trick to suppress
the dependence of the higher energy regions. By subtracting a low-energy constant we will
reduce the powers of energy in the integrand, suppressing the high energy contributions. This
means the integrand in Eq. (C.1) gets additional factors of 1/s, such that higher s′ values
will be weighted less, while the integral will still run over the full range in s′. The subtracted
relation is then given by,

f(s)− f(0))

s
=

1

π

∫
ds′

s′ − s− iε Im

[
f(s′)− f(0)

s′

]
=

1

π

∫
ds′

s′
Im f(s′)

s′ − s− iε , (C.2)

where the last step followed from Im f(0) = 0. In this sense we were able to reduce the impact
of Im f(s′) at higher energies by introducing the unknown subtraction constant f(0). This
shifts our problem from calculating an amplitude in a high energy region, to the determina-
tion of a single number. The subtraction constant are often equivalent to the parameters in
effective Lagrangians.

The unitarity of the S-matrix implies the optical theorem, which helps us to relate the
imaginary part of the scattering amplitude to physically measurable cross-sections. This
means that most of the time, one will identify the lowest-lying singularity structures of
the unitary relation, and starts by including all important sub-processes. In some cases
the imaginary part is directly measured in experiments, however, in most cases, additional
theoretical methods, such as a partial wave expansion or additional theoretical constraints
through Roy-Steinert equations are needed to relate the scattering amplitude to processes
that are measured in experiments.

In Sec. 5.1 we give a brief discourse about the dispersive calculation of the pion transition
form factor and which experimental data-sets are relevant in this case.

Details on the dispersive equations for aHLbL
µ We follow along the lines of Refs. [85,

199] to define the details of the dispersive equations for aHLbL
µ . In Sec. 5.6.1 we have presented

the results for the pseudo-scalar pole contribution to aHLbL
µ . To calculate this meson-pole
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contribution, we evaluate the following expression (restated from Eq. (5.73) for convenience),

aHLbL; PS
µ =

−2π

3

(α
π

)3
∫ ∞

0
dQ1dQ2

∫ +1

−1
dz
√

1− z2Q3
1Q

3
2

[
F1I1(Q1, Q2, z)

Q2
2 +m2

M

+
F2I2(Q1, Q2, z)

Q2
3 +m2

M

]
,

(C.3)
which contains the pseudo-scalar transition form factor amplitudes FPS, as defined in case
of the pion in Eq. (5.1), through

F1 = FPS(Q2
1, Q

2
3)FPS(Q2

2, 0) , F2 = FPS(Q2
1, Q

2
2)FPS(Q2

3, 0) , (C.4)

where Q3 = (Q2
1 +Q2

2 + 2Q1Q2z). The numerators Ii are specified by,

I1(Q1, Q2, z) =
−1

m2
µQ

2
3

[
4m2

µz

Q1Q2
+ (1−Rm1)

(
2Q1z

Q2
4(1− z2)

)
− (1−Rm1)2Q1z

Q2

− 8X(Q1, Q2, z)(Q
2
2 − 2m2

µ)(1− t2) ] ,

and

I2(Q1, Q2, z) =
−1

m2
µQ

2
3

[ 2(1−Rm1)

(
Q1z

Q2
+ 1

)
+ 2(1−Rm2)

(
Q2z

Q1
+ 1

)
(C.5)

+ 4X(Q1, Q2, z)(Q
2
3 + 2m2

µ)(1− z2) ,

in which the following functions have been employed,

X(Q1, Q2, z) =
1√

1− z2Q1Q2

arctan

(
b
√

(1− z2)

1− bz

)
, (C.6)

b =
Q1Q2

4m2
µ

(1−Rm1(1−Rm2)) , (C.7)

Rmi =
√

1 + 4m2
µ/Q

2
i . (C.8)
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